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I SUMMARY OF RESEARCH PROGRAM AND RESULTS

The principal objective of this program was the systematic determination

of the formation and thermal, mechanical and electronic properties of several

3 Igroups of new metallic glasses containing transition metals prepared by rapid

solidification processing. The focus was on properties that could be related

I to the bonding character of the glasses; this includes studies of thermal

stability (both with respect to glass transition and crystallization), mechanical

strength, as expressed by elasticity (Young's rodulus) and plasticity (micro-

Ihardness), electrical transport (resistivity and thermoelectricity) as well as

other associated properties. Ready glass formation (RGF) upon quenching is an

alloy property important in this context; it was studied exhaustively in several

systems. RGF was shown to be related to bond strength via a relationship with

the heat of formation and atomic size ratio which was developed in the course

1of this program. Alloy constitution studies were carried out; novel processing

and property measurement techniques were developed.

Results of the program are documented in the appended list of Publications

* credited to this program. Highlights of these research results are given in

the following:

New families of metallic glasses containing transition metals were investi-

gated and their properties were established; alloys studied fell into four main

categories:

Alloys containing actinide metals,especially uranium (1,14);

Alloys containing refractory metals (3);

Alloys containing simple (alkaline earth) metals (4);

Alloys containing intertransition metal combinations (5,7).

Special emphasis was placed on mechanical properties: elastic modulus

L. measurements were carried out using a new dynamic pulse technique (IIR method)

r(8,9), and plastic properties (microhardness) were determined and correlated
1



with elastic properties (17).

Electronic properties measured included the magnetism of rare earth alloy

glasses (11) and thermoelectric power (12,16).

"i The effect of oxygen additions on glass stability was investigated (2).

Alloy constitution and alloy phase structure were studied (6,10,18).

A novel method of rapid solidification processing for thick ribbons was

described (13).

Fundamental models of ready glass forming ability were formulated and

investigated (15).
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PROPERTIES OF METALLIC CLASSES CONTAINING ACTINIDE METALS:

1. THERMAL PROPERTIES OF U-4 GLASSES (H - V, Cr, Mn, Pe. Co. and Ni)

B.C. Giessen
+ 

and R.O. Elliott'

+ Department of Chemistry, Northeastern University, Boston, Massachusetts.
USA 02115

* University of California, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Lcs Alamos,
New Mexico, USA 87545

Introduction
F On the basis of alloy chemical factors found to be active in metallic

glass formation
i 

there was reason to expect that binary alloys coasisting of one
or more of the actinide metals Th, U, Np and Pu on the one side and suitable
addition elements such as transition metals (H) from the V. Cr, Mn, Fe, Co. and
Hi groups on the other would form glasses upon rapid quenching from the melt at
moderately high cooiInb rates. The previously reported metallic glasses con-
taining Th, such as Th-Fe,' and glasses rich in U, such as U-Cr and U-V1 provided
examples for this family of amorphous metals. More recently metallic glasses
have been prepared in thirteen additional actinide alloy systems, among them the
first ones to be reported that contain Np or Pu.4 in that report, nearest neigh-
bor distances deduced from. XR patterns were given and factors active in actiride
glass formation were discussed. Glass formation in alloys of U. Np atd Pu was
ascribed4 to the low nelting points To of these elements (compared to their toil-
ing points);5 the low Tz values in turn are thought to be related to the f-elec-
tron bonding present in these metals.6 It was also observed' that metallic glasses
containing U form more readily than the corresponding Pu glasses; this difference
was ascribed to the lower coacentrations -f H at the eutectic compositions in the
Pu-H alloy systems.?

In the present paper the results of a preparative and calorimetric study
forming part of a continuing investigation of the new actinide glasses are
reported. Specifically, lower bounds for the composition limits of glass for-.a-
tion (G.F.) at moderate cooling rates have been obtained for the U-H (H - Nn Fe,
Co. Nl) systems and the thermal stabilities of glasses in these four systems as
well as for a U-V glass and a U-Cr glass have been surveyed.

The four U-H phase diagrams for M - Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni are quite similar
to each other; all contain pericectically melting UtH phases on the U-rich side
and relatively nore stable, congruently nelting Laves phases UN: on the H-rich
side; in addition, the U-Co and U-Ni systems contain additional phases such as
UCo and UNix, respectively, in the central cowposition ringe which Is of Later-
est here.4'

7 
The U-V and U-Cr systems are simpler; their constitution diagramsshow eutectics formed by '-U and V or Cr, respectively.7

Experimental Methods

The preparative techniques used have heen discussed in Ref. 4; they in-
cluded arc-molting and ar4 furnace quenchiag in glove box systems, followed by
XD examination (Cu Ka radiatiou) and DSC studies in a Perkin-Elmer DSC-2 calori-
meter, carried out at 40 X/min. Somc glass transitions were tentztively identi-
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fled; their temperatures were obtained by the onset method rather tian the mid-
point method.

KID studies of the alloys after various stages of heat treating in the
DSC unit have been delayed by the need for precautions required in the handling
of samples prepared and treate& in radioactively "hot" equipment; however, such
studies are in progress.

Results

Table 1 lists the structures of the rapidly quenched alloys and the thermal
effects observed; the latter are plotted for the four systems U-l with N - Ha,
Fe, Co. and Ni in Fig. 1.

Glass Forming Rangs

Table 1 shows that the U-rich limit of the region of easy G.F. for the
U-Eti and U-Fe system is at < 20 at.pct. for either En or Fe; for the U-Co and
U-Ni systems the U-rich limit lies between 20 and 27 st.pe. for either Co or NI.
(.owever, a small amount of amorphous material sufficient in ouantity to obtain
thermal data war also retain.d at 20 at.pct. Co or Ni.) The upper limits of the
region of easy G.F. lie above 35.3 at.pct. M and 40 at.pct. Fe, Co, and Ni,
respectively. For the remaining two systems, U-V and U-Cry glass formation had
been reported to occur between 20 and 40 at.pct. V and Cr;

J 
however, in the pre-

sent study the alloy at 27 at.pct. V was found to contain only small amounts
of glass. The alloy at 27 st.pct. Cr was amorphous, as reported. In several
of the alloys which were not completely amorphous (lable I), crystalline phases
were found that were not among the known equilibrium phases; it would be of
interest to identify these along with any transition phases forming in the course
of the crystallization of the glasses. In the U-Fe and U-Co systems, metastable
extensions of the intermediate UGH phases (H - Fe. Co) were found, indicating
metastable composition ranges of these phases of h6 at.pct. H, un to >20 a..pct.
It.

Thermal Uata Given by System

The most important results of the present work concern the thermal stabili-ties of the glasses in the six binary U alloy systems studied. In the number

of exothermic effects and the composition dependence of the 
T

c valis, the U-Fe
and U-Co glasses show very similar behavior. The U-Ma and U-Ni systems, however,
have thermal characteristics differenL from those of the other two. For the
systems U-V and U-Cr In which only one composition has been studied to date, the
thermal characteristics are again similar. We briefly discuss these systems,
following their order in the periodic table.

For U.7 V.27 and U.73Cr.s, there are single strong exotherms, which pre-
;r~ably correspcn. to the reaction: glass - n-U + N (N - V, Cr), in accordance
with ti.. absence of intermediate phases in these systems. As the quenched
U.jV .27&l11.y also contains a large amount of metastable Y-U(V) solid solution.
tra.;sformation of y may be involved In this reaction.

Tie U-Mn allsq show two major exotherms: the first one T ct, occurs
berw an 578 ari 605 K with no clear composition dependence; the second, Tc2,c.,:' rs at tempercures which increase rapidly with incteasing Mn content.

th the U-?2 and U-Co sybi.ems show single exotherms for the more U-rich
4hass and double exotheras for the glasses less rich in U; as observed fre-
quenty in such cases,'10 there are continuous transitions between both regimes,
oct urring approxl.-.tsly at V.67Fe.31 and U.73Co.27, respectively. In the U-Co

there &to, in addition, weak exotherms at 20 and 27 at.pct. Co.
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Besides the exocherms, endotherms vere sean for the U 73FG.2 7 and U s7 Co 3l
glasses; however, additional study will be required to dtstinguish whether thie
endotherms correspond to glass transitions or whether they are artifacts related
to possible exothermic relaxation effects occurring at lower temperatures.

The U-Ni glasses ware characterized by double and, at lower U contents,
triple crystallization effects. As the alloy U.OeNi 2.e was largely crystalline.
the data collected for this alloy (Table 1) are not included in Fig. 1.

Discussion

Composition Dependence of Thermal Stability

In three of the four systems where comparisons of different compositions
were possible (U-Fe, U-Co, and U-Ni), the thermal stabilities increase with
increasing contents of the alloying elements N; only for U-Me the present data
are inconclusive in this regard. The results for the three systems are in line
with observations on many binary natal-metal

1
"'

1 
and metal-metalloid

glasses,'" where the thermal stability generally increases with increasing
contents of the component having the smaller size and higher elastic constant.

Further, the U-Fe and U-Co systems permit an extrapolation of the crystal-
lization temperature to unalloyed uranium, obtained as Tc(U) 1530 ± 20 K. This
value, however. would apply only for a hypothetical U glass with a structure
comparable to Lhose of the binary U-H gl.sstes.

Dependence of Thermal Stability on Alloying Element M

Perhaps the most interesting result contained in. the present data concerns
the change of Tc, with H. The Tc, for U.73H.27 glasses are presented in Fig. 2.
The curve shows a stability maximum for glasses with H - Cr and a minimum for

glasses with H - Fe and Co.

It is of interest to try to find correlations of the thermal stability (a)
with other properties of the glass itself, (b) the phase diagram, and (c) prop-
erties of the alloying elements M, the latter especially with a view toward
finding relations having a predictive quality. However, the existence of such
cozreleilons is unLertain Lot crystallizat-on tonperaLures, as the crystalliza-
tion products change discontinuously from system to system. [As pointed out,0.1

2

such correlations are more likely to exist for glass transition temperatures;
however, it is not clear whether 

T
s data can be collected for actinide glasses,

(sae abo,,e) .]

We review the correlations of types (a) - (c) which were obtained for the
present data on U glasses. As to (a), other property measurements, e.g. elastic
moduli, are not yet available for the U glasses. Regarding (b), phase diagram
features, the best-fitting correlation seen in analogous families of glass
forming systems (such as those containing Ca

l 
or refractory metals") is that

between Tc and T£, the lowest eutectic temperature In the glass forming region;
a straight line relation with a ratio Tc/TE %0.56 has been observed in such
lystems. While the crystallization temperatures for M - Fe, Co. and Ni lie
close to this line (see the values for Tct/TE given In Table 1), for the
U.7,Cr. 2 7 glass and the U.7 ,Mn.,7 g2lss (by interpolation)Tc lies love the
straight line and for the U.73V.2a &lass Tc lies below it.

The positive departure of Tc for the U-Cr glass from the straight line is
probably related to the low TE of U-Cr alloys relative to the melting point o.
Cr; the low TE is primarily due to the absence of the intermetallic phases co=on
to the other U-N systems with N - 4n, Fe, Co and Ni. [We coement parenthetical!'
that the high Tcland low Tg of U-Mn combine to produce a small supercooling

408
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interval TE-Tct for alloys near the eutectic composition, thus providing a ratio-
nale for the observed, rather good G.T. ability of U-Mn glasses.] The negative
departure of T. for the U-V glass from the straight line, on the other hand, may
be due to a too large value for the 

T
E which Is due to the extensive solid

solubility of V in y-U, as coiparad to the other U system. This solid solubil-
ity is made possible by the relatively small size difference between U and V.

As to (c), correlations of tTc with elemental properties, a correlation of
Tel with elastic constants of the constituents and the atomic volume of K was ten-
tatively identified. Figure 2 shows a plot of E.V, where E is the weighted
average of the Young's moduli of the constituents and VM is the atomic volume of
K. [The V used here are those appropriate for the transition elements K - Mn,
Fa, Co. &A %i in dilute solutions or in intermetallic phases with a low content
of these M metals; these VM differ from the elemental values which contain mag-
netic contributions.

1
%)

Both sets of pcints plotted in Fig. 2 are similar In their overall change
with M, suggesting a relationship between Tel and E - VM. However, while thert
is reason to expect some such relationship to eKist,15 the origin of the expression

" VM found to be usable here is not clear; this relation may not be confirmed
if further data are considered and can therefore not be generalized at this time.

Conclusions

The ease of glass formation in actintde alloy systems suggests that com-
parative studies extending that reported htre and including mechanical properties
will be fruitful in leading to an understanding of the factors active in this
particular category of metallic glasses.
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Introduction

Oxygen contamination is a potential problem in the study of amorphous
metals because of the highly reactive nature of some of the constituent elements

of metallic glasses and because of the processing techniques which are used to

produce this metastable state. Oxygen is frequently present already in the

starting materials. e.g. rare earth elements or early transition metals; further,

oxygen present as an impurity in the gaseous atmosphere may be incorporated
during alloy preparation (e.g. arc melting) or during the quench process

(especially during thermal evaporation or sputtering or during splat quenching
using the gun technique). Since these materials are generally studied as thin

foils, further heat treating of the amorphous metal can also lead to a signifi-
cant oxygen contamination. Nitrogen contamination may be a similar problem

under these circunstances, but this impurity was not studied at the present
time.

Effects of oxygen on the formation of and/or the behavior of amorphous
metals have been noted previously. In sputtering or vapor deposition, the
presence of oxygen has been shown to enhance the formation of an amorphous struc-
ture from unalloyed metals; for example, it has been shown'

1 
that a nickel film

deposited by electron-beam evaporation onto a substrate held at 4 K is crystal-

line when optimum ultra-high vacuum conditions are used while the inclusion of
gaseous impurities at a level of %0.7% leads to an amorphous deposit with a
crystallization temperature of %50 K.1 Other films of "amorphous NI" have been

reported to crystallize at much higher temperatures, e.g. 530 K,1 undoubtedly

due to higher levels of contamination by. at least in part, oxygen. Oxygen

contamination can also readily stabilize the amorphous phase in films prepared

by sputtering from a high purity nickel target. Further, a noncrystalline
structure was observed in chin, electron transparent regions of nickel foils
produced by gun-technique s~lat quenching of initially unalloyed nickel onto a
room temperature substrate; the high Tc - 425 K of this material was attributed

to oxygen contamination.
s

It is clear that the presence of oxygen in amorphous metals can also affect

the crystalline phases which form on crystallization as well as the thermal
stability of the alloy. It has been observed, for example, that a new crystal-
line phase (n carbide, W)Fe)C type) formed upon heat creating of amorphous Ti-Be

alloys in a calorimeter6 and is found in a Ti-Be-O alloy due to its stabilization

by the presence of oxygen and/or nitrogen.
7

In this study, oxygen has been added to three binary inter-transition metal

alloys already known to form a glass upon rapid liquid quenching. The effect ot
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oxygen upon the glass forming ability, the glass transition behavior, the duc-
tility of the glasses and their crystallization products has been characterized.

Experimental

Alloys were prepared by melting together the pure metals and, for oxygen

containing alloys, pressed pellets of copper oxide powder and nickel oxide pow-
der (86 w/o Cu and 75.2 w/o Nli; Alfa Products, Ventron Corporation) in an
arc-melting furnace. Zr.saCu.s0, Nb.saNi.so and T1.65 Ni.Ij were selected as
the basic binary alloy compositions to be studied; oxygen additions to these
alloys were then made such that the metal ratio was kept constant. Alloys were
not analyzed chemically after melting; indicated compositions are those calcu-
lated from the initial weights of the components. Rapid liquid quenching was
accomplished using an arc-melting hammer and anvil apparatus and also, for the
Zr-Cu-O alloys, melt spinning from a fused silica crucible onto the inside of a
rotating cup. Standard X-ray diffractometer procedures with filtered CuKa radia-
tion were used for structural characterizations. A Perkin-Elmer DSC2 (with
99.996% argon gas as protective atmosphere) was used for all thermal treatments;
data was recorded on a two pen recorder so that the DSCZ output could be gathered
at two different sensitivities.

Results and Discussion

Data on glass formation and thermal stability for the alloys which were
studied are given in Table 1.

Compositions which form a glass.

For the Zr.so-x/zCu.5sO-x/zOs alloys, glasses were obtained with up to
8 a/o oxygen by using the arc-melting quench unit; attempts to obtain the amor-
phous phase for alloys containing > 10 a/o oxygen were unsuccessful. Results of
the hemmer-and-anvil quench process were not fully reproducible from splat to
splat; some splats have a higher yield of metallic glass than others since the

* foil thickness and hence quench rate can vary from splat to splat. This obser-
vation can be used to qualitatively judge the relative glass forming ability of
different alloys by quenching each composition several times and comparing the
results. While binary Zr.s0Cu.s$ forms a glass readily upon arc quenching, it
was found that the addition of oxygen progressively reduces the glass forming
ability so that alloys containing 8 a/o and, to a lesser extent, 6 a/o oxygen
could be made amorphous only with great difficulty.

Zr.soCu.s* could be readily melt spun to a glass in vocuum. However, all
Zr. se-x/2Cu.so.x/20x alloys, even with only I a/o oxygen, were partially crystal-
line when melt spun under similar conditions. Ribbons from alloys of low oxygen
content appeared amorphous on the substrate side but were partly crystalline on
the top surface; they exhibited a crystalline pattern superimposed on a broad
amorphous peak. This is consistent with our experience that the arc-melting
haimer-and-anvil quench method produces higher quench rates than we could achieve
by melt spinning. The results from melt spinning are discussed further in the
section on cr)stalline phases.

For Nb.gs0-x/2Ni.s*.x/20, a glass was obtained upon quenching in the
arc-melting unit with 2.9 and 5.7 a/o oxygen; alloys containing 1 8.6 a/o oxygen
could not be made fully amorphous.

Ti.667Ni.i,, could be quenched to a fully amorphous condition in the
arc-melting unit. However, repeated attempts to produce fully amorphous Ti-Ni-O
samples containing even only I or 2 s/o oxygen by this method were unsuccessful.
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Thermal behavior by calorimetry: T5 and Tc .

Fig. I illustrates the DSC2 thermograms obtained for the amorphous Zr-Cu-0

samples. Data in Fig. I was gathered from samples weighing 1-9 a at a heating
rate of 80 K/ein; one pen, having a full-scale deflection sensitivity of

5 mcal/sec,was appropriate for investigating the glass transition for the

selected mole fraction and heating rate and the 50 mecal/sec sensitivity of the

other pen was selected so that the full crystallization exotherm could be

observed.

It can be seen in Fig. 1 that the Zr.soCu.so alloy, as observed previ-

ously,'" exhibits a well defined thermal manifestation of the glass transition.

i.e. a lCp, and that the specific heat has "levelled off" at the higher value'

associated with the undercooled liquid."4 The value of 6Cp observed for

Zr.s0Cu.ss. 4.6 cal/mole K, is typical of that measured for other metallic

glasses where the "levelling off" is seen. The addition of 2 alo oxygen raises

Tg by 21 K though crystallization nov beings sooner, relative to TS, than in the

oxygen free alloy so that the "levelling off" of Cp at the higher value is

therefore not observed. It appears that, with increasing oxygen content, Tg
moves to higher temperatures faster than Tc, i.e. (Tc - Tg) decreases, such that

only part of the iCp is seen for the 4 a/o oxygen alloy and no iCp is seen for
the 6 and 8 a/o oxygen glasses. In general, a ACp may or may not be seen for
any given oxygen-free amorphous metal since (Tc - Tg) varies as the composition

varies.II

It had been noted previously" that metallic glasses can be prepared more

readily by rapid liquid quenching, i.e. with lower quench rates, as their

(Tc - Tg) increases. Since the atomic mobility increases rapidly for T > 9. 
2

alloys of higher (Tc - T ) possess relatively higher atomic mobilities before
crystallization occurs; fhe higher resistance to crystallization near the glass

transition temperature thus appears to extend throughout the entire temperature
range corresponding to the undercooled liquid. Thus, the fact that (Tc - Tg) of

the present alloys decreases as the oxygen content increases is consistent with

the finding noted in the previous section that the ease of glass formation

decreases as oxygen is added.

At temperatures preceding any glass transition and crystallization effects,

all of the samples are seen to exhibit a broad exothermic "relaxation" effect

over a temperature interval of about 200 K; this effect was previously noted for

Pd-Si alloys" and for Zr-Cu alloys.' in Fig. 1, comparison of the amorphous
curves with the curves taken for the samples after crystallization makes this

effect apparent.

The crystallization exotherm is seen to broaden significantly at oxygen
contents above 2 a/o. As mentioned, the onset temperature moves to higher
temperatures as the oxygen content increases with a maximum increase of Tc of
1-40 K at b a/o oxygen before it decreases for the 8 a/o oxygen alloy.

For the interpretation of the present results it is of major importance to

decide whether or not: (1) the oxygen was in fact uniformly distributed through-
out the amorphous phase and (2) the composition of the glass was as calculated

from the initial components, e.g. whether or not oxygen was lost during melting.

As to the first point. the strongest argument that the oxygen is dissolved
uniformly (on a microscopic scale) is the marked and smooth change in the glass
transition behavior as a function of the nominal oxygen content (Fig. 1). Ue

base an argument for local homogeneity on the reproducibility and compositional
dependence of the thermal features for binary Zr-Cu glasses. We have found the
"shape" of the glass transition for Zr.soCu.se, determined by the relative

temperatures of 
T
g and the onset of crystallization, to be quite reproducible
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for alloys of this composition which woere prepared, quenched and characterized
on different occasions, using both the arc-quench method and melt spinning.
Further, the "shape" of the glass transition is relatively constant in the
vicinity of Zr.sCu.so as the ratio of Zr to Cu is changed . Thus, the observed

changes in the glass transition behavior can not be due. e.g., to the segregation
of the oxygen into more zirconium rich regions, leaving behind the bulk of the
material as a glass richer in copper than the Zr..oCu.* alloT,.

As to the second point, the weight losses occurring upon preparation of the
alloys containing oxygen in the arc-melting furnace ware typical of the less than
I w/o loss experienced for nominally oxygen-free alloys. Further, after crystal-
lization the amorphous alloys from the initial pellets containing oxygen contained
significant amounts of phases which were different from those found for the
nominally pure alloys and which are known to be stabilized by oxygen; this is
discussed in more detail in the subsequent section on crystal phases.

Finally, the data are found to be internally consistent with good repro-
ducibility. Different splats of nominally the same composition generally had
rc's within t 5 K (presumably due to compositional fluctuations between the
%50 mg alloy pieces chipped from the master alloy and then used for arc-quenching)
of the average value and had similar glass transition behavior, i.e. the "shape"
of the Cp change or the absence of such a change.

Tc values for Nb-Ni alloys are given in Table 1. Upon scanning amorphous
Nb.sNi.5 0 at 80 K/min, no crystallization exotherm was observed below 1000 K,
the temperature limit of the DSC2. Upon scanning at 10 K/min, however, a
crystallization exotherm was observed; accordingly, the Nb-Ni-O glasses were also
run at a heating rate of 10 K/min. For the oxygen-containing alloys, a second
peak appeared at lower temperatures; i.e. in contrast to the Zr-Cu alloys, the
presence of oxygen caused crystallization to occur at a lower temperature. The
first peak accounted for 1-38% of the heat of crystallization in the alloy with
2.9 a/o oxygen and IA7% of the heat of crystallization in the alloy with 5.7 a/a
oxygen. For a scan rate of 10 K/min and the available amount of sample, it was
not possible to determine the Cp behavior of these alloys immediately before
crystallization in detail.

Heating rate dependence of crystallization and isothermal annealing.

A more detailed comparison of the crystallization behavior of the binary
Zr.3eCu.$# glass and a ternary Zr-Cu-O glass was desired. For such studies.
melt-spun ribbons would be desirable in order to avoid any small variations
possible between nominally identical glasses prepared by arc quenching; this is

necessary since experiments for the determination of the activation energy for
crystallization involve only small changes in the crystallization temperature.
However, the inability to produce fully amorphous melt-spun Zr-Cu-0 ribbons
hampered this comparison.

Portions of an amorphous Zr.s0Cu.sa ribbon were scanned at heating rates
of 10 K/min to 160 K/min; the qualitative features of the crystallization exo-
therm did not change. The crystallization temperatures obtained in these runs
are given in Table 1. In order to determine the activation energy for crystal-
lization tEc, tn TpI/i vs. I/Tp was plotted;" however, rather than a straight
line, a "smooth", curved line was obtained. The tangent to the portion of the
curve obtained at low heating rates (10 to 20 K/min) resulted in a value of

AEc - 96 Kcal/mole and that for high heating rates (80 to 160 K/min) gave
AEc - 75 Kcal/mole. Because the sample may not track the indicated temperatures

4at the high rates exactly and because of the results of isothermal annealing
experiments given below, the value derived from the lower heating rates is pre-
f erred.
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Isothermal runs, where the rate of evolution of heat as a function of time
was measured, were also conducted. AS illustrated In Fig. 2, a single peek was
observed for Zr.5dCu. s. Isothermal data were recorded from 690 K to 715 K at
intervals of 5 K. A plot of tn(time) (both for ties corresponding co the mxi-
mum rate of heat evolution and for times corresponding to 1/5 of this maximum
rate) vs. l/T gave a straight line with a slope corresponding to a
aE€ - 97 Kcallmole for both stages of crystallization, in good agreement with the
value quoted above determined from variation of the heating rate.

Since data for oxygen-containing alloys had to be obtained from splats,
only the heating race variation sechod(which can be done with smaller amounts of
sample so that one splat can be used for several runs) was practical, given the
small variations between splats of nominally identical composition. Sections of
one splat of amorphous Zr.%jCu..9.02 were rup at different heating rates. As
for Zr.ssCu.so. the shape of the crystallization exotherm was unchanged by changes
in the heating rate though the exotherms for the 2 &/o oxygen alloy have a dis-
tinct shoulder on the low temperature side, unlike that for Zr.soCu.$s. The
&Ec o 95 Kcal/mole calculated from the variation of Tp for the 2 a/c oxygen
glass is essentially identical to that found for Zr. soCu.sq though this AEc value
is associated with the main peak; the shoulder may be due to the formation of the
n phase (see below) which may have a different AF.€ .

In contrast to the thermal scans, the 2 a/c oxygen alloy behaves markedly
different from the Zr.0oCu. so alloy upon isothermal annealing. Fig. 2 also
illustrates the thermogram from a 2 a/o oxygen foil annealed at 700 K; while
some variation between different samples was observed. these thermograms generally
show twopeaks. X-ray diffraction measurements of a sample after the first peak
show the first peak to be associated with -202 of the sample forming a micro-
crystalline n phase (W1 Fe3C type) (see below). The second peak corresponds to the
crystallization of the remaining amorphous phase to *-ZrCu.

The difference in the crystallization behavior of the binary and ternary
alloys, including the formition of the n phase (UtFeiC type) which is often
stabilized by the presence of oxygen,

1 s 
is a further indication that the oxygen

has remained in solution in the alloy.

Crystalline phases.

For Zr.s$Cu.sg, the ,-ZrCu phase is found both in the as-cast alloy and
after the DSC scan of the initially amorphous sample. For Zr-Cu-0 samples,
both a-ZrCu and an iphase (WiFeiC type) form in the single exotherm seen in the
DSC scan with, as expected. the relative proportion of the n phase increasing as
the oxygen content increases.

After cryscallLatio during the DSC scan, the Nb.soNi.s0 alloy did not
have the hexagonal u phase structure expected from the phase diagram 

s 
and pre-

sent in the alloy before qijenching. Instead a more complex XRD pattern was
found, the principal lines of which (in the forward reflection region) could be
tentatively indexed with at% orthorhombic unit cell corresponding to the M phase
type fuund as 4n equili!rium phase in the Nb-Ni-Al system and other ternary
Nb-:;i alloys.'' The M phase had earlier been observed in an isothermally
annealed, splat cooled Nb-Ni glass." Further annealing tests would be requiredto determine whether the observed M phase is a metastable binary phase or whether
it was being stabilized by unknown low-level impurities. In any case, the effect
of oxygen additions at levels of 1 2 at.pct. is different: for both Nb-Ni alloys
which initially contain oxygen, the low temperature exotherm was associated with
the formation of a ternary phase, reported earlier as an equilibrium phase,"
that has the n phase (WFe )C type) structure and coexists with the remaining
amorphous phase; the second exotherm is due to the crystallization of the remain-
ing amorphous material Lo the M-phase. The relative amounts of ri and the amor-
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phous phases indicate that, if the oxygen is totally concentrated in the n phase
of equal Nb and NI content, the n phase would have a composition near Nb)Ni30
with x ^.O.5.

This crystallization behavior of the Nb-NI-0 alloys Is similar to the
two-step crystallization of Zr..%Cu..1O. 2 upon isothermal annealing which was
discussed previously. Thus. in both systems. segregation takes place during
crystallization, with oxygen migrating from the glass to form a metal-rich.
oxygen stabilized ternary phase.

As confirmed in this study where Ti.6 6 7Ni.s2 , was arc-quenched into a fully
amorphous foil. it had been noted previously" that a glass could be made at the
composition of the interuetallic phase TizNi. This equilibrium compound has a
structure" which is closely related to the W$Fe1 C structure discussed above. For
Ti-Ni alloys, however, oxygen additions even as low as 1 a/o resulted in splats
which were partly crystalline, suggesting oxygen segregation during the process-
in&. apparently due to additional stabilization of this phase by oxygen.

Fig. 3 shows the diffraction pattern obtained from the crystallized
Zr..,Cu..*O.0 2 foils superimposed on the broad first peak characteristic of the
glass. The two main peaks at %37* and 1.4O are from a-ZrCu (though the inten-
sity of the peak at ^.37' would be relatively higher in a non-textured sample);
the peak between them is at the position of the main peak of the n phase (W)Fe)C
type) in the Zr-Cu-O alloys; while there is overlap with a peak from O-ZrCu and
possibly B-ZrCu at the same location, it may indicate the presence of the n
phase even in the 2 a/o oxygen alloy.

In general, the major diffraction peaks for any intermetallic phase having
a composition near that of the glass, as well as the first reflection of a hypo-

thetical fcc or bcc structure of appropriate atomic volume, occur near the center
of the broad peak. As seen In Fig. 3. this is the case for a fcc Zr. 5sCu. so
structure which maintains the elemental atomic volumes; it is also the case for
the a-ZrCu and the closely related Zr7Cuio structure as well as the oxygen sta-
bilized n phase which has been found here in the ternary system.

In contrast, the major peaks of the ZrO2 phases are found at much larger
d values and lower 26, as indicated in Fig. 3. The peak seen at 20 of ^28" in
the crystalline pattern from Zr. ,Cu.,1O. 02 is in fact due to monoclinic ZrO:.
The atmosphere in the DSC2 was not sufficiently clean to prevent some oxidation
of the sample during the runs. and some "blackening" of the surface is generally
visible to the eye. After longer annealing times and/or higher temperatures,

the ZrO2 lines become more intense, including the well defined, second most
intense reflection of monoclinic ZrO2 and a reflection from tetragonal ZrO2 .
In each case, these lines ascribed to ZrO2 disappear upon a light polishing of
the surface of the annealed sample.

In analogy with other inorganic oxide glass systems (e.g. the SiOlsybtem 12
it is expected that the broad first peak of an amorphous phase having short range
order similar to that in monoclinic ZrO2 would occur at about 2W. This state-
ment is of interest since broad peaks at about this location have been observed

in previous studies of Zr-Cu alioys.
2
3,

2
4 In a transmission electron microscopy

study"l of foils heat treated so as to initiate crystallization, regions within

the foil which were associated with a broad halo at k values corresponding
approximately to the crystalline peak of ZrO2 mentioned above were found. This
phase was labelled the "transformed amorphous phase" and was generally found at
the boundary between growing crystals and the amorphous matrix." In view of
the small relative difference in the scattering powers of Zr and the Cu. it is
not considered possible that an amorphous (ur crystalline> structure based only

on Cu and Zr would have significant values of the interference function (or
a structure factor) at the observed low k values, i.e. that it would have a halo
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at such a low angle. Even amorphous pure Zr would presumably have a broad peak

centered ac an angle not lower than .34*. Thus. it is suggested chat the "trans-

formed amorphous" material is likely to be rich in oxygen. formed either by the

expulsion of oxygen from crystallizing regions or by contamination during anneal-

tog.

A pattern similar to the "transformed amorphous" pattern with a broad inner

halo has also been observed in thermally evaporated amorphous 4.6sCu.6o but not

ia sputtered amorphous Zr.,,Cu.6. This is presumably due to a relatively

high level of oxygen contamination in the thermally evaporated sample.

The extent of the conditions under which this (presumably) amorphous

ZrOz-like phase will form is not clear. It had been hoped chat such a peak

would be seen in our as-prepared or annealed Zr-Cu-O alloys, but the so-far

limited studies of these alloys generally produced either an oxygen-stabilized
n phase internally or crystalline ZrO2 phases on the surface. Possibly. higher

oxygen contents are necessary in an internal region to produce the amorphous

ZrOl-like phase.

As noted previously. the Zr)CuOx phase (n phase, WiFeC type) was found

by X-ray diffracton measurements on the top surface of some melt spun Zr-Cu-O

ribbons. However, in other melt spun ribbons of 1, 2 andk a/a oxygen, a differ-
ent. unidentified phase was observed; the reason for this difference is not known.

Similar patterns and variability were observed for partly crystalline Zr-Cu-0

splats.

Ductillty.

It is known that many of the metallic glasses produced by rapid Liquid
quenching are very ductile, i.e. that they will deform plastically on bending
and that foils can even be bent back sharply to form a V-shape without fracturing.

This is also true of the binary Zr-Cu, TI-Ni and Nb-Ni glasses which wece pre-
pared in this study. However, it is also known that other amorphous metals do
not share this feature and that embrittLement can be caused by annealing, e.g.
Ref. 25, while the material appears to remain amorphous. The cause of this

brittleness remains a point of controversy.

This study demonstrates clearly that the inclusion of oxygen into the

amorphous T-r anloys which were studied enhances brittleness, with increasing
0 contents causing increasing brittleness. Some amorphous Zr-Cu samples with

2 a/o oxygen were partly brittle; the 4 i/o oxygen alloys were generally partly

brittle; amorphous alloys with 6 and 8 a/o oxygen were always brittle, i.e. they
would fracture readily on bending with no plastic deformation, and they could not
be sheared with scissors. However. it is not yet known if chis is an intrinsic

property of a homogeneous alloy, i.e. one in which the oxygen is jl.. dissolved,

or whether it is due to the presence of a minute amount of oxygen-induced preci-

pitates; transmission electron microscopy would be required to resolve this poinc.

Since the ductility of the Zr.-Cu.%9O.a2 alloy varied somewhat from splat to

splat, presumably because of a different temperature-time history for each, ther-
mal annealing studies of this alloy were of interest to study this embrittlement.

However. this study was hampered by the inability co spin oxygen-containing Zr-Cu
alloys to a fully amorphous state to give initiaLLy identical samples for anneal-
ing studies. Limited studies on spLats were therefore made which are thus far

inconclusive. Annealing at 700 K for a time corresponding to the first peak in

Fig. 2. i.e. corresponding to the formacion of a fine-crystalline n phase em-
bedded in the amorphous macrx. produced a very brittle sample; however, anneal-
ing for only 5 min at this cemperacure did not cause embrittletuent. Further

studies will be necessary to determine whether or not embrittlement zan be in-
duced before the fine, oxygen content induced precipitates are apparent to a XRD.
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It is noted thit a sputtered amorphous Zr-Cu film, nominally 50 a/o Zr.

is also very brittle.
z
6 Whether or not this is due to the presence of gaseous

impurities is not yet known.

While no detailed study of the ductility 0t the Nb-Ni-O glasses was made.

the as-prepared glasses were also found to be partly brittle.

Comments on the observation of T .

To unambiguously determine whether or not a given amorphous metal displays

a glass transition, one must balance the sample size, scanning rate and DSC

sensitivity to give a sufficiently large deflection for the ACp. The task of

determining LCp is made more complex by the curvature which is generally present

in the baseline of the instrument, the "relaxation" which often occurs in the

region preceding crystallization, and the need to be sure of the location of the

baseline which can shift from run to run due to different thermal configurations

of the sample pan and the platinum sample pan cover of the DSC2. For example.

the thermogram for the Zr., Cu.-70.0f glass, taken at high sensitivity, qualita-

tively appears to show a glass transition; however, a careful comparison to the

DSC trace for the crystallized material shows that the observed curvature is due

primarily to the end of the relaxation effect. Further, any endothermic rise in

Cp should be quantized in order to assist in assessing whether or not the "full"

LCp is likely to have been observed and thus whether or not the Tg measured from

such a trace is in fact accurate.

Because of the high thermal stability of :b.saNi.so, it could not be deter-

mined with the DSC2 whether or not this alloy exhibits a glass transition. How-

ever. Nb.. 0NI.6, was found to exhibit the characteristic relaxation (maximum

depth of 1,l.7 cal/mole K) followed by a rise of 1.l1 cal/mole K above the crystal-

line specific heat, when heated at 80 K/min, although without any indications of

a "levelling off". Thus, a glass transition can be seen to begin in amorphoks

Nb.4oNi ,* although the onset of crystallization occurs before the full ACp is

achieved.

The sputtered amorphous Zr-Cu behaves similarly
26 

to the liquid-quenched
Nb.,0Ni.6. Thus, a relaxation is observed, followed by a ' 1.3 cal/mole K rise

above the crystalline value and then crystallization with a Tc - 758 K and

T - 769 K for a 80 K/min scan. (A careful comparison with Tc for a liquid

quenched alloy of the same Zr-Cu composition must await an accurate compositional

analysis of the sputtered sample.) Since all liquid quenched alloys in this

broad compositional region show a well-defined Tg, one might speculate that

gaseous impurities in the sputtered film may preclude the observation ,f the full

glass transition. From Fig. 1, it can be seen that about 4 a/v oxygen would pro-

duce such behavior in a liquid quenched amorphous Zr.s 0 Cu.1 0 .
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Table 1. Thermal Characteristics of Amorphous Samples

Alloy Composition Heating Rate Tc K Tp. K Comments
KlmtnZr.5 0 Cu.50  80 735 742 TI-681

(Zr 0 Cu.5 0 ) 98 0 0 2  so 754+ 760 Tg-702

(Zr 5 0 CU.5 0 ).9 6 0 0 4  80 764 771

(Zr. 5 0Cu. 5 0 ).9 4 0.0 6 80 767 781

(Zr 50 Cu.5 0 ).9 2 0. 8  80 761 771,790
0b.5 50 10 961 973

(Nb Ni
.50 .50 .91.09 10 915,956 926,972

(Nb.5 0 NI. 50 ),9 4 30. 0 5 7 10 911,956 920,972

Nb.4 0Ni. 60  10 918,,%947,.964 928,958,981

" 80 950.^985 962, -

' Zr. 5oCu.50  80 758 769 sputtered
26

Zr. 5 0 Cu. 50  10 722.0 726.0 melt spun

20 728.5 733.5

40 736.0 741.0

80 745.5 750.5 ", Tg-693

160 754.0 760.5

* Tg and Tc are defined as the onset temperatures obtained from the intersections

of the extrapolated curve preceding crystallization and the steepest tangent to
the ACp and the exotherm, respectively. T p is the temperature at which the
crystallization exotherm reaches its maximum.
+ the "shoulder" for this alloy has a 

T
c-74

9 
K.
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Zr5 0Cu5(ribbon) 
Z
.49 .490.02

010 20 30 40
TIME, minutes

Figure 2. DSC thermograms showing rate of heat evolution as a function of time
for indicated samples when annealed at 700 Kf (displaced zeros). Very small
peak at %.2 minutes for the melt spun ribbon is reproducible and may be due
to trace amounts of oxygen in this nominally oxygen-free alloy.

Ierow

Cubc
ZrO.

* (11I of "fCC Zr')
* "' a-Zt(hcpl

ZrCUmO

20403 20

Figure 3.X-Ray diffraction patterns (CuK* radiation) for various phases. The11smooth curve is the first broad peak of the pattern obtained from Zr Cu 0
The crystalline trace is from a crystallized foil of Zr, 9 cu.49 0.0 2 ;,A?chso
contains primarily the a-ZrCu phase.
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Introduction

There is an increasing amount of evidence
1
'
2 

that the thermal and mechani-
cal behavior of metallic glasses containing only transition metals (or rare
eacth metals and actinides) is closely related to the corresponding properties
of the ccn;tituent e~ementa. (This is in sharp contrast to glasses concaininZ.
B-.-etals such as Al as a major alloying constituent rr as a minor additive;

2

;ierv the sra~ilizing and strengthening effect is frequently far in excess of
the inherent stability of the additive.) Among inter-transition metal systes,
then, high strength and thermal stability would be expected to be found in
glasses formed by the combination of transition metals having high elastic
=o.dli and/or high melting points.'

It is likely that the strongest and most stable retallic glasses will not
be binary metal-metal alloys but will contain one or nore refractory =etal(s)
as well as metalloid additions. However, there is an interest in the systematic
study of the properties of glasses formed by binary combinations of refractory
metals; for instance, such alloys can give indications of the correlations
e.isting b,-tzne the terval and mechanical parameters of the glas - r.d its
com;onents. Such a study is reported here for the four possible comhinations of
the 3 metals Nb and Ta on the one side and the T. metals Ph and Ir on the
other.

The first amorphous T.-T , retal alloys to be prepared were Nb-Rh glasses,
characterized as microcrystalllne at the time of their initial preparation.,
Electronic properties of the Nb-Rh glasses, especially their superconductivity,
were investigated.4 The preparation of all four of the possible T -T -lasses
(as well as sone other refractory metal glasses) was recently reported; some
approximate crystallization temperatures obtained by isothermal annealing and
microardnesses (lover limits) had also been given.

In the present study, the glass forming (G.F)) composition ranges of all
four systems have been determined; the crystallization temperatures 

T
c and

microhardnesses N have been determined for four glasses with the composition
(TS) '5s) S. 4 values were determined from meazurements of the electeical
res ssit:viyt the rtsistivizies and their changes with temperature will le dis-
cussed in a different context elsewhere.$

The Ta-th constitution diagram' is given sche,.atically in Fig. 1; many
features of it are typical of those of the other 7,-T, systems. There Is a
central eutectic region in all fuur rystems which contains the G.F. rane; it
i; bounded on the left at 1-40 a/o Tf by a 0 phase and on the right by phases
with 12-coordinated closz-pacled structures at 52 a/c T,. Both Rh systems
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show high-temperature phases (L for Ta-Ph) of unkr.own structures.

Experimental

The procedure used to prepare refractory metal glasses has been discussed
in Ref. 3 together with design features of the arc furnace quenching unit which
was used. Amorphous samples were selected from the quenched foils an the basis
of the presence of the typical "amorphous" diffraction pattern.

Electrical resistivities were determined by a four-point ac technique
using a Keithley 503 Hilliohmeter. The samples wer heated in a fused silica

tube held at high vacuum. The temperature was determined using a chr~oml-alumel

thermocouple. Upon crystallization the electrical resistivity showed a decrease
of 20 to 30% of the value for the amorphous sampls; T. was taken as the onset

temperature (steepest tangent method) for this decrease. In the vicinity of T,

heating took place at rates of I - 8 K/min for V3 sVh..s. 3 K/min for Nb.s s lr4 5 .
3 K/rin for Ta ssRh *, and 1 K/in for TassIr..,; i.e., the heating rates de-
creased with increasing 

T
c.

To obtain a cross-check on the resistometritally determined values, T, was
also determined by DSC in a Perkin-Elmer DSC 2 unit for a b I $ h sample at
a heating rate T - 10 Vi/mn; this composition was the only one of'the four alloys
studied which crystallized below the te=p,!rature linit of 1000 K for this unit.
The agreement of the two values (see Table 2) was excallent.

The microhardness values were neasured with a rentrcn microhardness tester

-- using a 100 g load.

Results nnd Disnuas ~

Glass Fo-nation: The structures of the quenched T -I alloys are listed in
Table 1; G.F. ranges of about 12 a/o were found in al four systems. Among the
crystalline phases that were found there were several that had not yet been re-

porced as an equilibrium phase for their respective binary system;6 for the sys-
tees with Rh. these phases may be the high ter.erature phases. The extent of
th2 o. . rangts cau ,o -onwhat correlated i..th features of the cinstitutioL.
diagram: on the T -rich side, G.F is lirited by the pcsition of Lt' a -phase
field (i.e. crystallization to the a phase occurs, prevencirn G.F.); on the T.-
rich side, crystallizaticn to the high-tempersture plaze(s) may be suppressed
in favor of G.F. (e.g., for Nb-lt) while, on the ocher hand, the lou-temperature
phases tend to form, preventing G.F., as the T, ct"ent increases.

Crystallization Temperatures: The crystallization tr.paratures Tc for the
CTs).$s(l,).. glasses are listed in Table 2. In Fig. 2a the 

T
c values are plot-

ted against the eutectic temperature TE and the averaged melting temperatures
tj of the components. The straight line shown for T, vs. 

T
E passes through the

origin and is represented by Tc/T- - 0.550. W hile the plot of 
T

c vs. Tg shows
some scatter, all Tc/TI values (Table 2) lie withi 0.03 (%5%) of the straight-
line value. This ratio agrees closely with those fzund for many ocher mecal
glasses

Z2  
and gives encouragement to attempts

2 '1
2 to link the crystallization

temperatures of the glass ard the eucectic meltiog ct=eratures of the solid,
even :hough the latter is two phase at the G.F. cozp:sition. Tc also correlates
well with T.!, the stralh, line show-, in Fig. 2 co-:z::.nds to T -0.61 -
as is obviou3, this relation cannot be generalized with these pi-aeeters ko al
atallic glasses.

Considerations of the atomLc notions require! for crystallizstion su~gent
that a rtlation exists between the elastic properties and thetral stability.
measured only as Tc ii, the present systers, of a :asis. In the absence of ulas-
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tic data for the glass itself, one can examine the correlation of Tc With ,
the averaged Young's modulus of the components, or EV/V. where V is the mean
atomic volume and EV is the weighted average of E-V. Both quantities correlate
well with T. (Fig. 2b), although again the resulting equations for the straight
lines cannot be general for all metallic glasses.

Microhardneas Data: The nicfohardness values KV are given in Table 2 and are
plotted vs. Tc and £ in Fig. 3. The thermal and mechanical behavior of each
glass are closely coupled; by the relations between T and TE or 1mtreated in
the previous section, HV is thus also related to TE and TH. The solid line
indicated in Fig. 3 for HV as a function of Tc is given by HV = 1.04'(Tc-200)
kg an 2K

1
; a dash-dotted line through the origin is also shown. For HV vs. E,

the fit to a smooth curve is excellent. Since one might expect HV-O as E-O, a
dashed straight line through the origin is again also shown; this one such line,
VE - 0.0320, is correct for the stronger glasses (Table 2) but predicts lover
values of MV for the weaker ones than are observed. Like the thermal stability.
the mechanical strengths of the glasses are again strongly correlated with the
elastic moduli of the constituents.

As mentioned before.$ the present glasses possess good bend ductility;
some of the alloys even possess a certain degree of toughiess in the crystalline
state.

Conclusion

Probably due to the considerable similarity in the atomic size and periodic
table position of their constituents, the thermal and mechanical properties of
the present glasses possess a high degree of correlation (a) with each other,
(b) jointly with features of the phase diagram, and, most Interestingly. (c)
jointly with pertinent properties of the constituents.
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Table 1: Class Formation Upon
Arc Furnace Quenching in T 5-T 9 Alloy Systems

Alloy Equilibrium Extent of Central Structure after Minimum C.F. Range
Composition Structure at TE Two Phase Yield Rapid Quenching In T5-Tq System

at TE and (at.pct. T,)
- at 300 K

- st.pct. T9)

bb*653h.35  a

.Nb.5sh.4s a + *I A.M. t{ 39.5 to 51.5 5

.b.4#sRh.sas GaA.M.

Ta*1 6Rh*,s Cl

Ta.$#Rh.4* A.P.+tr.cryst.

Ta. 5 qh.,.s 0 + Cl3  40~ to 49 A.M. J% 40

Ta.S*Rh.s asu8 o'~5 A.M.+r.cryst. 5~0

Ta.4&~h~ss 03cryse.

Ia..5sfh.$$ 03 cryst.

?.b.S7Slr.*25 a 01 A.W.+tr. cryst.
41.5 to 52.0 64

bb.ss~r.4s a +"0 1 to52 } A.ja

rb.*1r~s *aA..cryst. (major)

Ta.6slr.ss

Ta&s0.7 A.M.+r.cryst.

Ta.sIr.~g o+ 41 '. to '5.4 A..~r .3

Ta.ss4r.,,q a { L 13 to v5. } A. . :rs:

Ia 01.34 0 A...

Ta.,.,!Ir.525 C11 A.Mi...-r.cryst.
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Table 2: Properties of (T ) 5 5 (Tg). 5

Transition Metal Glasses

Alloy T (K) Tc/T Tc /TE HV (kgh 2 ) /2 10
6 

) Mv/E
C (Vickers) (k/cma) -102

Ib. SRh..s  973 t 0 0.387 0.549 780 * 40 2.30 3.39
980

a:  
2

Ta.,Rh.,s 1118 t 10 0.399 0.529 890 * 50 2.72 3.27

1b.5,Ir. s  1133 t 10 0.415 0.563 970 * 50 3.01 3.22

Ta. slr.,s 1283 * 10 0.425 0.577 1100 ± 70 3.44 3.20

(a) by DSC, at 10 K/min.

2400

2000.

,-1600

-T w IZ aRh

1200 TAI j a a I

Is Ii I I I
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Tn Rh

ATOMIC PER CENT RHODIUM

Figure 1. The Ta-Rh con$dlitutjon diaram.'
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INTRODUCTION

The stability of metallic glasses at ambient and elevated temperatures Is
a property o! corsiderab.e practical as well as theoretical importance. Con-
sequencly, the thermal effects occurring on heating of metallic glasses are among
their most commonly determined characteristics.'" As for the phase traasforr.a-
tions (especially melting) of most crystalline metals and alloys, however, the
understanding of these effects, especially their correlation with other pcoper-
ties. is not yet well developed, although progress has been made in Indivi,iual
cases.l, '

-

One cay distinguish two types oi thermal effects: exothurmic (crystalliza-
cion, recrystallization, relaxation) and endathermic (glass transition). Of
these, the former are complex in that they pertain to reactions involvlng more
than one phase a: the name time; accordingly, they generally differ from glass
to glass and can not be easily treated quantitatively The actier. lovoE.,r, is
, iave.-sible e*f. c whtch occurs within a homogeneous phase and should therefore
be amenable to a general treatment. Such a treatment woul than establah1 cor-
relations of three types: (a) ketween the glass transition temperature T. ard
related properties of the glass itself such as elast i% moduli;

_5 
(b) betwevn

T and physical-chemical properties of the alloy system, such as phase diagram
f arVS6 (e.g. the presence of intermediate phases and their melting points)
and thermodynamic quantities of the system;? (c) between Tg and appropriate
parameters of the constituent elements. Relations of types (b) and (c) can
be expected to have predictive character concerning Te without the glass actually
ha';ing been formed; relations of type (c) would be the most generally useful.
(it should be pointed out that in the absence of T values, correlations of
types (a) - () have been attempted for the crystallization temperatures Tc.'-

t5
)

To examine the validity of such zor:elationv, one fruitful approach is to
c€z re the T 's of binary glasses in vhich one coaponent and tha stoichiometric
ra ire heli fixed while the other co:unent is varied. Stodi . o T, ht;w-
e'er, ;rc confronted with te difficulty rha. ooiy a rather small numher of bi-
nary glassy alloys display gleas transitions, e-pecially we)l Pronounced ones
[L.t. glass transitions with a smfficiin:!: larg incen'al (.L - g9 )1; tls
allc;7s include Pd-Si, 12 Zr-cu,

3
',*'' and, Ca-Al and Ca-u eiasses 

,
'' which wer.

disccvared only recently. On the other h1srd, %hile glasses containing three
or more components at substitntial co~entre,tion% more trequently snow glass tran-
s'tions,' such alloys jrc also more L[ke'l t, have a,',re complex interactions of
the com ponents; at the present state of this field, they are therefore less
suitable than binary g!.tuses to exaej:.e such correlatlons.
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There are two approaches, both involving ternary systems, by which ad-
ditional T8 data usable for comparative studies can be obtained: (1) ded'iction
of the T values for binary glasses from studies of suitable ternary systemsI

7

and (2) ternary additions (at levels from 0-20 at.pct.) to binary glasses dis-
playing a glass transition."

s 
In the work reported in the present paper, the

first approach has been applied to CsM.3. glasses; Zr.,,sCU.,,sH.,, glasses
were studied as an example of the second approach.

Ca.6sH.3 s Glasses (M - Pd; Cu, Ag, Au; Mg, Zn; Al, Ca)

It had recently been reported that Ca readily forms binary glasses with a

number of metallic elements M added at levels, depending on the system, of '.15
a to %60 a/o M;'1 the list of metals H includes A metals (Mg), transition metals

(Ni, Pd), and B metals (Cu, Ag. Au, Zn, Al, and Ca).'-
,
"
,
' The formation and

alloy chemistry of many of these glasses have been discussed and a survey of

their crystallization behavior has been given;' the crystallization sequences
of some glassy Ca alloys were found to be quite complex, displaying up to five

exothermic steps for some compositions.
" ,1

6

In this survey, well defined glass transitions were found in two binary Ca

alloy systems, Ca-Zn and Ca-Al.6
-
1, The glass transitions in the Ca-Al and

Ca-Zn systems are observable for 0.30 1 x.1 0.45, and 0.20 1 xzn i 0.60,

respectively; in all other Ca systems (with the possible exception of Ca-Au at

relatively high Au corcentrations' ) Tg is aasked by :ryscallizatton or other
exothermic processes. At high Ca concerntrations, the crystallization tempera-

tires drop rapidly, masking Tg even in tha Ca-Al system at xAl < 0.30.1

The composition Ca.,M... was selected for a c,,mparative study. To obtain
the Tg values of interest despite the overlapping eothernic effects in the

respective binary Ca systems,'ternary alloys of tie composition Ca.,,(All-yM ).3
were studied In the hope, first, of being able to retain ternary glasses at he
desired composition x(Al+M) - 0.35 over a wide range of y values and, second,

to be able to determine T for binary Ca. 6 M.,5  by extrapolation from the ter-
nary Ca. 5,(Al IyMy). alloys. For N - Cu, alloys of composition

CS 6 (ZnlM.y~y) 3 5 were also studied.

(Z;:.SC .).et, rlases (! - Sc, Ti. ., Cr, Mr, Fr., Co, *]I, Cu)

The second approach to providing interpretable Tg data, wherein the change

in Tg upon the addition of alloying elements to glasses displaying glass tran-

sitions is determined, was used in a study of Tg for Pd-Si-H glasses;1
2
l

s 
it

was also employed to examine the effect of alloying additions on Tc in Fe-C-P-M
glasses (M - transition metals)' and in 4g-Zn-M glasses (M - B metals).1

7 
A

corresponding study for Zr-Cu-M glasses has now been carried out4 wherein the

well pronounced glass transition of binary Zr.,,Cu. glass3
,1
" was utilizi-d.

The effect of ternary additions of first period transition metala M at a level

of 5 at.pct. to form Zr. 6 7 Cu.4,,M.,s glasses is reported here.

EXPERIMENTAL MZTU!ODS

All alloy. were initially prepared h': arc-melting usig 99.9% pure starting

materials (with the exception oi Zr which was 99.7 purity reactor grade material).

Weight loss analyses indicated agreement Letween the noninal and actual crtiposi-

tion to S I a:.pct.

For Ca alloys, glasses vere preparcd by melt spinning" in a vacuum of

%50 4m N[g; riibcns of ^,2 ss with and 150 _ tLcness -r formed during solidi-
fiLation on the inside of a copper drum. .or Zr-Cu nllo~s, amorphous foils were
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11

prepared by arc furnace hammer-and-anvil quenching.19 All ribbons or foils

60!lected for thermsal analysis exhibited no evidence of crystalline portions
when examined by XRD (to the detection limit of this method, estimated at
several 1). Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was carried out on 4 Perkin-
Elmer DSC2 at t - 80 K/mmn; the glass transitions reported here were determined
by the midpoint method (point of inflection of the endotherm). Crystallization
temperatures Tc were determined as onset temperatures (steepest tangent method).

RESULTS

Tg for Ca.,*(All-xH ).3 s Classes

The desired ternary glassy Ca alloys were prepared in eight systems which
ae reported here. Ca_ (All_ )., -~gasswt Pd, Cu, Ag, Au, Mg,a t e ~ ~ ~ ~ t ; r e p r t e _e e a . ( A , ) g l a s s e s . w i t h M - P , C , A , A K

Zn, Ca, and Ca.&,(Zn _vUy) isg asses were prepared. Glasses in seven of
these eight systems showed ilass transitions up to y %, 0.75; the exception was
the Ca 6S(Al1  Cu.) s system, where T- was observable only for y < 0.25. In-
stead of the ltter system, Ca 6S(ZnlyCU ).3 5 glasses were therefore studied
yielding Tg values up to y - 0.67. An exaple of the DSC results obtained on
such ternary alloys is given in Figure 1 for the Ca 63 (A 1..1 Auv).1s System.
The multiple exothermic effects and the decrease of the initial Tc to values

below Tg at y ^- 0.35 (thus masking T.) can be seen. It is also apparent that
the observed T8 have a parabolic dependence on y. Ta was therefore fitted to
the expression;

T (y) = (-y)T (Ca l + y-T (Ca. s*.] s) + -y(l-y).

Expressions of this type have been used before for ternary glasses.'
,7 

T'h

fit with the experinental points was excellent (see Figure 1) rud the values
for Tg(Ca 6 5H 5 ) obtained by extrapolation are thought to be precise within
the assumed functional relationship to t 10 K. The resulting T (Ca. M..15)
are shown in Figure 2, where they are plotted together with the values obtained
directly for the two binary glasses Ca.,5 Al , and Ca.6 ,Zn 3 5 against the

valence of the addition element H (see belo0).
A presit.tation zn0 fuither discuss:on of the ternary data, especially of

the intaractlon coefficients A, will be given elbewhere.

T for (Zr.S.Cu.S0).,5M.o. and Tc for (Zr. SOCU.SO).97SM025 Classes

(Zr. 5 oCu.S,)l_x x alloys (where M represents transition metals of the
first long period from Sc to Ni) with M contents corresponding to 2.5, 5, and
10 a/o were studied.% Classes were obtained at all levels for all of these

additives, with the exception of the alloy containing Sc at x - .10 which was
partly crystalline; further, glass transition temperatures could not be re-

liably datermined for glasses containing V and Cr at this level.' At x - .05,
however, glass transition temperatures could he obtained for all additives;
these values as well as the crystallization terperatures of (Zr ~sCu °:)I-xH.

glasses with x - .025 Are reported and discussed herre. Results on aaditional
ternary alloys of this type, alsc includin2 non-tr.:3sitiov Metal addiLives, will
be reported subsequently.

Values for .t 7 (Zr ,,Cu , )-Tg(Zr. .Cu 0) were calculated,

usi.; a value of T8 ( r .cCu[.c ) = 692 K. The re ultit.g Tg are plotted against
the periodic table posi-iin (group nunber) of H in Fig. 3a. Fran the measured
temperatures of the onset of crystallization, values fur
LT, - lc(ZC.s 7Cu LM.2)-Tc(Zr sCu sc) were calcuiajt., using

tc(Zr.sCu .o) 
= 

7i7 K; these LT, values'are presented in Fig. 3h. The over-

all similarity of the ctirves for Lfg (presented Lere for x = .05) and I,Tc (at
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x - .025) as functions of H is apparent, indicating a similar effect of M in
both transitions. (The similarity between LT and btTc was somewhat less pro-
nounced when both curves were taken at x - .01.) Further, for most of the
addition elements H studied here, the curves of -.Tt and ATc vs x are not linear.

This made it necessary to give ATg and P-Tc at a specific value of x rather than
presenting the slope dT /dx. as is customary for linear changes 

of 
T
g with x;1,7

the values of 4Tg and 11c given here are not quantitatively representative of

the effect of M on Tg and To at other addition element concentrations.

DISCLS51ON

Correlations of Tg with Other Alloy Parameters

It had been noted previously
3 

that the thermal stability, and especially,
Tg. of the metallic glasses which were studied correlates with their elastic

properties; thus, T and the Young'a modulus E both increase with increasing

Cu content in amorptous Zr-Cu.',
2
1 Further, the thermal stability of the glass

has been related to the melting behavior of the corresponding crystalline alloy;

thus, Tg (and 
T
c) often increases with increasing melting point Tm of the alloy,

as suggested early by Mader
2
" (for a review, see Ref. 22) and as confirmed re-

cently for glasses containing actinides,10 refractory metals.' and, now, Ca.'

These connections between Tg, T,, and E suggest that the glass transition
resembles the melting process in being related to the elastic properties of the

solid. For crystalline alloys, such a connection is described by the Lindemann

nelting point formula," which relates Tm to the Debye temperature CD and/or
E. 

2
4
- 2  

It has recently been considered that an analogous relation might hold

for Tg, linking 
t 

to E, and, hence, to T,.5 This idea has considerable appeal:
in some respects, a Lindemann-type equation may be more applicable to the glass

transition than to the melting process; the atomic processes" thought to take

place during the rearrangument of free volume at T. appear to he more amenable

to an analysis based on elastic forces, which underlies the Lindemann Tm for-

mula, than the melcing process. Furthermore, a funamental criticism of the

Lindemann Tm formula is chat it is a "single phase" formula, i.e. an expression

using only paraneters of the solid, although it is applied to a two-phase pro-

cess. The glass transition, on the other hand, occurs within a single phase;

it does no: involve the toril rrarrangemen. of th, st ucture wh.ci occurs d.rin,

the melting process, and it therefore comes much closer to the physical picture

on which the Lindemann Tm formula is based.

In the following section we briefly review the Lindemann T. formula and

present modifications required for its application to T8 , with specific refer-

ence to metallic glasses having compositions typical of the two families of

glasses treated here.

The Lindemann Tm Formula and its Modification for Application to Tg

The Lindemann formula fur the melting point Tm of an element M is:
2 3

-
26

Tm - L • o, • -
/  (I) 

where L Is a cos:nnt (Lindemann constant), t H is the atomic n os of H, 0D is

th= Debye temperature, and Vm is the atonic Volume it M. from this expression,

a relation to the elastic par.meterj can e derivcd"- which yields:

Tn - L' • E V. (2)

where E is the Young's ,r,dulcs of H. Far the first case of interest hcre, a
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I

oinary glass Al.xBx, an expression of the form

T- h(r,%/rg) - E v (3a)

can be derived, where E is the Young's modulus of the glass. Vg is the atomic
volume of the smaller component, and h(rA/rB ) is a relatively slowly varying
function of the atomic size ratio rA/r B. For the special case of relatively
weakly interacting atomic species, the elastic constants may be assumed to be
approximately additive; hence

E - 0

and

Ts - h(rA/rg).a.E-VB (3b)

I where E is the weighted averaged E of the components in their crystalline form
and 'a is a constant factor (a . 0.7)28 relating E for a glass to that of the
corresponding crystal or crystal rixture.

Using the solidus melting temperature TS (frequently a eutectic temperature)
for the glass forming composition and making the doubtful assumption that the
melting mschanism is similar :o that for the glass transition, one obtains

Tg - k, • TS, (3c)

as frequently (but nutuniversally) found
22 

(see beicw).

Turning to the second case of interest here, ternary additions M at level
. to a binary glass A,-yB, and again assuming weak interactions between M and
A" r B, one obtains

1n T9

2 FAB(Eti V 4.(
4 a)

wkE:e Eli, VwI and mM are the Youn-.'s nodulu ;, atcmic vo'u.a , on dtomic mass ot
t:.e additioa element M, respectieely, and F is a function dependent on the
properties of the binary glass Al-y~y.

An especially simple relationship of this type for which there is some the-

oret,-ical justification expresses AT yg(
ATg(%,) " (4b)

lhtere is a function of M that contains rn'. Substituting Tm(H), the melting

pci. or M, for its elastic modulus, using (2), one obtains from (4b)

ATg(ix) - (A/L') • Tm(M)VH-/I. (4c)

Tg for Ca.*6,,.. Classes

W' discuss the T va'ies for these glasses presented in Fig. 2- and we
r' ~ correlations of wit pertia:..: ailoy para.-elter, begi::uing with those
d -,sssed in the preceding section and continuing with alternate variables such
as c:=pound melting point, or alloy valeace.

Llastic Mcdulus E: At present, E vlue; for tl. C. glasses as re-
r in Eq. (3'-) .re not yet available; however. they are being detcrmined.2-

*; . LOfl such as (3b) which cuntain only the elastic constants of the compo-
-,tnts instead of F ftr the glass are not appliccble to the present systums
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I

because the components show significant interactions which vary from system to
system; accordingly, T. and E do not correlate.

Solidus Temperature TS: A possible correlation of Tg with TS, the solidus
temperatures of the binary systems Ca-M at 35 at.pct. M, according to Eq. (3c),
is tested in Figure 4. [For Ca-Au, TS increases from 931 K for XAu < 0.333
(Ca Au) to -1073 K for XAu > 0.333; an averaged value TS -A, 1000 K was therefore
used to remove this discontinuity.] It is 4een that T9 for M - Zn, Mg, Cu, Ag,
and Au lies on or close to a straight line with Tg/TS - 0.58; this value for
Tg/TS is in good agreement with other values observed for T /Ts. 2 2 The Tg
values for the trivalent H elements Al and Ca (especially AI) do not follow this
relation: for these elements Tg is either higher or TS is lower than given by
the correlation (or both). This suggests that both the melt and the glass are
strongly stabilized with respect to the crystalline phase or phases in the Ca-Al
and Ca-Ga systems. To explain the observed T values, further study of pertinent
thermodynamic quantities would be useful, Includiog an assessment of phase diagram
features affecting IS in these syst~ms.

Melting Temperatures Tm of the Compound CaN2 : From the relations suggested
by Eq. t15) and-ke) we -- o a crr-t -d -51T7 with a phase diagram feature
other than TS . Inspection of the phase diagrams of the present Ca-M systems
which fcrm glasses in their Ca rich regions shows that in all of these systems,
except Ca-Cu, the . rich regions contain CaM2 pha es. Four of these phases, in
the systtms with f - Mg. Zn, Al, and Ca, are Laves phases with relatively high
melting points. To test for a possitle correlatiz'n between the thermal stabili-
ties of the glass and the CaM2 phase-s, T was plotted against the melting points

Tm(CjM2) (Figure 5). For the systens with Ag and Au, aver.,;e& of the 
T
m for

two phases adjacent to and more stal, than CaMi were usd; for Ca-Cu the liqui-
dus at the composition CaCu2 was us.d as an upper bound f<,r 

T
m . Uith these pro-

visos, a fair correlation of T
g and TM(Cia2) was o4nd, with Tg/;m(CX12) '% .42;

existence of this correoICion may reflect the considerztion expressed earlier'
that form-Ation and stability of glasses in th~e C4 systems (an, other similar
systems) is related to the presence and stability of a Laves phase by conplemen-
tary aspects of packing and banding.

Rel.tion of T with Ocher Parareters: The size ratio of the components in
Ca-Mf j sses has been shown';-to or-r e-well with the width of the glabs form-
In& range and might also be expected to affect glass stability, as reported.
e.g., for Laves pha:es;2

s however, no correlation between T and rz(Ca)/r,,(M)
is apparent.

T was also plotted against Zis, the averaged cohesive energy of the glass
components; a straight line relatln 4nclud~ng the origin was found, with a scat-
ter comparable to that seen in Fig. 4. The principal departures frcm this
straight line were observed for Cu anJ AA, for which I. was % 100 K lower than
predicted from their cohesive energies.

Allov Valence: It is likelv that better correlations than those preseiaed
here are not pojsible ,intl measuremeots on the elastic properties of the Ca-H
glasses are availabln or more them:,od.aii inforz.tion on the Ca-M alloy systems
is available. In the neantime, it is instructive to consider the thermal bzabil-
ity of the Ca-H g~assos Jn terms of the valence n of element M, or in teis of
the average valtece ,lc'ron concvncr, i.n k':iC) Llt.F-are 2). rhe VEC 414a plays
an important role in the Nagel-Tauc ti-cry relating glass formation and Ntabili :-
to VEC ' 2 e/a."

The plot shows the foliowtng etu-es, discussed in order of eerea.Ing
valence of X:

a) Glasses of C4 with Si and -,e, 1-4. would be expe't~d to be very st.ble.
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However, for chemical reasons, such glasses could not yet be prepared.

b) Al and Ga, n - 3, form stable glasses with Ca.

c) Hg and Zn, n - 2, form the least stable glasses with Ca prepared in
this study.

d) For Cu, Ag and Au, n - I, T increases again; this increase, however,
is due to the bond strength inherent in these metals (due (for Cu) in
roughly equal parts to conduction electron bonding and s-d hybridiza-
tions'); this bond strength appears to be retained in the glass. A
glass of Ca with a simple monovalent (alkali group) metal has not yet
been prepared; it is assumed that its thermal stability would be lower
than that of the Ca-Mg glass, as indicated for Na.

e) Pd, assigned n - 0, as frequently done in the classification -_t compounds
formed by NI group metals with simple metals such as Zn,

32 
forms the

most stable glass; this results mainly from the d - electron bonding
contrbution of Pd to the glass.

f) Besides its valence, the si=e of H plays a major role; for each group
of H metals, T. increases with increasing size of H (Zn - Pg; Cu - Au).
Tg for Ca-AS is especially interesting; although the size of Ag should
place Tg near Tg(Ca-Au), the lower bond strength of Ag (expressed e.g.
in Its cohesive energy" ), as compared to Au, moves T,(Ca-Ag) down to
Tg(Ca-Cu).

Tg for Zr. 7 ., 7 ,M *. Classes

The LT. data in Fi-. 3a are discussed in terns of the elastic moduli Eh
and atomic volumes VM of the addition elements M (data from RIf. 35) and equa-
tions (4b) and (4c) are applied. Values for Zr and Cu considered as "Lernary
additions" are also included; these were derived fro= data on the binary Zr-Cu
system. ,

A similar study of Et.t effect of tranition netal additives from the second
lun6 period is now in progress.

Elastic Moduli and Atomic Sizes of M; The ouilitative similarity of the
plots for .Tg, ATc, and E in Figure 3 (a-c) sitggests that these quantities are
indeed Interrelated; the characteristic, bimodal app.-arance of all three plots
Is 'amiliar fron the plots of other properties of ti.- ;:rst long period tran-
sition elements" (cohesive energy, bulk modulus) and its recurrence here is
striking. In comparing the plots for _'T and E in riS. 3, disagreements in de-
tail are seea, particularly for V and Cu; for both o. these LT. is considerably
larger than suggested by E.

The quantitative connecticn established by the r latlon (4b) is tcsrJ in
Figure 6, which shows a plot of LT vs. E.VM''

7
. There is a fairly good linear

rela:ionship between these two quantities, except for V and Cu which dcpart
stT7anly from this relationship as noted already ror b; oth elements are more
effetive in stabilizing the Zr-Cu glias than is indicated by their elastic
no('uZi ar atomic sizes. The larger effect of Cu r.. be due to its h-m.-tel
Cd-ac:er (see helow); for V the melting temperature represent, the stahilizing
effect bLtcer than the low Yung's nodai us E (s e belc) or an.- at th otle:
...... nouuli C or B. ?

Xeltins.TAe .ures T, IM: The ?re.'ious secticn sggesrs that the present
7r-C,- glass.-s (M - transition metal) are largel. : dtiLve in their elastic
prooerties .hiuh affect T.. It is therefore of interest Whether the elastic
canr ants of the addition l-m.ents can be replaced t'. the carrurpunding melting
temper.tures TM(H) following Eq. (2).
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The relation of AT5 to Tm(M).given by Eq. (4c) is tested in Fig. 7, where
#T is plotted against n(M) .VM- 2 I . For all transition metal additives, the
'T vlues are seen to follow a cormon curve with relatively little scatter;
only Cu departs from this curve, showing again a greater stabilizing effect
than would be suggested by its melting point (see below). In contrast to the
relation of ATE with EM, previously discussed, the value for V now follows the
comon curve, indicating that its glass stabilizing effect is more closely re-
lated to its melting point than its elastic modulus. The good overall fit
of the LT data with Eq. (4c) strongly s4ggests that the glass stabilizing
effect an the melting points of the transition metal additives in the preient
glasses are indeed Interrelated.

Other Relations: We note that a fit of ,.T to the cohesive energies, even
if evaluated in connection with an empirical volume factor, provides less over-
all agreement than the correlations with EM and Tm(M) discussed in the two
previous sections; thus the observed stabilizing effect of Cr and the strong
destabilizing effects of Sc and Ti are underestimated, and the (smaller) stabil-
izing effects of the late transition elements are overstimated.

Non-Transition Metal Additives: A comprehensive study of the effect of
B-metal and metalloid additives on T for Zr 50Cu 50is in progress." Initial
resulta3 show that several non-transition metal addition elements have strong
Atabilizing effects; the magnitude of these effects, however, is not well
correlated to their elastic p.:operties and melting points but depends ou other
pertinent properties such as valence, again in combination with size. The effect
of these addition elements thus resembles in some respects that of the B-metal
anc coinage metal components in the Ca-M glasses treated above; as for the
latter, correlations of T& with phate diagram features (compound formation and
stability) may also exist for the Zr-Cu-M glasses. An example is Al which
causes a thermal stabilization of the Zr-Cu glass larger than that produced by
any of the T-metal addition elements at equal levels; the corresponding Tg value
falls far above that given by either of the curves in Figure 6 and 7. The
strengthening effect of Cu as an additive in Zr-Cu-M alloys noted above probably
has the same origin as that of the other B metals.

We will not corment here on possible allay chemical reasons for the dif-
ference between the effects due to the two groups o. additives. In any c,.",
it appears that for the non-transition metal additives the interactions be-
tween the additive and the transition metal combination forming the "basic" glass
are no longer negligible as they seem to be for transition metal additives, and
hence Eq. (3b), (3c), (4b), and (4c) do not apply.

CONCLU S ION

Ternary alloy glasses have been studied to obtain T9 values for binary Ca
glasses nut displaying a glass transition. The results show that for Ca. 6 H., M
glasses TR depends on alloy valence and size; some correlations to phase diagram
features such as the solidus temperature and the melting points of the phase
CaM 2 were also observed.

It was also shown that for first lcng period translta:1 1.,Lal additive%
to a Zr. .Cu., glass the changes of and 

T
c ate closely t~I :.d LC each

other and, joi;ntly, to the elastic moduli atid melting pointu of the addirivos;
the changt's of T, are in general agretm.nt witlt C.' r,-dirtions of n expreasica
for Tg which is based on a modification of the Liode:nann melLin point forr.la
appropriate fur the glass transition.

The presenr roults suggest that t.- properties cunjtrollii the th,rral
stability oi glasse8 are addlive when transition netal eloments are adi.d t
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a binary glass such as Zr-Cu, while interaction terms must be considered for
non-transition metal addition elements as well as for most Ca-M glasses.

The study of the thermal stability (and elastic properties) of metallic
' glasses may provide a general approach enabling one to determine the bonding

, . effect of alloying additions at low and high levels without the restrictions

on single phase formation imposed by the phase diagram.
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Introduction

Most aetalli glasses prepared 1,y rapid quenching from the melt3 contain one or more
transition ott:ss. The only previously reported glass forming (G.F.) system containing only

simple metals is P-Zn;) however, no other Mfg glasses appear yet to have been made. It has
also been fo.nd 'iat the easily ;lass f(rin& composition ranges in binary alloy systems are
gezerally nrro (4 10 at:ct.);" the only known binary system with a G.F. composition range
a 150 at.pcc. is Zr-Cu.''

We report Ln the following the preparation and some therco1 properties of new metallic
glasses in 4cve b.*n:y, simple Metal alloy systems containin?. the alkaline earth metals Cs
atid Sr. Some af these alloys are characterized by high G.F. tendency. 2" broad C.F. composition
rlnLe3. Interest!nS transformation chAvtor, and, at least in two cases. alloy chemical sim-
plicity that allnos the role of the _ize factor in glass formation to be identified clearty.

The seven ystems are listed in Table 1. Phase diair.ams ?" for two representativt
systt*ms. Ca-HX and C-Cu ere gives in Fig. 1 a and C, respectively. 1he Cu-YZ systca is
characterize,! t) a MkCui type Laves phase Ca%,-,; the Ca-Zn "..J Ca-Al syst, s are s'nilar to
the Ca-M& syst m in this respect but contain additional phacs in the Ca rich region of the
low melting ueu -c* at 1-73 at.pct. Ca, as well as at lcw Ca contents. The Sr systems are
bimiJar to the corresponding Ca systens. In L.a-Cu. the Laves r ase at ABz is replaced by the
structurally related phase CaCu.%

Experimental Hethods

Amorphous alloys vere prepared using a melt spinning technique' (squirting of 4 thin
liquid alloy let onto the inside of a rotating Cu drum In .4 vacuum) iinder experimental condi-
clOns (e.g. s;uirt gas pressure, orifice size, melt nuperlcat) that were kept constant as much
as possible. This machod yields alley ribbons typically 30 un thtck. 2 7A wide. and 2-8 a long;
glees formation or non-for=acion at a given composition is reproducible if smooth portions of
equal thicknesA Indicating sfimilar cooling races are conpared. Alloy examination by X;D and
DSC (Parkin lner DSC-2) was as custcmary.2 Some amorobous alloys were characterized by an
excre-3ly broad. double-humped first diffraction maximum due to the large size differencea
of the components.

Results and Discussiton

The results summarized in Tabis I show that (a) Ca and Sr alloys were easily retained
as glasses by rapid quenching; (b) the G.F. composition ranges are between 20 and SC at.pct.
trad; (c) in some cases (e.g. Ca-Cu and Ca-MC) a complex series of thermal effects occurs; and
(d) the Class transition (TS) or crystallization temperatures (

Tr) Lie between 383 and 385 K
(for glasses A.sb.ss). We discuss these features briefly in Lite following.

2021
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Class Formation: Elemental properties or alloy constitutional factors that have been
associated with ready glass formation are summarized In Ref. 2; these Include: a Th'

favorable component size ratiol 0 [rL/RS 3 1.15.2 where RL and RS are the 12-coordinated
radii of the larger and smaller (and, generally, majority and tinority) cc-ponents, 1d

respectively]; a favorable valence electron concentrntion (VEC % 2 electron.;/atom, do

11agel-Tauc model);
11 strong chemical interactions of the constituents;

12 chemical and th

periodic table differences of the constituents;
2 a strnni depression of the alloy melting th

point T o below the values for the ideal solution. Tmtdi or the component average. g1
Tg.2 The easy C.F. found e.g. in the Ca-Cu and Ca-Al systems argues against a cr.
dominant role of the valence electron concentration (easy glass formation was observed for Tg
1.4 */a v VEC 4 2.4 e/a). Easy G.F. In Ca-hg alloys argues against the effectiveness of be
several ocher factors considered, namely, the role of strong chemical interactions at

(the intermediate phase CaS 2 has only a moderate heat of fortation, see Table I), cr

differences in chemical charactereand periodic table position (both elements are alkaline
earth metals and vertical neighbors in their group), and a large melting point depression
below the ideal solution value Tz,id

1 3 (at 27 at.pct. ?I the Ca liquidus Is depressed u.

only by 14: from Tm,id). by
re

Concerning the chemical interactions in the liquid it ray be noted that the integral be

enthalpies of mixing in the Ca-'g systemn
1  can be separated irto a (symmetric) regular

solution portion and a slightly skewed excess portion; the latter quartiry, however, has
Its axi=m at xv - .54, with only a considerably smaller value of the excess enthalpy

in the glass formn& range. The role of liquid interactions in G.F. remains unclear. st
to

These considerations leave as factors to be considered for the present systems the of
depressicn of the molting point below the average component value ATar - (T - Tm)/ Tm - 322
for Ca-KS, i.e., in the C.F. range2) and the component size ratio (RL/RS - 1.23 for Ca-Mgi

1 ). ce

[Some alloying elements B such as Ca or Al melt abnor.ally low in relation to their boiling
paints. For them the usual expression for the reduced melting point depression 2 ATmr -
(Tm - T m)lTi should be modified. e.g. by using a constant fraction of the boiling point
of I instead of TO(3) to compute T, since their alloy chemical behavior, e.g. the melting tt
points of their intermetallic compounds with other elements, reflects their cohesive energies
rather than their low =elting points; the boiling pnints can then be used as a measure of ty
the cohesive energies.]

As to the relative importance of these two factors, kinetic considerations 6 show TE
that a critical viscosity generally due to a sizeable melting point depression is required of
for 0.F. to occur; however, as the next paragraph shows, the size factor plays a major role fa
In determining the width of the glass forming region and may also control glass formation, .f
e.g. via the viscosity. Further, the melting point depression and the size factor were of
found to be inter-related In the present systems; there is a weak dependence of 6Tmr on RL/RS .

Class Formins Composition Ranges: The width of the C.F. ranges 6xg generally depends on
the cooling rate and can often be extended somewhat by a fester quenching method, such as f;
splat cooling of thinner foils; however, the method of preparation used here resulted in L'
approximately constant cooling rates and thus produced axg values ;hat permitted comparison T,
and correlation with alloy chemical parameters. It was found that the Ax values for the 41
present alkaline earth metal systems are well represented by a straight line-. makin txg
proportional to the component sit* ratios RL/RS as shown Fig. 2; however, a different
functional relationship between Axg and RL/RS than the straight line would be expected to
hold at high and lowvalues of RL/RS. While 6xg % 0 upon extrapolation to RL/URS - 1
for the present systems, general experience shows that Az vanishes at values of RLPS 1 1.
say, at RL/R$ % 1.05. Also, while Axg % 1.0 upon extrapolation to RL/RS % 2.0, one expects C,
that Axg 4 1 for all values of R/RS and actually decreases beyond a certain value of RL/RS .
However, the observed dependence of Axg on RL/RS again enphasites the crucial role of the size
factor in G.F. A qualitative relation of the composition ranges of three vapor deposited
amorphous phases to their component size ratios had been liven previously by 4ader.

16
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Ther.a Effects: Table I shows that the transformation behavior differ% widely from system
to system and is often complex; details will be the subject of a future report. In most of
the preent systems, thete are several thermal effects with diiferer' c¢ -positlon
dcpendenes, as sho.i for Ca-Al glasses in Fig. 3. Cor-pared to sore other Ca glastes. tha
therma! behavior of the Ca-Al glasses is relatively sinple, with a glass transition T and

three exo:hermic crystallization (or recrystallizatioa) effect Tcl, Tc2, and Tc3. The
glas4 traasition is only obiservable at Al contents > 30 at.pct., being preceded by the
cry3stallization effects Tel and To2 at lower Al concentrations. The different slopes of the
Tg anJ 

Tc curves above 30 at.pct. A1 suggest that the glass transltlcn does not vanish

below that Al concentration, but that there is a cross-over of tile Tc an~d Tg curves, Ink
agreement with the hypothesis

17 
that ev-ry metallic class will show a glass transition if

crystallization or another irreversible. effect does not occur before.

A thermal effect of special interest was found In the Ca-Cu systen, where a hitherto
ui.reported phenorenon, namely an ordering reaction in the classy state (which is acco-panicd
by a strong exothermic eaffect) is believed to exist. 8  In the Ca-g gsytem, heating nay "
result In phast separation 1 9 of a single glass into two g! ssies.l These observations will
be reported in d atail in a subsequent publication, as noted above.

Thermal Scabi..:v: Finally, we discuss correlations concerning the thvrral stability of
alkaline ea:th =e:al glasses having the cDrposiclon A.65B. 3 5 (Fig. 4; -here there are
several ex fhte-mi: riactions involving arorphous alloys, teperature ranges showing the

temperatures and 4p:oximate relative enthalpies of the resrective Frocesses are given).
In reneral, sLch correlations are mere likely to exist for T. data than for the temperatures "
of the first crystallization or other exotnermic effects which are apt to depend en
constitutional de:ails of the individual system; however, since beth 

T
g and Tc effccts.

reflect at least 4: part local atomic =obility and dynamics, Tc data are sr!etimes used
in those wth .h, he absenle h hsneof cb .ed glass tr.nLIonS restrict the data,
available for correlations involvirg T& 2 0

21 As shown in Fig. 4. the teperztures of the
vzjor exothermic effects lie within a road band which correlates rougtly with the
cemperatures TE of the eutectics in the C.F. regions. The ratios Tei/Tp lie between 0.58
(Mg-Zn) and 0.7C (Ca-Al); these valuen agree with the range of 0.44 (Au-Si) to 0.68 (1b-NI)
typically found for metallic glasses.3

2

Fig. 4 also shows that the two observed Tg values (for Ca-Zn and Ca-Al) increase with
TE; a straight line connecting these TK values (as a first approximation) lies in the riddle
of the range of crystallization temperatures. This suggests again that the reason for the
failure to observe T in the other present systems is the low temperature at which exothermic
effects (crystallization, phase separation, or ordering, see above) begin to occur in each ""

of them. , "

The observed qualitative correlation of TS, Tel, and TE suggests a microscopic
similarity of glass transition, crystallization, and melting, involving common controlling * -.

factors, as suggested by a recently given expressionhi 4 for T& which Is related to the .

Lindemann celting point formula. Z6 There is also a monotonic correlation between the
Tci (and TV) and the averaged cohesive energies Mf of the constituents; however, to be
applicable to the syscems with Cu and Ag, this correlation requires tHf (or these elements
to be reduced by an amount roughly corresponding to the sid hybridization contribution to

Other correlations that have been proposed or could h
0 

considered for the therma 1
stability, e.g. with the elastic moduli of the constituents,

7 
alloy valenceS

2 1
-
2 3 

or
constituent size ratio were not found to be followed well in the present alloys.

Concluding Rc-narks . '

The foregoing observations show that alkaline earths easily fors metallic glasies in
combination with other simple metals; the data suggest a prire role of tV'e component size rat[o r
lo G.F. and the width uf the C.F. r.&nge. As the size tatlo is also a dominant factor in the
formation of the LAves phase# pr.:rnt at the stoichionctry A%2 in rost of the present systems F
(Table I), formation of the amorpho.s simple metal alloys containing Mg, Ca aud S.r 6hech

42 S I
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center approximately around the composition A2! may perhaps be seen as being dec to a
combination of favorable c€nponent size ratio and ccnposition capable of fon~ing amorphou%
"Anti-Laves-Phases" in thit rjnge. Further, there is a close relation between the thaeral
stability of thiese &lassos and the eutectic melting tcmperatures of the corresponding alloys.
It Is hoped th.at further study of metallic g1asses rcont. ining simpic meta s, suc'h as the
present ones, vil aid in obtaining a broader understanding of the glassy state in retals.
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SUMMARY some systems such as Ti2Ni no metalloid is
required for t? phase formation.

By heat treating amorphous Ti-Be alloys in To date ij phases containing beryllium (i.e.
the presence of oxygen and nitrogen an ,7 M - Be) have not been described. In recent
phase Ti 3 Be3 (O, N)1 (x - 0.5) was prepared. studies of the annealing behavior of
Its structure was identified and its atomic amorphous Ti-Be and Ti-Zr-Be alloys 15, 61
parameters were refined. The ?7 phase is iubic a new phase was observed to form which was
(W3Fe3 C-E9 3 type) with ao - 10.713 A; the subsequently identified as Ti 3 Be 3(O, N). and
tit.nium and beryllium atoms have nearly which is designated i? in the following. We
ideal positional parameters. Ti 3 Be3 (O, N), is report here its formation and structure.
the first reported ,q phase containing The equilibration behavior of amorphous
beryllium; its occurrence and alloy chemistry Ti-Be alloys 16] is fairly complex. It includes
are discussed, formation of the metastable transition phase

m-TiBe (CsCI type) described previously [71.
1. INTRODUCTION

The ,q phase structure type (E93 or cFl12
type) [1, 21 with a range of compositions and 2. EXPERIMENTAL MTHODS AND DATA
two principal structures characterized by the EVALUATION
prototypes W3Fe 3 C and Ti 2 Ni is found
relatively frequently in transition metal Ti-Be metallic glasses were initiallyphases [1]. It has thie general formula prepared by arc furnace splat quenching from

where T1. r sen nel formoe the melt [8) ; the resulting foils were 10 -TtM aXs metal(s) from the scandium, 30 jAm thick. Some ternary alloy glasses with
titanium, vanadium or chromium groups, M zirconium were also produced at cooling rates

stands for one or more late transition metal(s) of not less than 1 s 1 C s -m in the form offrom the manganese, iron, cobalt or nickel continuous ribbons 1 . 2 mm wide and about
fromthe angaeseiro, coalt r nikel 30 jum thick. Differential scanning calori-

groups or B metal(s) such as copper, zinc or methc D inial scapn latod
aluminum, and X is a metalloid such as metry (DSC) using samples encapsulated
carbon, nitrogen or oxygen. The stoichio- under a nominally pure argon atmosphere was

metry of n phases is variable over a wide range carried out in a Perkin-Elmer DSC.2 calori-

both in the ratio t/m of the metal compo- meter by heating at 20 C min- up to about

nents, for which I < tim < 2, and in the 700 C and then cooling rapidly at 320 C

amount of stabilizing metalloid [3, 41; in min- 1. Some samples were also examined at
higher temperatures in a Mettler TA-I differ-

*resent add": Department of Che , ential thermal analysis unit (DTA) in nominally
Wilmington College, Wilmington, Ohio 45177. U.S.A. pure helium at heating and cooling rates of

**Present address: ManLabs, Inc., Cambridge, Man. 15 C min- . In addition a ternary Ti-Be-O
02139, U.S.A. alloy (Ti 0 Be0.0 0 .1 0 ) was prepared directly
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TABLE 1
XRD powder pottern of i7 phase Ti3D. 3(O, N),2

5

huk d (A) Intensity

Ob,.b Cale. Ohs. Calc. (totai) Calc.

400 2.678(6) 2.678 201.0 208.5 208.5
331 2.456(4) 2.458 114.5 112.1 112.1
422 2.186(3) 2.186 194.0 200.6 200.6
5331 2.063(2) 2.061 291.0 298.7

333, 1118.5
440 1.893(2) 1.894 98.0 109.6 109.6
531 1.810(4) 1.811 10.5 12.6 12.6
442 - 1.785 2.0 1.8 1.8
620 1.694(3) 1.694 11.0 17.2 17.2

.444 1.548(5) 1.546 12.0 2.4 2.4

* 1 1.4994(13) 1.5000 99.0 77.3
553 14.3731 1.3949(17) 1.3947 54.0 44.4 14.0

731 30.0
733 1.3088(14) 1.3087 51.0 46.7 46.7
821 1.2624(7) 1.2625 150.0 132.8 944660 38.4

662 1.2351(12) 1.23701 24.0 31.1 0.
66 1.2288 0.

840 - 1.1977 1.0 0.6 0.6
9111 1.1743(24) 1.1759 3.3
753 8.5 8.6 4.7842 - 1.1688 0 0.6

664 1.1418(8) 1.1419 12.0 12.0 12.0
931 - 1.1230 1.0 0.4 0.4
844 1.0934 1.0 0.7 0.7
933 16.8
771 1.0767(9) 1.0767 35.0 34.6 7.4
7551 10.4
10,201 1.0504(7) 1.0505 36.0 34.7 {14.2
862 t 20.5

9511 1.0357(8) 1.0356 39.0 37.5 20.0
10,22 - 1.0308 1 16.2.4
953 - 0.9989 4.0 1.1 1.1
10,42 0.9772(17) 0.9779 4.0 2.8 2.8
955 | 14.9
11,31 0.9364(12) 0.9360 16.0.1
971 1I 17.0 16.7 1.210,44 - 0.93241 0.4

882 0.2
1601 0.9187(7) 0.9186 48.0 43.3 1 0.2

11,332.6
973 0.9091(6) 0.9086 13.0 14.8 112.2
12,00- 0.8927(5) 0.8927 34.5 31.0 (26.4
12,00 1 4.6
11,51 } 0.8836(3) 0.8836 35.5 38.7 34.
777 4.
12,221 0.8689(2) 0.8689 83.0 81.5 133.7
10,641 147.8
91531 - 0.8605 - - -11,53
12,40 - 0.8469 2.7 5.0 5.0
991 - 0.8391 2.1 1.7 1.7
12,42 - 0.8365 1.1 0.1 0.1
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8Th samples were prepared by heating glassy Ti 0 . 5 Be0 .4 4 alloy to about 1000 °C in a DTA unit under nominal-

ly pure helium (see text).
bThe numbers in parentheses are the standard deviations.

by arc melting a mixture of titanium, TiO2  uously identified from its powder pattern
and beryllium. (Table 1) and confirmed by the good match

The phases present in the as-quenched and between observed and calculated line posi-
transformed specimens were studied by X-ray tions and intensities (fractional standard
d0ffractometry (X0l) using filtered copper deviation Ad/d = 10 , residual R 1

Ko and molybdenum K radiation. The _v Ulb, -'CIc'/o ,,s = 0.089). The good
resulting powder patterns were internally agreement between the observed and
calibrated with a-titanium lines; peaks due to calculated intensities in quenched foils and
a-titanium and TiBe2 were subtracted to ribbons indicated that there is no preferred
obtain the powder pattern of rj which was crystallization texture for these alloys in
readily indexedr The positional parameters of agreement with previous observations for m-

were obtained by a least squares refinement TiBe (7]. In the following the standard devia-
carried out directly on the intensity data e9); tions are given in parentheses.
this was required because of the numerous The phase Ti3 Be 3 (O, N) is cubic with the
systematic peak overlaps present in the following properties: Fd3m space group no.
powderpttern ofa cubic substance such as '. 227, W3 Fe3 C type (1 - 41, a0 = 10.713(1) ..

The 96 metal atoms are in the following posi-
tions (using the first setting (ref. 10, p. 340)

3. RESULTS with the origin at ,3m (1/8, 1/8, 1/8 from

3m)):
Glassy Ti-Be foils containing 40 45 at.% titanium in 48 (f): xbw 0,0 etc., with X

beryllium were heated through the devitrifica- 0.19(1);
tion temperature (about 400 C) and through beryllium in 32(el: x, x,x etc., with xi =

the temperature range (about 470. 525 C) 0.829(12);
where metastable m-TiBe forms and is then beryllium in 16 (d): 5/8, 5/8, 5/8 etc.

present together with equilibrium a-titanium The oxygen and/or nitrogen atoms are in the
(beryllium) solid solution up to about 700 aC following positions:
(7t. Upon further heat treatment, e.g. heating (0, N) in 16 (c): 1/8, 1/8, 1(8 etc.; occupa-
to about 1000 °C (the eutectic temperature is tion factori 0.30(11), at " 4.8 0, N atomsm
1030 °C), m-TiBe transforms, producing (0, N) in 8 (a):,0,0 etc.; occupation

TiBe2, additional a-titanium and up to 6O% . factor - 0.37(14) (-" 3.00O, N atoms).
No attempt was made to determine the Owing to the low scattering power of beryl-
composition of ( by quantitative XRD b ium the parameter x, has a larger standard.
analysis; the composition Ti3 Be 3 (O, N)x was deviation than xt. The least squares fit is quite
inferred from the unit cell volume and the sensitive to the amount of oxygen or nitrogen
XRD intensity match discussed in the next present and allowed an approximate deter-
paragraph. The phase was also found in the uination of the metalloid content; owing to
ternary alloy TisaBeoO 0 .10 prepared by arc the low scattering power of beryllium the fit
melting. is more sensitive to the location and number

The crystal structure of iq was unambig- of metalloid atoms than to the positional
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parameters of the beryllium atoms. The titanium to beryllium.
residual R, (see earlier) varies from 12%, if no The positional atomnic parameters in T are
metalloid content is assumed, through a min- very close to those found in prior studies on -
imum (best fit) of 8.9%, forabout one-third carbides such as x, = 0.195 and x, = 0.825 for
occupancy of both (a) and (c), to 18% for full W3Fe3C (121. Further, both sets of values are
occupancy of these sites. Refinement with close to those required for spherical packing
metalloid atoms occupying only one of the of T and M species: xf = 3/16 - 0.1875 and
positions (a) or (c) increased R 1, i.e. resulted x, = 1/2 - (231/512)112 = -0.172 z 0.82S
in a worse fit. [3]. Parameters obtained with different

The best fit occupation factors given above settings or site occupation [13, 141 have been
yield 7.8 metalloid atoms per 96 metal atoms shown to be equivalent to the present values
(7.5 at.% 0, N) which corresponds to the [3, 4, 151. We may thus conclude that despite
formula TiBe3(0,N)~5. Considering the the large size ratio of the T and M
method of preparation, the oxygen and components the geometry of the present 1
nitrogen present in the alloy was probably not phase is determined by the same factors as
homogeneously distributed and a further that of other 11 phases.
refinement of the occupancy parameters
would not have been meaningful. 4.3. Interatomic separations

The interatomic separations for j7 are as
given in Table 2. These separations may he

4. DISCUSSION compared with the separations d(Ti-Be) =
2.546 A and d(Ti-Ti) = d(Be-Be) - 2.940 .

4. 1. Metalloid content in the isostoichiometric phase m-TiBe [71 anal
Extended heating of the Ti-Be glass up to with the separations 2r1 ,(Be) = 2.256 A and

1003 C was hecessary to prepare n; this 2r1 2(Ti) = 2.924 A in the elements, Compared
shows that formation of i in this alloy was with m-TiBe. longer Ti-Be separations,
the result of a slow, diffusion-controlled slightly shorter Ti-Ti separations and much
process such as the uptake of oxygen and/or shorter Be-Be separations are observed in ri;
nitrogen. The critical lower limit of metalloid compared with the elements, the Be-Pt,
concentration required to form 77 was not separations are similar and both shorter and
determined. Metalloid atoms are generally slightly longer Ti-Ti separations are observed.
needed for the formation of 71-type phases as Further, the metal-metalloid separations
demonstrated by the tables of representatives presented in Table 2 show that the oxygen
of this type [1, 31 which show that only and nitrogen atoms are located closer to the
about 10% of the representatives given are titanium atoms than the beryllium atoms; the
binary intermetallic alloys. Ti-O separations of 2.040 and 2.097 A are

The possible filling schemes for the slightly larger than those of 1.924 and 2.011
metalloid (X) sites are reviewed in refs. 3 and A observed in TiO 2 (rutile).
4. Examples exist for the filling of the (a)
position, the (c) position and the simultan. 4.4. Occurrence of i phase
eous filling of (a) and (c); however, to date TiBe3 (O, N). is the first example of an i?
the latter case has only been observed for ri phase TtM,.X, with M - Be. The known1
type phases of composition T2 MX 1 , where phases with T = Ti are shown in Fig. 1; it is
x - 0.75 (111. seen that metalloid additions, especially

oxygen, are required to form most of them.
4.2. Mean atomic volume and atomic posi- The maximum atomic contact for spherical
tione atoms and close.packing occurs for this type

The mean atomic volume (MAV, taken per when the radius ratio rT/rm - 1.22 (31 ; in the
metal atom) of v is VTJA - 12.81(2) A 3 ; this present case rn/rs, = 1.30 which probably
closely matches the value of 12.71 As for m- places beryllium in Ti 3 Be3 (0, N)1 at the edge
TiBe [71 as well as the interpolated MAV for of the range of elements M capable of forming
the binary equiatomic composition (Fig. 3 of 17 phases with titanium (Fig. 1).
reL 7). This agreement also confirms the This size consideration may also supply the
stoichiometry of v with respect to the ratio of reason why corresponding n phases do not
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TABLE 2

Interatomic separations in 7 phase Ti3 Be 3(O. N),

Atom Number of Neighbor Separatiosn
neighbors

48 Ti(f) 2 Be(e) 2.60(13)
2 Be(e) 2.69(13)
2 Be(d) 2.696(7)
4 Ti 2.801(3)
4 TI 2.097(9)

14 metal atoms

0.60 O,N(c) (2 x 0.30) 2.04013)
0.37 O,N(a) (2 x 0.37) 2.()9710)

al metalloid atom

32 Be(e) 3 Be(d) 2.30(13)
3 Be(e) 2.41(IS,
3 Ti 2.601131
3 Ti 2.69(l i

12 metal atoms
(no close metalloid atoms)a

16 Be(d) 6 8e(e) 2.3l0i 131
6 Ti 2.6967)

12 metal atoms
(no close metalloid atoms)'

4.8 0.N(c) 6 Ti 2.04',.3)
0.74 ON(a) (2 x 0.37) 2.3191

3.00,N(a) 6 Ti 2.097 (9
1.2 O,N(c) (4 x 0.30) 2.19 I

'There are no Be-(O,N)distance* less than 3.16 A, i.e. no close Be-(O,N)neighbors.

(information on the occurrence of the 77 phase.
This phase was also observed to form quite
readily upon heating of (Ti, Be)-rich Ti-Zr-

- Be (181 and Ti-Hf-Be [17) glasses. The max-
0. .PO ! 0 &.0 .0 C imum change in the lattice parameter (ao

0 10.77 A) and the MAV (VTM - 13.0 V) of n

____ ___ __" phase upon substitution of zirconium or

0 o hafnium for titanium is similar (on a frac-
tional basis) to the maximum change in the

Fig. 1. Table of elements M forming r; phase TtMmXx corresponding quantities of m-TiBe upon
with T - Ti and X = C, N, 0 or vacancy (0) as indicat- substitution of zirconium [71 or hafnium
ed. (After ref. 3 including present result for M = Be.) (7ftita nium h Uon adut[171 for titanium in that phase. Upon adjust-

ment of rT for the apparent limit of substitu-
form even after extended heat treatments of tion (71 of zirconium or hafnium for
Zr-Be'[16), Hf-Be [171 or Zr-Hf-Be [171 titanium in the Yj phase we find rT/rt - 1.31;
glasses at elevated temperatures. For these this is close to the value for Ti3 Be3 (O, N),
systems rT IrM f 1.42 (T - Zr, Hf), making an given above and may represent the critical

S7 phase at the equiatomic composition un- radius ratio for the formation of this 12 phas,.

favorabl,,. Size considerations also suggest that further r7
'artial suh. itudion or zirconium and phases with M = Be may well form with T =

, hafniur, for titanium provides further V, Nb. Mo and other transition metals.
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SU.MMARY up to 40 at.% or more. However, it is noted
that A.M.s containing no T metals, e.g. Mg-

Zr-Cu metallic glasses containing between Zn [91, have been prepared and that A.M.s
50 and 66.5 at.% copper were prepared in an which can be considered to be mixtures of the
arc furnace quenching unit. Scanning T-X and T-T types, e.g. Ti-Ni-Si, have also
calorimetry was used to characterize the glass been studied (101; a more comprehensive
transition tempnerature T., the crystallization classification has been given in ref. 11.
temperature T, and the heat of crystallization Because of its fundamental importance,
AM. Ti and T, were found to increase the thermal behavior of A.M.s, especially as
monotonically with increasing copper content revealed by scanning calorimetry, has been
over the composition range studied while AH, studied extensively. The thermal properties
decreased linearly with increasing copper which are catalogued are associated with the
content: T. - T. remained approximately metastable nature of the A.M. These include
constant. An exothermic relaxation effect, the crystallization temperature T€, the heat
qualitatively similar to that previously of crystallization A/Ic and the thermal
reported for metal-metalloid glasses, was ob- manifestation of the glass transition (a
served over a temperature range of about sudden increase AC, in thetspecific heat to a
100 K immediately preceding T. liquid-like value which occurs at the glass

transition temperature s), as well as exo-
thermic effects which have been ascribed to

1. INTRODUCTION relaxation effects [121. Such thermal studies
have concentrated primarily on T-X type

Amorphous metals (A.M.s), especially amorphous metals, but limited data on T-T
hose produced by splat cooling, are a topic type metals, especially Zr-Cu alloys which

of much current interest [1, 21. On a appear to have become the canonical T-T
chemical basis, one may group many of the type amorphous alloys, have also been
already reported A.M.s into two categories: reported for specific compositions [13 - 151.
transition metal-metalloid A.M.s such as Thus, structural 116, 17], electrical 118] and
Pd-Si [3, 41 and the Fe-Ni-P-B-C family of magnetic (19, 20] properties of Zr-Cu glasses
metallic glasses [5, 6] (type T-X), and A.M.s have already been studied.
such as Nb-Ni [7 and Zr-Cu [8] which This paper presents calorimetric data on
combine an early and a late transition metal Ts, Te, AHe and the relaxation effects ob-
(type T-T). In the former group a glass is tained from amorphous Zr-Cu alloys contain-
formed only in a rather narrow concentration ing 50 - 66.5 at.% copper.
range (typically at about 15 - 25 at.% X),
while in the second group amorphous phases
can be retained within a composition range of 2. EXPERLMENTAL

*Present addres. Polaroid Corporation, Now Alloys were prepared by arc melting
Bedford, Mass. together 99.9% zirconium and 99.9% copper.

tPresent address: Allied Chemical Corporation, Amorphous alloy samples were prepared in an
Morristown, N.J. arc furnace quenching unit [21, 22) in which
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a small molten droplet of the alloy is

quenched to a foil shape between two flat
copper surfaces. Amorphous alloys spanning
the composition range 50 - 66.5 at.% copper ./
vere prepared; all samples which were charac-
terized thermally were previously determined
to be amorphous by X-ray diffraction.
Calorimetric measurements were made either
with a Dupont 900 calorimeter equipped with
a differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) cell
or with a Perkin-Elmer DSC-2. T. and T,
were measured as the onset temperatures of C-

their respective effects, defined as the tem-
perature at which the extrapolated baseline
and the steepest tangent to the peak intersect.
Generally, thermograms were taken at a
heating rate of 20 K min-'; standard
calorimetric procedurea, e.g. for calibration,
were followed. Further details are given in
ref. 23.

TEMPERATURE

3. RESULTS
Fig. 1. Thermogram from Dupont unit for
Zro.4oCuo.60 scanned at 20 K min - l

. The signal
All the therrnorams for the different which would be obtained from the extrapolated low

alloys exhibited q'itatively similar behavior; temperature specific heat is shown by a broken curve;
as an example Fig. 1 shows the output from the observed slope and curvature reflect primarily the
the Dupont unit obtained from amorphous shape of the baseline. The thermogram exhibits an

Zro.4oCuo.0 o. The manner in which T, and Tc exothermic relaxation A, a glass transition B and a
crystallization exotherm C. Also illustrated is the

are evaluated from the thermograms is manner in which the glass transition temperature T.
illustrated in the figure. It is seen that an and the crystallization temperature Tc are deter-
exothermic "relaxation" effect (A) precedes mined.
a well-defined glass transition (B) which is
followed by one or more exothermic peaks
due to crystallization (C); each of these
effects will be discussed later. E

3.1. Glass transition "05 -
The glass transition temperatures which Z L

were obtained using the Dupont unit for this 08a r
series of alloys are shown in Fig. 2. T, is seen 900-
to increase monotonically with increasing
copper content. A similar compositional de- T
pendence of T. was obtained from different 75---.J

samples prepared at a later time and measured E

with the Perkin-Elmer unit; comparison of
the two data sets suggests that the small .re00.-.

fluctuations of the observed T, from a
smooth curve are not real. Values of AC, of 50 5 60 65
about 4 - 5 cal mol-I K-i (beyond the ATC.IC PERCEN Cu

negative deviation due to the relaxation Fig. 2. Values of the glass transition temperature T,
effect) were observed; this value decreases crystallization temperature Te and heat of crystalliza-
somewhat at the high copper limit of the tion AI, obtained from the Dupont unit with a
composition range studied, although this is scanning rate of 20 K min - .
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resumably due to the onset of crystallization on composition, although AH on the one
fore the full AC, was observed, i.e. a rela- hand and T, and T, on the other change with

vely lower Tc - T, composition in opposite directions. For some
alloys, a second much smaller exotherrnicfe2. Relaxation effect peak was observed at somewhat higher tern-

The thermal manifestation identified as a peratures; the reported AHc values represent
relaxation effect is visible over a temperature the total heat release.
range of about 100 K immediately preceding
ie glass transition for a scanning rate of

-0 K min- . It was found that the magnitude 4. DISCUSSION
of the relaxation effect could vary somewhat

om sample to sample of the same composi- It is believed that Zr-Cu is the only inter-
on, presumably owing to the different transition metal binary glass forming system

thermal histories (i.e. temperature-time for which a well-defined ACp associated with
relation during quenching) of the different the glass transition has been reported; e.g.

unples. If the sample is heated past relax- amorphous Nb-Ni 124, 25] and Ti-Ni [101
-ion to the glass transition and then cooled alloys do not exhibit this effect. The glass
rapidly in the calorimeter before crystalliza- transition temperature is of major theoretical

on occurs, no exothermic relaxation effect interest since it is an intrinsic property of the
observed in the second heating scan, i.e. the amorphous phase, i.e. it is not related to a

relaxation went to completion during the first first order transition between phases as is T .
-?an; this is consistent with the observed This characteristic of amorphous Zr-Cu alloys
:ariability of the relaxation effect for differ- makes them ideal for a study of the changes of

ent as-quenched samples of the same corn- T, with composition as various elements are
position. added; such data have recently been ob-

Typically, the relaxation results in the tained [261.
eduction of the apparent C3P by 1 - 2 cal The data reported here are in good agree-
mol- ' K- 1 : the energy associated with the ment with the observationof a T , of about
elaxation, obtained by extrapolating the low 450 'C for Zro.40 Cuo.o [131. However, our
emperature specific heat to the glass data are significantly different from the values

transition, ranged from about 50 to 100 of ref. 14; their value for T, for Zro.50 Cu0 .50
ral mol-. Given the variability between of about 740 K is about 60 K higher than our
amples, no systematic compositional depen- value of T. for the same composition

Jence of the relaxation behavior on corn- (although they presumably used the midpoint
position was apparent. definition of T, (61 ; if so, the difference

would be reduced to about 50 K). Recent
;.3. Crystallization behavior observations [251 of substantial increases of

The crystallization temperatures T, and T, at small levels of metalloid additives such
heats of crystallization AH, are also shown as oxygen may be relevant in this context.
n Fig. 2. Most importantly, we see no evidence for a

Like T., T is seen to increase with increas- relative maximum or break in T. at about
ing copper content. The difference between 60 at.% copper as was indicated in ref. 14;
.I and T, previously related to the our data are approximately linear over this
luenchability of the glass 161, is seen to be region. However, an eventual downturn of T,
approximately constant with composition. as the Cu content increases is not unexpected
The line drawn through the T, points has the since extrapolation of the T, data of Fig. 2 to
,ame shape as that through the T, points; the pure Cu gives a number which is unreasonably

'omewhat greater fluctuations about this line high relative to the melting temperature
, for the T, points than for the T, points may of Cu.
eflect in part the different thermal histories It is noted that T. for the Zr-Cu alloys

-"f the samples which can affect the ease of does not scale with the liquidus temperature
crystallization, nor with the thermal properties of the

The AH, values range from 880 to 1300 elements (the heat of vaporization and
:al mol- and exhibit a linear dependence melting point of elemental copper are lower
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than those of zirconium). In contrast, copper used to prepare our Zr-Cu samples which
has a higher Young's modulus E than showed a significantly lower heat of relax-
zirconium. Previous studies have shown a ation, i.e. 50 - 100 cal mol - 1 . Given the
correlation between E of the glass and E of previous data on the T-X glasses and the
related crystal phases (27, 28] and E of Zr- present observations on T-T glasses, it is
Cu glasses is indeed observed to increase as likely that such relaxation effects will
the copper content increases [14, 15], generally be found for amorphous metals.
although more data would be desirable to While the overall relaxation behavior for
determine whether or not the relative maxi- Zr-Cu is similar to that found for Pd-Si
mum in E at about 60 at.% copper shown in glasses [ 121, we have found no indication
ref. 14 exists. A correlation between T, and E of a substructure to this peak similar to that
of the glass has been suggested before [141, found in Pd-Si glasses and taken to indicate
and a discussion of this correlation will be two different types of relaxation pro-
given elsewhere [29]. cesses [ 121.

For the Zr-Cu alloys reported here T, Finally, we note that additional details of
scales closely with Tg, suggesting that the the relaxation effect and the effect of low
micromechanisms of both processes may be temperature annealing on the crystallization
controlled by similar interatomic forces in exotherms of Zro.4oCuoD.s are given in ref. 23
this composition range for this alloy system. and are available from the authors. Also, the
However, this scaling cannot be generalized glass forming region in the Zr-Cu system is
since T, and T, are often observed to have larger than that studied here; in a previous
different dependences on temperature, i.e. study [30] using splat cooling the formation
temperature coefficients, for selected corn- of the amorphous phase from 33.4 to 70 at.%
position ranges; this is implicit in the ob- copper was observed.
servations that the value of T, - T. can
vary significantly for compositions for
which all intermediate compositions are ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
also glass forming (61 and that a glass tran-
sition may or may not be seen [6]. While We thank the Office of Naval Research for
(T, - TdiJT is generally small, Tc and T, support of this work and Prof. D. Turnbull.,
are equivalent only in a first order approxi- Harvard University, for permission to use the
mation; they represent different processes DSC-2 unit.
which need not scale together. Thus care
must be exercised in using them inter-
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3 Measurement of Young's Modulus on Small
Samples of Amorphous Metals Using the

|' Impulse Induced Resonance Technique
SS. H. WHANG, L. T. KABACOFF, D. E. POLK. AND BILL C. GIESSEN

An impulse induced resonance technique capable of measuring the velocity of an ultra-
sonic extensional wave on a short (-I cm long) ribbonlike sample has been applied for
the first time to the study of glassy metals: the Young's modulus E was calculated from
this velocity and the density. This technique is especially useful for measuring E on
amorphous metal samples produced by the piston and anvil technique for rapid liquid
quenching: standard techniques for measuring E are not readily applicable to such
samples because of their small size. Details of the technique are given, and the dimen-
sional limits necessary to avoid dispersion effects are discussed. The results agree well
with those obtained by "pulse-echo" measurements on long ribbons. The Young's moduli
of two metallic glasses most readily prepared with the piston and anvil quenching tech-
nique are reported.

RECENTLY, there has been increasing interest in strips cut from such foils is difficult because of echo

the Young's modulus (E) of metallic glasses, in par- overlap and resonance effects. An alternative approach

ticuLar the relationship of E to other mechanical prop- is to use the pulse-echo technique with a much nar-

erties such as the yield strength and microhardness of rower pulse width and mHz frequencies, but this is not
the glass as well as to thermal properties such as the readily applicable to samples having the dimensions
glass transition or crystallization temperature. Recent characteristic of our samples because of dispersion
measurements of E for metallic glasses '" have gen- effects.
era ly been made by the "pulse-echo" technique in The "vibrating reed" technique has been used to
which an extensional ultrasonic wave pulse is intro- determine E from short ribbons, 9, 0 but this technique
duced into a ribbonlike sample (typically many centi- generally produces much less precise results, e.g. the
meters long) produced by rapid quenching of the liquid uncertainty in the accuracy of a measurement of E by
using a melt spinning process.3 ' 4 The velocity VE of this method was estimated to be *10 pct.' 0 Further.
the extensional wave is determined by measuring the the values produced by this technique are highly sen-
time required for the pulse to travel down the ribbon sitive to variations I the sample thickness,' so t-at
and return after reflection from its end. E is then it is especially unsuited to piston and anvil quenched
given by ,Vj (Ref. 5), where p is the density of the samples.
sample. Thus, an accurate method for measuring ,E on sari-

The arc-melting piston and anvil technique6 is pies having lengths of about one cm. typical of samples
another rapid liquid quenching technique which has been readily produced by the piston and anvil technique,
used to prepare samples of a wide variety of metallic would be very useful. The "impulse induced reso-
glasses. Further, this method has been utilized to nance" technique, developed by K. A. Fowler" and
produce amorphous metal samples for compositions applied, e.g., to the measurement of VE of short sili-
which cannot as readily be made amorphous by melt con carbide whiskers,' 2 is such a method, and we have
spinning because, e.g., the quench rate achieved by applied it to the measurement of E of short, ribbonlike
melt spinning under standard conditions is too low to metallic samples, as previously reported in a letter.*'
prevent crystallization (as for Tia .moNo.o, Sio.1.,)' or the In the present pi: er we describe this method and its

high melting point of the alloy (e.g. Tao.ssslro.4,s)a or its application in detail. We have confirmed the accuracy
chemical reactivity produces a severe crucible problem of the impulse induced resonance technique by com-

for the melt spinning process. However, the circular paring VE obtained by this method from small samples.

foils produced with the piston and anvil technique are cut from both piston and anvil quenched foils and melt
generally less than about 2 cm in diam., and application spun ribbons, to VEr measured by the pulse-echo
of the conventional pulse-echo method to the short technique on a longer melt spun ribbon. As an exam-

ple of the utility of the impulse induced resonance
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tute of Chemical Analysis. Applications and Forensic Sciunce. North- and anvil quenched metallic glasses having the com-
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* - Forensic Science. Northeastern University, Boston. MA 021 IS. is Velocity Measurements
now President. MARKO Materials, Inc.. Watcrtown, MA 02172. and

S- BILL C, GIESSEN is Associate Director. Institute or Chemical Anal- A schematic of the experimental setup used for the

ysis, Applications and Forensic Science and Professor of Chemistry. velocity measurement in both the pulse-echo (PE) and
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1 transducer ca, i VEt, where L is the length of the ribbon. f1n practice,
we measured the change in this time I related to a

Mc 5change (about 10 cm) in the sample length in ordtr to

Pults ,-RC0W eliminate the effects from the glued, nonideal rod-f__________er- __ #sample interface.) When the sample length becomes
____ ___less than approximately twice the length of the trans-

ducer coil, the echoes overlap, making time measure-
ments uncertain or impossible.

The impulse induced resonance techniqueS is based
Berkeley Nuclmincs 7055 on the fact that, under certain circumstances. an

Digital Dela/ y Ge extensional mode resonance can be initiated by the
incoming sound pulse; the conditions controlling this

trig. resonance mode arc discussed in the following. When
the impedance of the delay line is greater than that of
the sample (the condition used in our measurements),
resonance occurs when VE and L are such that the

0 a length of the sample corresponds to one quarter of the
wavelength for one of the frequencies fR contained in
the pulse, i.e. when,

4L

VE- - fR f 4LfR = y (Zdelay line • Zsample)

*X tri where T is the period of the resonance. In this case.
SmA ext.a wave traveling through the sample undergoes phase

reversal upon reflection from the free end, but no
Fig. I-Schematic of exlenmenral setp used for velocity measurement phase reversal upon reflection from the interface with

the delay line. On the other hand, if the impedance of
magnetostrictive Remendur delay line with Duco the sample is greater than that of the delay line, phase
cement. A broad-band sound pulse is introduced into reversal will occur upon reflection at both ends of the
the delay line by means of a Panametrics 5055 Pulser- sample. Then, the velocity is given by:
receiver and a transducer. With a transducer coil 2L
length of 1.27 cm, most of the energy is concentrated in VE '7 (Zdelay line " Zsamplel
the range from 80 kHz to 160 kHz with a maximum in-
tensity at about 100 kHz.' 4  In either case, the resonating sample introduces back

The pulse travels down the delay line and, at the into the delay line a sinusoidal stress wave which is
interface between the rod and the sample, part of the detected at the coil and displayed rn the oscilloscope:
pulse is reflected back towards the transducer and part the period T can then be measured from this damped
is transmitted into the sample. The reflection coeffi- sine wave.
cleat R at the interface is given by: As mentioned earlier, the frequency spectrum of the

transducer coil which was utilized was concentrated
R P n(-)n12 (Z2- Z,) between 80 and 160 kHz. so that this is the frequencyR M (Z. ' Z5) range available for resonance. Since the amplitude of

the sine wave due to resonance increases as the in-
where P., and Pi are reflected and incident power tensity at the exciting frequency increases, a sample
respectively, Z - pVEA is the acoustical impedance. length having a resonance for a frequency of about 100
p is the density, V2 is the velocity of extensional waves kHz (the frequency of maximuin intensity of the intial
and A is the cross-sectional area. s The subscripts pulse) is desirable In order to increase the accuracy of
refer to the media on either side of the interface, with the measurement. Further, the amplitude of the reso-
medium 1 carrying incident and reflected pulses and nance also depends on the degree of impedance mis-
medium 2 carrying the transmitted pulse. A negative match between the delay line and the sample. The
value of R implies phase reversal. That portion of the optimal sample length L is -10 mm (from L = x14
pulse which enters the sample is reflected from the . VE/4f withf = 100 kHz and VE = 4 x 10' em/s, as is
free end of the ribbon back towards the interface where typical for the samples of interest).
part is reflected back into the sample and part is Figure 2 shows a resonance pattern typical of that
transmitted towards the transducer. Pulses returning obtained from the short samples. The two different
to the transducer coil produce a voltage therein, this step functions superimposed on the sine wave are used
voltage being amplified by the pulser-receiver and dis- to measure the period of the resonance, as discussed
played on the oscilloscope, in the following.

In the pulse-echo technique, one measures, at the The Berkeley Nucleonics digital delay generator
transducer, the time interval t between the arrival of produces a voltage "step pulse" of known duration,
the pulse reflected from the interface and the arrival adjustable to 10 ns. thus providing an accurate mea-
of the pulse reflected from the end of the sam- sure of time. The pulser-receiver simultaneously
pie. For our PE measurements, this in done with a activates the transducer (introducing the sould pulse
Berkeley Nucleonics digital delay generator using a into the delay line), the delay generator and the os-
procedure described below. One then determines the cilloscope. The delay generator then produces the
velocity of sound in the sample from the relation 2L step pulse, a constant output of *4 V for a prese-
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As noted above, a typical resonance periods IV . s.
U If measurements are made over ten periods, the mwxi-

mum error is *4 x 10- s, or 0.04 pct. In practice, the
major contribution to the error in our measurement of
VE is the uncertainty in our measurement of length.
In the present study, the length of hIR samples (typi-

1 cally -1 cm) was measured with a traveling micro-
scope with a maximum error of *0.002 cm, or 0.2 pet,
for a single measurement.

ISample Preparation and Attachment
i, The Metglas 2826Ak sample (Nik, rFeo.3.Cro.14P0.t .

Bo.w) was obtained from Allied Ci.cmical Corporation.

J Other alloys were produced from high purity elements
in the arc-melting furnace and quenched using meltJ spinning and arc-melting piston and anvil processes.

Melt spun ribbons were generally about 2 mm wide
and 25 to 50 jim thick. Foils prepared by the piston
and anvil technique were typically '-2 cm in diam, and
different samples ranged from 20 to 50 Aim in thick-
ness. Samples were judged to be amorphous when
X-ray diffraction patterns, taken using Mo Kc radia-
tion, exhibited only the broad peaks typical of amor-
phous metals. For the PE technique, the edges of the
melt spun ribbon were generally sufficiently regular

I. so that the ribbons could be used in their as-spun con-
j dition after being cut, perpendicular to their length,I -. to the chosen length. For IlR measurements, both rib-

bons and foils were cut and polished to rectangular
strips, typically -10 mm long and -0.5 mm wide.

The samples were attached to the end of the delay
J line using Duco cement. A rig was designed to hold

the sample abutting firmly against the delay line while
the cement was applied and dried. For the resonance
technique, it was found necessary to have the sample
held uniformly against the delay line (otherwise the
regular, sine-like resonance pattern was not observed)

Fig. 2-A ection of a typical resonance pattern shown with two and to use a minimal amount of cement (a shift in the
different voltage steps, corresponding to the ends of two voltage period was observable when excessive cement was
putes of different duration produced by the digital delay generator, used).
supcrimpnsed thereon. As shown, the time difference of the It is necessary that the ribbon samples have a width
duration of the two pulis is equal to four periods. sufficiently narrow to avoid dispersion effects (i.e.

dependence of the velocity on A). For example, the
lected time interval, at the end of which the output phase velocity V for an extensional wave in a circular
voltage Is reduced to 0. Using a dual input oscilloscope, bar is approximated by the Pochhammer-Chree rela-
one can superimpose the resonance signal and the tion:5

"cutoff" voltage step from the delay generator, as
shown in Fig. 2. The duration of the step pulse is V = {I - 1/4?=(d/Xf}VE (for d/k < 0.4)
varied until its cutoff point corresponds to a selected
point on the resonance curve, most conveniently the where a is Poisson's ratio, A is the wavelenth, and d
cross-over point as shown in Fig. 2, and the corre- the diameter of the bar: i.e. the observed velocity is a
sponding time (i.e. step pulse duration) is recorded. function of frequency and sample dimensions. For a
The duration of the step pulse is then changed to make typical . = 0.35, d/X = 0.1 would produce a V/VE
the cutoff step coincident with the equivalent point on = 0.997, i.e. a 0.3 pet reduction in velocity.
the resonance curve for a different cycle, i.e. to a For our PE measurements, d/ values of -0.05 were
point separated from the first by an integer number of typical, where d is now taken as the sample width. For
periods. The period is then the time difference between such samples, no degradation of the sharpness of the
the step pulse durations divided by the number of cycles pulse from dispersion effects could be seen and the
separating the equivalent points which were chosen. In measured velocity was independent of small changes in
Fig. 2, the step has been moved by four cycles: mea- the sample width.
surements over a large number of cycles (10 or more) For hIR measurements, a somewhat smaller d/
were used to increase the accuracy of the determina- value, i.e. d/0\ of the order of 0.01, was found necessary
tion of the period. (In the PE technique, step pulses in order to make the measured period independent of[ of different duration were utilized in a similar way to the sample width. For some wider samples, the period
measure the time difference between distinct echoes.) of the sinusoidal pattern clanged slightly as a function
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of cycle number, and the average period measured from
such a pattern did not correspond to the true VE for Tal I. Pf.Pmt. of Gaules

- that material: therefore, in addition to measuring the V E i,
time for about ten cycles (preferably from about cycle (103mis) (00 kgmn) I I .,,3I
3 to cycle 13) to achieve high precision in the mea- Method (1Os cm/s) (Egtn3 ) 2"0j" .jis,,:n

surement of T, the period was also measured for each q i
cycle in that interval to confirm that T was indeed i) Zrcuu.5 P .47

constant for the pattern. It is noted that a smooth reso- Imat spun)

nance pattern like that shown in Fig. 2 is required to 76I
obtain a valid VE. In some cases, the "resonance" 2) Zro.3sCu.,s HiR 3.47 .34

damped out much more quickly than in Fig. 2 or was (melt sp,,)
superimposed on a longer period oscillation, or the 3) z.3stuo.s f 3.47 7.76' 9.34
amplitude of each peak did not decrease at a constant (pisto and anW)

rate; such patterns did not produce a correct VE.
Other experimental difficulties, e.g. a sample which 4) Wetlis 2826A PE 4.34 7.46 14.05
was improperly attached to the delay line, a sample (Ref. Is)
wherein either end was not cut perpendicular to the 5) Mots226A PE 4 -44.11
ribbon direction or a sample which was internally6 7.49
nonuniform, could also lead to a very irregular "reso- 6) 4heglasZ8Z6A |R .
nance" pattern. In practice, the validity of the VE
measured by the UR technique was assured by making 7) Ta6.911lra.", lfR 2.94 19.041 :6.91

measurements on different samples, including samples 8) Tiolie.s.., IIR 4.7 4.44t 10.02
of different widths.

Because samples made from piston and anvil foils Assumed to be equal to the density of the amorphotus nlt spun ribbon if

were not always uniform in thickness, the effect of Lr The idicated densty for the tIass was assumed to be 1.0 pet less than
variations in the cross-sectional area was checked by that of the cryitalinc alloy, which was measured.

deliberately tapering the width of a number of samples
by up to 30 pct, a percentage variation greater than
that encountered in the as quenched samples. It was value as the PE technique in both cases. Both sets
found that, for samples where dl?. - 0.5 min/40 mm, of values are the average for several measurements,
such tapering produced no measurable change in the though in each case the scatter is small; e.g. repeated
measured value of T, and hence VY. PE measurements on different samples from the Met-

glns ribbon gave a VE range of 4.34 ± 0.02 x 0" cm.s,

while repeated 11R measurements gave a VE range of
Density Measurements 4.34 : 0.04 x los cm/s. In addition. the measured values

Densities were measured using the Archimedian of VE for the Metglas samples agree well with the
principle by weighing samples both in air and im- previously reported value (line 4) for this alloy, though
mersed in toluene. Measurements of the density of this very good agreement nuty be fortuitous since it
amorphous Cuo,6Zra., were made directly on amor- is not known whether or not our 2826A sample came
phous ribbons. For the Tio.&Nlio..jsSi,. 8,s and T20.5 s5 from the same "batch" as that in Ref. 16, and, if not,
lro,4 alloys, the densities of the amorphous alloys what the variations from batch to batch typically might
were assumed to be 1.0 pet lower than the values for be.
the corresponding crystalline alloys, which were mea- To confirm the suitability of the 11R technique for
sured. This is a density difference typical of our mea- the measurement of VE on piston and anvil samples,
surements in the Zr-Cu system;" since an accurate it was applied to piston and anr'il samples of Zra. 5
measurement on the small samples obtained from Cuo. 65 made from the same master alloy as the melt
piston and anvil foils is difficult, use of an amorphous spun ribbon. It can be seen (Table I) that the VE mea-
density estimated in this manner was preferred. The sured in this way is the same as that measured from
density of Metglas 2826A ribbons was measured here the ribbon, though the exact agreement may again be

and had also been previously reported.16  fortuitous.
As examples of special utility of the HR technique.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND DISCUSSION VE values from two additional amorphous metals are
given in lines 7 and 8 in Table I. Tao.ssslro.4,S has a

Representative VE values obtained with the UR liquidus temperature of - 1950°C; " thus, though this
technique are given in Table I as well as, for com- alloy is readily produced as a metallic glass by the
parison purposes, some VE values obtained with the arc-melting piston and anvil technique.6 the rather
PE technique. Also given are the measured density high melting temperature makes standard melt spinning
values and the Young's moduli calculated from E procedures difficult. For Tio.,oNio.ojsSio.jas, the corro-
V pV1. siveness of the liquid and the high quench rate needed
To confirm the validity of the IIR technique, VE values to produce the glass7 make the piston and anvil

were measured on melt spun ribbons both by the PE technique the method of choice for producing this glass
technique and, using small samples (about 1 cm long) from the liquid. For such piston and anvil samples,
cut from the same ribbon, by the [R technique. This the HR technique provides a useful capability.
was done for both amorphous Zro.aCuas (lines I and As discussed earlier, good reproducibilitv was ob-
2, Table I) and Metglas 2826A (lines 5 had 6, Table I). taited in the measurement of VE by both the fIR and
It can be seen that the IIR technique produced the same PE techniques. Typically, VE for a given sample can
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jJOURNAL OF MATERIALS SCIENCE 1 (1980) -LETTERS

Letters
A technique for the measurement of two methods; instead of determining the time

Young's modulus of small metallic glass required for the pulse to traverse the sample, as
samples in the P1. method, in the I.I.R. technique one

initiates an extensional mode resonance in the
Metallic glasses are frequently prepared by the arc- sample; from the (measured) period T of this
melting piston-and-anvil quenching process [I] ; resonance and the length of the sample, VE and
for refractory or reactive metallic glasses [2, 31, hence E can be derived for samples of - 10mm
where melt spinning is not readily applicable, this length. With proper procedure (uniform and
technique is presently the principal preparation narrow samples and correct specimen attachment)
method. It produces small alloy discs from which reproducible well-shaped resonance patterns are
rectangular samples with typically - 1.5 cm length obtained which lead to T values precise to ± 0.04%.
can be cut. These samples are too short to allow The uncertainty in Ve is primarily due to the
precise measurements of the sound velocity VE measurements of the sample length and is ± 0.2%,
(and thus the Young's modulus E from the relation about equal to that for P.E. data, giving an un-
E = oVE2 , where p is the density) by the ultrasonic certainty of ± 0.4% in E from VE. An uncertainty
pulse echo (P.E.) technique now generally used in E of the same order of magnitude is due to the
for dynamic measurements on long melt spun density measurement on the available small sample
metallic glass ribbons; accordingly, E values have quantities. (It should be noted that the I.I.R.
not been reported for such alloys. It is obvious technique is distinct from the "vibrating reed"
that short samples are also unsuitable for s.ati: method (6]. The latter is also unsuitable -or short
determinations of E. piston-and-anvil glass samples, as a uniform sample

We have applied the impulse-induced resonance thickness is required; the accuracy of E obtained
(I I.R.) technique developed by Fowler and co- with the vibrating reed technique is estimated to
workers [4,5 ] to such short glassy metal specimens. be - 10% [6].)
This technique uses the same experimental arrange- As shown in Table I for Zro.35 Cuo.6s, Vs
ment as that used by us for P.E. measurements measured by the I.I.R. method on a short, narrow
of VE, although our technique for measuring time strip from a piston-and-anvil sample and by the
for P.E. measurements differs from that typically P.E. method on a melt spun ribbon are in close
used. An alloy samr!e is attached to a maneto- agreement, illustrating the validity of I.I.R. results.
strictive Remendur delay line into which a broad- Also shown are results obtained from t9,o other
band sound pulse is introduced by a transducer amorphous metals which are more readily prepared
connected to a Panametrics 5055 Pulser-receiver; by the piston-and-anvil quenching process than
the latter also activates a Berkeley Nucleonics by melt spinning. Melt spinning of amorphous
digital delay generator and an oscilloscope. The Tio.woNio. o is not readily accomplished because

physical measurement, however, differs in the of the reactivity of this alloy (i.e. the resultant

TABLE I Properties of metallic glasses

Measurement ;E E
method (10' cmsec "t ) (gcm"1) (10" dyncm-1)

Zro.3scul. .LIR. 3.47 7.76* 9.34
(piston-and-anvil)
Zr0.1C'u9.. 4  P.E. 3.47 7.76 9.34
(melt spun)
Ti,., Ni,.,, I.I.R. 4.03 5.90 9.58
Nb, 1j5 r, 4 j I.I.R. 3.27 1 4.09t 15.06

0 Assumed equal to that measured from the melt-spun tibbon.
t Assumed to be 17e less than that of the corresponding crystalline alloy.
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Thermal expansion of gallium borate sample to 6000 C to obtain well-resolved sharp
lines in the high-angle region. The sample for

Recently, Bither and Young [1] synthesiL.; a study was prep ,red by f~iag the povdcr , hJin
number of borates under high pressure and high walled quartz capillary. Using CuK radiation,
temperature conditions, and found that they powder photographs at different temperatures
belong to R3C space group and are isotypic with were recorded in the temperature range 38 to
the calcite structure. A perusal of the literature 9000 C. Temperature control was facilitated by the
shows that the thermal expansion of gallium use of voltage stabilizer and a variac. The tempera-
borate which has the same structure as calcite, has ture could be held constant within about 20 C.
not been so far studied. As the authors have Details of the experimental technique and the
determined the precision lattice parameters and method of evaluating the precise lattice parameters
the coefficients of thermal expansion of a number and the coefficients ot thermal expansion has been
of carbonates [2-5], nitrates [6, 7] and borates described in an earlier paper [21.
[8, 9], it is thought worthwhile to include the Reflections from (1 .2.14),, (1 .2.14),,,
borates synthesized by Bither in the general (2.2.1 2),, (2.2.1 2),, (4 1 6)c,, (4 16),,
programme of X-ray investigation on calcite-type (3 2 9), and (3 29),, in the Bragg angle region
compounds. 65° to 800 were used to evaluate the lattice

The sample used in the present study was parameters at different temperatures. In evaluating
kindly supplied by Professor Bither, Central the lattice parameters independent measurements
Research Department, E.I. du Pont de Nemours and calculations were made on several films and the
and Company, Experimental Station, WiLmington, average of the deviations of the individual values
Delaware, USA. It was found necessary to heat the from the mean was taken as the error in the lattice
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The Niobium (Columbium)-Palladium
Constitution Diagram

B. C. GIESSEN, N. J. GRANT, D. P. PARKER, R. C. MANUSZEWSKI, AND R. M.
WATERSTRAT

The Nb-Pd system was investigated over the entire composition range by metallography
and X-ray diffraction analysis. The solubility limits of terminal and intermediate
phases and solidus temperatures were determined. a-Nb dissolves - 36 at. pet Pd at.
1520'C and -20 at. oct Pd at 800WC; a-Pd dissolves -31 at. pct Nb at 1610°C and
- 18 at. pct Nb at temperatures below 1500'C. The presence of three intermediate
phases NbPd6 (MoPt2-type), a-NbPd3 (TiAl-type), and j3-NbPd1 (3-NbPd3-type) was con-
firmed: NbPd2 melts at 1610"C and one of the NbPd phases transforms at the same
temperature into a-Pd solid solution which melts at 1625C. In addition, an approxi-
mately equiatomic high-temperature phase a-NbPd with a homogeneity range of - 11 at.
pet was found which melts at 1520 to 1565°C and probably is an extension of and
isomorphous with the a-Pd solid solution. Five three-phase reactions are described, and
crystal chemical relationships are discussed.

IN the course of an extended study of the phase dia- type, 9 1 3): NbPd, 7, , 9,7 1 ,'8 ,'9 ," 5  or a-NbPd37 (TiAI3
grams of refractory metals, a number of Ts-Tto type 70,U) and a3-NbPd3 63-NbPd3 typeaX9 ).
systems, i.e., binary systems composed of one of the The principal conflicts among these reports per-

Ts transition metals V, Nb, or Ta on the one side and tain to the existence of the a phase and to the details

one of the T,0 metals, Pd or Pt, on the other, have of the phase diagram. It was the prime object of the

been Investigated in a collaborative effort. Of the six present study to resolve conflicts in the data and to
systems thus defined, studies of the V-Pt system,' provide a more reliable constitution diagram.
the Ta-Pd system" and the Pt-rich portion of the Ta-Pt
system' have already been presented; for V-Pd a
phase diagram is given in the literature.4 The present EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
paper reports the Nb-Pd system: the remaining sys-
tem, Nb-Pt, will be reported in a subsequent publica- The starting materials were as follows:

tion. Niobium rondelles, 99.6 pct pure, obtained from
Early surveys of the Nb-Pd system are due to the Electro Metallurgical Co.,* with a typical major

Greenfield and Beck5 and Knapton: 6 crystal chemical
surveys of intermediate phases were made indepen- Certan commercial materials and equipment are identified in this paper in

order to specify adequately the experimental procedure. In no case does such

dently by Giessen, Parker and Grant (also reported identification imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Bureau of

In Ref. 8) and Maldonado and Schubert?9 Pd(Nb) ter- Standards. nor does it imply that the material or equipment identified is

minal solid solutions were studied by Kudielka- necessarily the best available for this purpose.

Artner and Argent x° and Catterall and Barker:" in- impurity analysis (wt pct): Ta (0.15): TI, Fe, 0
dividual intermediate phases were reported by (0.1 each); C, H (0.05 each); niobium powder (-325
Dwight and Giessen and Grant:"s phase diagrams mesh), 99.8 pet pure, obtained from Leico Industries,
were worked out by Savitskli Ct oL,' 4 Parker,t a nd Inc., with typical major impurity analysis: 0 (0.4): Fe,
Bowers" (only the first of these has been published): Si (0.01 to 0.1 each); Al (0.003 to 0.03): high purity
reviews were given e.g. by Shunk" and Pearson.' s  Nb rod 99.8 pct, obtained from Johnson-Matthey Chem-

The following alloy phases were reported: terminal icals Limited containing Ta < 50 ppm, Mg 1 ppm, Ag
solid solutions with extensive mutual solubllities;5 1

4  1 ppm and no other metallic impurities detectable by
a a phase at - N bPd , "' 4""'1' or as a high-tempera- spectrographic analysis. This material also contained
ture phase at Nb3Pd9 (however, in contrast to this, C (53 ppm). No oxygen analysis was available. The
no a phase was observed by Knapton): a low tem- latter material was used only to duplicate critical
perature phase NtbPd, (NbRu structure type):? an compositions in the range of 30 to 40 at. pet Pd.
unidentified high temperature phase a-NbPd ? or Palladium wire, obtained from the International
Nb1Pd,:'o NbPds 70 ""303 (MoPtaI- NbPt, I structure Nickel Co., and palladium powder (-325 mesh) ob-

tained from Engelhard Industries Inc. These metals

B. C. GIESSEN is Professor of Chemistry and Mechanical Engineer- were not chemically analyzed but had a nominal
tig. Northeastern University. Boston. MA 02115. N. J. GRANT is purity of 99.95 pct.
Proftor of Materials Scicnee and Engineering. Massachusetts Institute Sample preparation, vacuum heat treatment, metal-
ofTechnokiBy. Carnbndge, MA 02139. D. P. PARKER, formerly with lography, and X-ray diffraction studies followed
MIT is now President. Parker & Associates. Wellesley. MA 02 18 1,
R. C. MANUSZEWSKI. (ornicrty with the ADAIIF Research Unit at closely the methods used In earlier, related studies
NBS. is now Production Frginver. Morganite Corporation. Dunn. N" by the authors and their collaborators for which de-

3H334. and R. M. WATERSrRAT is Research Associate. ADAHF tails are given in Refs. 1 through 3, 20, and 21: pro-
Rewsarh Unit. National Burvau of Standards. Washington. DC 20234. cedures will therefore be described only where they

Manuscript submitted August 21. 1978. differ from those described in the recently published,
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prior study of the Ta-Pd system.2 Alloy compositions used in this work,',, was not fast enough to allow re-
are estimated to have an accuracy of * 1 at. pet, and tention of the high-temperature phase a-NbPd (see
the temperature measurements are accurate to * VI~C below): rapid quenchinge using an arc furnace quench-
unless otherwise noted. The temperature measure- Ing unit 2

3 yielding cooling rates of about 10'C/s"2 3
ments were based on the International Practical Tern- was therefore employed as part of an ongoing study
perature Scale of 1968 (IPTS 68). of rapidly -quenched transition metal phases." This

Alloy preparation by arc-melting or, for powder process yielded foils of -30 j.& thickness cooled at
constituents, sintering followed by arc-melting, corn-- 101C/s. 2 ,'"

position analysis by weight balance to I at. pct, tem-
perature measurement by thermocouples, heat treat-
ments in quartz tubes (to 1100'C) and a high-tempera- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
ture vacuum furnace (up to 1900C) were as discussed
in Refs. 1 and 2.. Temperature measurement by op- The Constitution Diagram
Mial pyrometry was carried out with a calibrated The proposed constitution diagram for the niobium-
Leeds and Northrop instrument. To achieve homno- palladium system is shown in Fig. 1. Crystallographic
genirnation, alloys with more than 30 at. pct Pd were data,',"12,132 4 composition limits and melting tempera-
annealed at 100 to 150'C below the solidus points or, tures of the intermediate phases are summarized in
at least 140(f C for about 12 h: alloys lower in Pd Tables II and Ill. The phase diagram differs signifi-
were annealed at 1700 or 19005C for three or two h, cantly from the only one previously published . 4 2

S

respectively. Subsequent equilibration treatments There are seven invariant reactions:
were carried out at various temperatures following
the typical schedule given in Table 1. Metallographic a eutectic reaction, L = a-Nb solid solution +. a-
and X-ray diffraction techniques (CuKa radiation) NbPd, at 1520'C;
and the determination of solidus and invariant re- a peritectic reaction, L + NbPd2 = a-NbPd, at
action temperatures also followed exactly the tech- - 1565*C:
niques described in Ref. 1. a peritectic reaction, L + a-Pd solid solution

Quenching at rates of 30 to 100C/s, as generally - N4~d, at -161('C.
congruent formation of NbPd3 from a-Pd solid

___________________________________solution, at - 1610'C.

congruent solidification of a-Pd solid solution, at
Talie 1. Typicail Equdsnatian Treatmets for 162 5*C;

Nlobasin ledim AlIY a eutectoid reaction, a-NbPd = a-Nb solid solution

Temsperare, .C TimIt + NbPd 2, at 1255*C:
a eutectoid reaction, a-Pd solid solution - NbPd2

1900 2 + NbPd3, at -1560'C.
1700 3
1320 4 In the following, the proposed phase diagram, Fig.
1450 32 1, and some metallographic and X-ray diffraction
1300 48 (2 days) evidence for it will be discussed, with prime attention
1200 168 (1 week) to complex features of the diagram.
1100 336 (2 weeks) Palladium is soluble in the bcc a-Nb solid solution
3000 906 (3weks). up to - 36 at. pct Pd at 152TC, but there is a rapid

9W0 7448(1 m2on~th) decrease in solubility, beginning at the eutectoid tern-
800 1488 (2 months) perature of 1255*C, and the solid solution range ex-

TOWs it. Ciystds.pwhic Data for Niobiurm-Palladkim into erdaes.

Number Comwpostion
of Atoms Limits, or

Intermediate stnictwre Per Udt Composition, Mselting
Hsus Crystal system Spame Group Type C941 Reference At. Pct Pd Poitt *C

l6Nbds (cubic) (O,1.Fm3m) (CU) (4) 24 49toSS16St

NbPds Ortlsothombic D".3mmin Mope1  6 13 -67 3630
1400C

-76
1300eC

-Nisldit Tsrrallowil Dg.141mirtn TiMl, 12 32

49M its I:.ntleus warobtaned from a metatable (apiciy-cuenchud) sample.Slso'c

NINMd srura is presentu in Nb. Pill Pd, alloys antd afteaeiling at ssoc.
jTnaafmsutiue to o-lid solid solution; melting point of soid solution -162S*C.
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a- ... . -Fig. 6-5.5 at. pctPd. Annealed at 1288*C for l0 h Globular
~ L~.. 1 4'~d isothermal NbPd2 precipiaaes (light) in matrix of a-NbPd eurect-

Fig 4-32 at. pct Pd. Annealed at 900*C for I month. Cellulair pearl- oidally decomposed into a-Nb solid solution and NbW 2 ..Magnifica
ite mierostructure of at-Nb solid solution and NbPd, consuming un- tion 415 times.
tesolved, fine precipitate of NbPd, in et-Nb solid solution. Magnifia-
lion 312 times.

ture (Fig. 7); the latter was located by comparison
of micrographs such as those given in Figs. 6 and 7.

logical change taking place in this two-phase field: Similar microstructures have been observed in the
a cellular pearitic (a-Nb solid solution + NbPd2) Ta-pd system for an analogous high-temperature
mnicrostructure forms upon prolonged low-tern- phase (J3-TaPd)2 The occurrence of the peritecticaily
perature annealing, consuming the material consist- formed phase NbPd2 was confirmed by some critical
Ing of a fine precipitate of NbPd2 in a-Nb solid solu- experiments which were designed to distinguish be-
tion. tween a penitectic and a congruent transformation

The microstructure of an as-cast alloy located in by improving the accuracy of the solidus data in the
the narrow composition range between the eutectic region from 60 to 70 at. pct Pd. In these experiments
(a-Nb + a-NbPd) and the a-NbPd phase is shown in we placed pairs of samples close together in two
Fig. 5. It consists of a-NbPd primary dendrites separate cruciblcs and carefully measured the differ-
which have decomposed into a fine (unresolved) Cu- ence in their melting points by direct observation
tectoid structure (&-Nb solid solution + NbPda) and during heating. The relative positions of the four
the eutectic (a-Nb solid solution + decomposed solidus points shown in this region are thereby es-
a-NbPd). The fine (unresolved) eutectold structure tablished with a relative precision of * S*C even though
is also shown In Fig. 6 for an alloy annealed in the the absolute temperatures are less accurate. The
(*-NbPd + NbPd2) field near the a-NbPd/(a-NbPd relative positions of these solidus points (see insert in
+ NbPda) phase boundary. The fine eutectoid structure Fig. 1) rule out a congruent transformation and
spheroidlzes to form a coarser two-phase micro- supports the peritectic construction. One or both of
structure upon annealing below the eutectoid tempera- the two NbPd3 phases form by transformation from
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~ ~ evidence for the prior existence of large single
- ~ rain of -Pd. The lamellar structure is me-

El .-- 7.. k FZ#~ .'4 tastable and will transform toea spheroidized struc-
(V'IN ture if the alloy is annealed for a sufficient time in

.*~. j ~ ' ~the two-phase region below 1560C. Figure 8 there-
z fore constitutes evidence that the alloy was annealed

,~ ~, -~. ~'-'-'~ aboe the transformation temperature where large
-fo ..J,, ." single-phase grains existed and that these prior grains

~ .~~.-:- 1 '.~'~ ~transformed by a eutectoid reaction during quench-
.r~i~ Z2*'*s.~'' ~Ing. We have located the transformation temperature

.~ ~ by annealing this structure at lower temperatures
~ ~"*r' ~ ~ ~ )J and observing whether or not a spheroidal decomposi-

L tion occurs. The relative locations of the two NbPd.1p hases could not be deduced from metallographic ob-
t~i4~ ~ ~servations (see below). The semicoherent precipi-

tation of a-NbPd1, from a-Pd solid solution is shown
in Fig. 9.

Fill. 7 -52.5 41. pet Pd. Annealvd at 12 1h4 C for 12 h. Decomposed The Nb-Pd phase diagram presented here resem-
at-NbPd annealedl below eutcid tempernturt formuing carise. partly bles that given by Savitskii el al"4 in some features.
sphcroidizcd miemotructure of a-Nb solid solution anid NhPd2. including the large terminal solid solubilities, the
Magnification 415 times, presence of a eutectic near the equiatomic compo-

sition and a melting point maximum for Pd the solid
a-Pd solid solution. The a-Pd solid solution dis- solution: however, their diagram'14 and the present
solves up to -31 at. pet Nb at -1610'C, but only one differ in too many important features (eg., their
-18 at. pet Nb at temperatures :s 150(TC;, it has a diagram shows the a phase, but the a-NbPd and NbPd12

congruent melting point maximum at 1625"C and 75 phases are absent, In their diagram, in contrast to
at. pct Pd (Fig. 1). the present one) for a comparison of details to be

The temperature of the transformation from a-Pd useful
to NbPd3 of 1610'C (only - 15*C below the melting
point of the a -Pd solid solution) was located by ex-
amining X-ray patterns of quenched alloys which Intermediate Alloy Phases
either showed broadened lines of fec a-Pd solid solu- Our principal results center on the observed alloy
tion or sharp lines of ordered phase(s), depending on phases: these will be reviewed in order of increasing
the annealing temperatures. The high-temperature Pd content.
region is further documented by micrographs of alloys a Phase. A major finding is the absence of a a
in the region of the eutectold a-Pd solid solution phase in the Nb-Pd system, which confirms the nega-
- NbPdz + NbPd3i: these alleys show decomposed tive result of Knapton' but conflicts with reports on
lamellar or spheroidized two-phase structures de- the existence of this phase from several other prior
peluting on the annealing temperature: Fig. 8 shows nvesigators."'" 1 ' We have therefore performed
the lamellar decomposition products of the eutectoid additional experiments to explain this rather signi-
transformation in in alloy quenched from the a-Pd ficant disagreement.
region. The quench was too slow to retain a-Pd. but The a phase was first reported by Greenfield and
the highly oriented lamella of NbPd2 and NbPd3 are Becks who used Nb metal with a significant amount

ir - - ':' :- %..., !R4

. V .- . ". .

- ip * _z

-A:*

t4.~

Fit. 8 70 at. pet Pd. Anneialed at I 58(OC 4 above the eutectoid
temperature) for 2 h. Coarse lamellar eutetoid of NbPd2 and NbPdj Fig. 9- 80 at. pet Pd. Annealed at 135 7C for two days Semicoherent
formed by decomposition of a prior a-Pd solid solution during precipitate of o.NhNd3 from supersaturated or-Pd solid solution.
quen~hing. Magnification 3 16 times. Magnhlkalion 385 times.
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of Impurities (0.5 wt pet (6 at. pet) C and metallic ments, yielding a Cu-type phase, and the crystal
impurities at a lower level). In the case of the other, chemical considerations given in the following strongly
subsequent studies which report a. final alloy purity suggest that this phase is a disordered solid solution
cannot be readily ascertained, or It is not certain with an fcc Cu-type structure, as given in Tables a
whether a was unambiguously defined by X-ray dif- and Ill. a-NbPd is thus, in effect, an extension of the
fraction. Knapton,' using Nb from Johnson-Matthey isostructural a-Pd solid solution: the two portions
Co., Ltd. (no data on purity are given), made a deli- of this solid solution field are separated over a nar-
berate attempt to confirm the observation of a phase row range of - 9 at. pet by the compound NbPdz.
and studied alloys in the appropriate composition Relevant crystal chemical considerations are the ex-
range (30 to 50 at. pct Pd) annealed in the tempera- tended shape of the a-NbPd phase field which is not
ture range (1000 to 1200C) of Ref. 5. However, there suggestive of an ordered phase, comparison with the
was no evidence of o phase formation, related systems V-Pd 4 and V-Pt,' where continuous

We have therefore made attempts to reproduce a-Pd or a-Pt terminal solid solutions exist up to
the compositions and temperatures reported in both and beyond the equatomic compositions, and consi-
studies5" by preparing an alloy Nbo.oPdo.o, using deration of the close structural relation of NbPd2 and
high purity Nb with analysis as described above. Both a-NbPd3 to the fcc Cu-type, as discussed previously
in the as-cast state and after an annealing treatment in detail for the analogous high-temperature phase
identical to that reported by Greenfield and Beck -TaPd. However, it should be pointed out that or-
(72 h at 1000'C) the alloy consisted of two phases dering. e.g. into the AuCu type with c/a 2 1.0 would
(a-Nb + NbPd,) without any evidence of a phase. Also, not be detected by the present X-ray measurements
as stated, a did not form in any of our other alloys and thus cannot be specifically ruled out for a-NbPd.
after annealing at temperatures between 1400 and NbPd, and NbPd3. The structures of the interme-
80C. The question therefore arises whether the diate phases NbPd:, a-NbPd,, and A-NbPd 3 have been
presence of impurities has contributed to the conflict- reported previously, ' , """ and the present study
ing results by affecting alloy structure in the present confirms these results (Table 11). The lattice para-
or other studies. While the possibility cannot be ex- meters presented in Table III are from Ref. 8. 12,
eluded that the present negative findings are due to and 13; they were not refined further here. The horno-
an undetermined type of contamination, this appears geneity range of NbPd. is quite narrow (< *1 at. pet),
to be extremely unlikely in view of the materials and whereas the homogeneity range of NbPd3 is broader
procedures used, especially as compared to the (- 74 to 77 at. pct Pd). a NbPd3 and O-NbPd 3 are
earlier studies (except that of Ref. 6, which yielded structurally closely related: a, " they differ only in
the same negative result). It is more likely that the the stacking sequence of the rectangular Nbpd 3 layers
presence of unidentified impurities was the cause of comprising either phase, with a three-layer sequence
the reported instances of a formation (where such for a-NbPd3 (as in the parent Cu type) and a six-
was actually observed). To strengthen this hypothe- layer sequence for O-NbPd3." s

sis, we prepared an additional Nbo.bePdo.m alloy using The two NbPd3 modifications apparently occupy
high purity Nb (see above) and ternary adjacent phase fields, with the tetragonal a-modi-
44bo.ePdo.3s.-xMx alloys with M = C, 0, V, Ta, and fication forming at slightly higher Pd contents. On
other elements and x = 0.04 to 0.10. While the metal- the basis of the observed transformation of a O-NbPd3
loid additives (C,O) were not found to promote a for- alloy to a-N)bPd 3 after annealing at 850"C, it is also
mation in Nb-Pd, the Ts metal additives (V,Ta) had possible that one of these phases is a high-tempera-
this effect, strongly stabilizing new ternary a phases: ture modification: matters are further complicated
these results will be described in more detail else- by the possibility that even small amounts of im-
where.26 We conclude that the a phase is not an purities may affect the stacking sequence and struc-
equilibrium phase of the binary Nb-Pd system. ture.3 A close study of this aspect of the constitution

"Nbpd (r)". Maldonado and Schubert' have re- diagram has not been made and, in the absence of
ported the existence of a phase with an orthorhombic further information, the two phases are shown in
structure (NbRu type) derived by a deformation of the Fig. 1 separated by a dashed line.
bcc structure of a-Nb solid solution. The phase had Frank-Kasper Phases. The other two T5Pd systems
been found after annealing Nbo.,,pdo.25 at 650'C for contain Frank-K.asper (tetrahedrally close packed)
500 h and Nbo.,Pd., at 700C for 48 h and was phases: '62 in the V-Pd system there is a stable AIS-
designated as Nb1Pd. (r) to indicate a room-tempera- type phase V3Pd' and in the Ta-Pd system a a phase
ture phase.' We did not observe diffraction peaks is found which is stable up to approximately 2550OC. "

due to this phase in alloys in this composition range However, no corresponding phases of either type
which were annealed at 'a 800*C. While this phase occur in the Nb-Pd system. Thus the Nb-Pd system
may indeed be an equilibrium low-temperature phase is unique among these three systems in not forming
below 800C, it is also possible that it is a metastable Frank-Kasper phases or, in fact, any Ts-rich inter-
phase formed (in this intermediate composition range mediate phases. Instead it appears that there is a
of structural instability") by cold-working and then greater solubility of Pd in the bcc a-Nb solid solution
inadequately annealing the alloy powders used in the than in either the ct-V(Pd) or a-Ta(Pd) solution.
X-ray diffraction studies. The unidentified micro- This observation may be of some practical importance
structural features observed in this composition in developing useful Nb alloys by suppressing the
range (see above) may be significant in this context, formation of brittle A1S or a phase type compounds.

a-NbPd. The structure of a-NbPd is not known Mean Atomic Volumes. The mean atomic volumes
fromdrect high-temperature measurements at this V of all phases listed in Tables II and III are plotted
time, but the results of the rapid quenching expert- in Fig. 10; all V values show a negative deviation
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MAGNEfTIC PROPERTIES OF AMORPHOUS RE65Al35 ALLOYS

Bill C. Giessen. William A. Hines and
, Lawrence T. Kabacoff

Abstract - Ribbons of amorphous RE A)3 ; alloys X-ray diffraction patterns confirmed that the
-- (where RE-a Ce. Pr and Dy) were prepled Iy melt alloys were amorphous.

spinning under vacuum. Magnetization measurements,
carried out on a vibrating sample magnetometer EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
with magnetic fiells H 442 kOe and over a tempera-

* ture range 2.8 'K . T a 300 9K, are reported here. For the three amorphous alloys, reasurements of
Dy Al and PrK Al demonstrated a ferromagne- the bulk magnetization were made as a function of tern-

* t-litfi orderi)l wRAch was characterized by the ap- perature for various magnetic fields. OY65Al3S and
pearence of a cusp at 30 OK and 7 °K, respectively. Pr65A)45 exhibited magnetic ordering at To - 30 *K
In both cases, hysteresis and relaxation effects and 7 K, respectively. In both cases, the magnetic
occurred below the ordering temperature. Amorphous ordering is characterized by a cusp-like behavior
Ce65Al3S exhibited a negative paramagnetic Curie tern- for low fields; the cusp broadens and disappears
perature of -40 'I• but did not order for temperatures for H > 4 kOe. This is illustrated for 0y6SA13S in
down to 2.8 *K. The results are discussed in terms Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows the magnetization obtained
of the random atomic arrangement and its influence on at H - 18 kOe versus temperature throughout the en-
the exchange and anisotropy interactions, tire range for Dy6SA135. A similar ferromagnetic-like magnetization versus temperature curve is ob-

INTRODUCTION tained for Pr65A13s. For both Oy65A135 and Pr65A135
at fixed temperature below To , the magnetization rises

In recent years, both basic and applied re-
searchers have devoted considerable effort to the
study of disordered materials such as magnetic Ova .i'
glasses, amorphous semiconductors and amorphous
metallic alloys[l]. Because of the existence of
highly localized moments, the magnetic properties 9.
of rare earth amorphous alloys are of particular , _lw
interest. Fundamental questions concerning mag- -e 9
netic moment formation and magnetic interactions '-"I

(applied field, exchange and anisotropy), in
* situations where the atomic arrangements are ran- ,-9e,

dor, remain unanswered. In order to shed light on . . .*
the above questions, we are systematically study- 

,-

ing the magnetic properties of the amorphous 4k,"

RExAll. x alloys, where RE represents a 4f rare
earth element. This paper presants neasurements 9 - a&O
of the bulk magnetization on three amorphous o .9-f 00
alloys which span the rare earth series: Ce6sA13 5 , -
Pr65 A13s end Dy6SA135. Direct comparisons can be
made with the corresponding crystalline alloysL23. /
The RE2A1 crystalline phase represents an iso- a. 0 .0
structural saries of compounds with the ortho- 0- 0o 40

rhombic Co2Si-type (oPlZ) crystal structure. This TEMPERAURT I 'K)

structure has 12 atoms in a unit cell (8 RE and Fig. 1. Dy6sA1 35 ma.netization normalized to value
4 Al) with 2 inequivalent RE sites. The RE co- extrapolated for 0 K, a(H.T)Io(H.0), versus tempera-
ordination number is 11( RE and 5 Al) while ture, T, for various magnetic fields. Measure-
that for Al is 10 (all RE). ments were taken by starting from the virgin

EXPERINENITAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE magnetic state above the ordering temperature.

The amorphous alloys were prepared by melt ISO
spinning under vacuum resulting in ribbons 2 m f P

6

wide and 25 um thick. The magnetic measurements "-Ie koe
were carried out on a P.A.R. model 155 vibrating j -

saple magnetometer with magnetic fields H A 20 L
kO and over a temperature range 2.8 'K - T - l tooL
'00 'K. The magnetometer oas calibrated against -.
the known roon temperature saturation magnetiza- -
tion for Hi (55.01 emu/g) while the temperature
calibration was based on the ideal Curie-Weiss
benavior of the paramagnetic salt Gd2(SO4 )3 "H20.

" 4anucript received March 8, 1gaa.

This work is supported by the CNR under grant no.
31l4-76-.-820, tte AFOSR under grant no. 80-0030 and o 3

the tiSAC under grant no. IR-102. The authors are CO 00 200 0

with ?lortheastern University, Boston, MA 02115, TEMPAuTRE.T I 'K)

Univnr ity of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06268 and
!13lvl Surface :'ee;ons Center, Silver Spring. RD Fig. 2. Dy Al magnetization at 18 kOe. o(18-I'OeT),
20910.) repectively. versus te'4praire, T.
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* sharply as the field is increased and then tapers off. ture for Qy65Al35 and Ce6 5A1 3 5 , respectively.
However, saturation is not obtained for either alloy From the fits to (I). values for 0 and p were ob-
with the highest field available (20 kOe). Also, tained for all three alloys. For Dy6 5Al 3 5 ,
below the respective ordering temperatures, the Pr65A135 and Ce6sA135, we find that a a 41 oK.

* magnetic behavior is characterized by hysteresis 8 OK and -40 6K. while p a 11.0, 3.47 and 2.31.
and relaxation effects. This is illustrated for respectively. Table I provides a summary of cag-
PrSAl35 in Fig. 3. If the sample is cooled netization data for the three alloys (listed in
below the ordering temperature in the presence of row one). We note that the 0-values (row two) for
a large magnetic field (-. 18 kOe), a significant DY65 A13 5 and Pr65A135 are positive and close to
residual agnetization component exists when the the corresponding ordering temperatures, To (row
field is then reduced to small values (- 20 On). As three), and transition temperatures, Tc (row four);
shown in Fig. 3, this large residual magnetization while the 0-value for Ce65 A13 5 is negative. Also
(open circles) decreases sharply as the temperature the experimental p-values (row five) are very
is increased through the ordering temperature, be- close to the values calculated for the respective
coming consistent with the previously described (re- RE3+ ions by the Mund rules (row six). Finally,
versable) magnetization versus temperature behavior magnetization values obtained at the highest field
(closed circles). Measurements of the coercive field, (20 kOe) for Dy65A135 and Pr65A135 (row seven), are
H , were made for both alloys as ar function of tem- three to four times smaller than the saturation
pirature below To . Defining the transition tempera- values calculated by assuming complete alignment of
ture, Tc, as the temperature at which Mc extrapolates the above moments (row eight). For comparison, values
to zero, it was determined that Tc a 30 *K and 6 'y for the "Gd65 A13 5" composition have been included in
for Dy6 5Al1 and Pr65A13S, respectively. Amorphous Table I. These values were obtained by interpolation
Ce65 A13 5 A not order for temperatures down to from earlier work on GdxAl x amorphous alloys[3].
2.8 *K, and there was no evidence of hysteresis
or relaxation effects. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

For the three amorphous alloys, measurements
of the bulk magnetization were rade .as a function For both the amorphous Dy6 5 Al and Pr6 5A 3 5
of magnetic field for various temparatures. Figure alloys, the Curie-Weiss susceptibility curves for
4 shows two of the many isotherms neasured for temperatures above the resppctive ordering tempera-
DY6 5A13 5 . For temperatures above the ordering tures were typical of ferromagnetic behavior (i.e.
temperature, the isotherms were straight lines
throug' the origi:i. (As indicated before, below
the ordering temperature, the ragnetization does
not saturate for H a 20 kOe.) Similar behavior was
observed for Pr,5A13 5. Using the linear isotherms
for all three alloys, values of the magnetic sus- -

ceptibility, x, were calculated from the slopes. C
In general, for the temperature range 50 'K =T
300 *K, the susceptibility values provided excel-
lent fits to the Curie-Weiss law "

SI2 . B2 3k(T . .)]-, (I)

where p is. the. "omet per RE atom and N is the
num'-er of RE atoms per gram. Figures 5 and 6
show the reciprocal susceptibility versus tempera- ",

OL75GLNE7C FICLO t* O)

PrsqA13 5  Fig. 4. DY65 A13 5 magretization at 7.5 *K and 53.7 *X,

M,20 O q(H,T), versus magnetic field, H.

OL. /

i t

Z 025 -

.11I1.0
01164 I.-

S/0TYMPRATuRET (K) , I I

0 100 200 3Mo
Fig. 3. Pr6 5A135 magnetization at 20 0e, a(20-Oe,T). TE P.ERATURE.T ('KI

versus temperature, T. Open circles - sample
cooled belo. the ordering tempaerature in a field Fig. 5. Oy65A135 reciprocal susceptibility, 1/,(7),
of 12 k',e; closed circles - saiple cooled below ver',us temperature, T. A sinilar plot was ob:ained
the orderiij temperature in zero magnetic field, for Pr65 A135 .
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[ 1205
and anisotropy interactions described above can
lead to significant fluctuations in the magneticCollAjS moment directions and would account for the cusp

behavior and "spin-flop" transition around the
GC ordering temperature. Such behavior has been

described by Ferrer and Zuckermanno(] using a ran-
dam magnetic anisotropy model.

Evidtnce for the RXKY-type exchange inter-
- 0 -o action also comes from the negative 0-value for

Ce65A135. However, In the case of Ce65A135 , thedisordered atomic structure inhibits any tendency

.for anti-ferromagnetic ordering. The results re-
ported here appear to contradict the work of

, Buschow[6) on amorphous Gd-alloys in which it was
wt concluded that the RKKY interaction was of minor

o Limportance. Buschow suggests an exchange mechanism
-o 1e Boo oo that proceeds via the RE Sd-electrons and, con-

EMMEWTUN.TY R sequently, is always positive. Finally, we note
that the corresponding crystalline GdZA1 and

Fig. 6. Ce Al reciprocal susceptibility, 1/x(T), DyzAI alloys exhibit anti-ferromagnetic ordering
versus tem$raigre, T. while crystalline Pr2AI does not order.

TABLE I: Magnetic data for the amorphous RE65A135  ACKNOWLEOGMENTS
alloys. The authors are grateful to Or. J. R. Cullen

RE65A1 5  Ce6AI3 Pr5 A Gd65A Dy65A135  for many helpful discussions and to 14s. C.
653 65135 6535 1 Hodzelewski for assisting with the magnetometer

o ('K) -40 8.0 114 40.5 measurements.

T 0(K) - 7.2 51 30.0 REFERENCES

i TC(°K) - 6.2 81 30.3 [1] Aorpkhous Ha ng im 11, edited by R. A. Levyan 1. Hasegawa 1P enum r'ress, New York, 1977).

p 2.31 3.47 11.0 (21 L. R. Sill and R. R. Biggers, J. Appl.expPhys. 49. 1500 (1978).

Pcalc. 2.54 3.58 7.94 10.6 (3] T. R. c-Guire, T. Mizoguchi, R. J. Gambinocac and S. Kirkpatrick, J. Appi. Phys. 49,
o(enu/g) - 29.8 121 1689 (1978).

[4 N. Heiman and N. Y.azama, J. Appi. Phys. 49,
ao(enu/g) - 111 228 326 1686 (1978).

[5) R. Ferrer and H. J. Zuckermann, Can. J. Phys.

see ref. [33, values obtained by interpola6tion 56, 1093 (1978).
3+ intepolatnt [6t KH. J. Buschow. Solid State Commun. 27,

consistent with Gd ion"[3) 275 (1978).
"saturates easy, little or no anisotropy"(3]

positive values for ). Also, the-existence of a
spontaneous magnetization was apparent in both
cases. We attribute a ferromagnetic-type of
ordering to DY65A135 and Pr6sA135, without the im-
plicatien of a strictly parallel alignment of
moments. The onset of hysteresis and relaxation
effects below the respective ordering temperatures,
as well as the lack of saturation, provides evi-
dence for strong local anisotropy. This is ex-
pected for these systems since L f 0. We note
that similar work on amtorphous GdxAllx alloys
(where L - 0) showed little or no such aniso-
tropy effects[4]. As in crystalline rare earth

* metals and alloys, the exchange appears to arise
from the RKKY-type indirect interaction between the
RE moments. However, because of atomic disorder, both
positive (ferromagnetic) and negative (anti-ferromag-
netic) interactions are possible. It should be noted

T that the RKKY interaction is normally long range in
pure metals, compounds and dilute alloys. However, it
is strongly dependent on the conduction electron
mean free path which is of the order of the inter-
atomic distances in amorphous metals and alloys. Con-
sequently, the range of the RKKY coupling is con-
siderably reduced and, hence, a nearest neighbor
model might be more appropriate. The local aniso-
tropy at a RE site arises from the electrostatic
fields due to neighboring atoms. Because of atomic
disorder, random orientations occur in the local
easy axis. The combined effect of the exchange
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The ihermoeectric power of a number of magnetic and nonmagnetic amorphous metallic al-
loys has been measured as a function of temperature between 15 and 530 K. The temperaturein, I. A. dependence of the thermopower for the magnetic alloys is qualitatively different from that for

2139 11971). the nonmagnetic alloys. The data for the nonmagnetic alloys are consistent with the extended
tallogr. L4 27 Ziman theory for transport in liquid and amorphous metals. It is argued that the data for the

Lubensky, magnetic alloys are consistent with a model. based on the Kondo scattering of conduction elec-
irons by spins situated in low internal fields, which was recently proposed to explain the resis-

i. J. Phys. C liviy minima observed in these materials.

eyed to be
- Phys. A 0, Recent studies of electronic transport in metallic istence of quantum-mechanical two-level tunneling
1.356; P. j. olasses have revealed two distinctly different types of states for some of the atoms in a disordered solid.
vs. A 1.. gltomalous resistivity behavior. Some or these The Hamiltonian for electrons scattering from the lo-
ever, make IlasSes show a small but monotonic decrease of resis- calized excitations arising from these tunneling states

n Fin. 10. vity with increasing temperature, over as wide a is assumed to be identical with the Kondo Hamiltoni-mensional is. range as 4 to 600 K in some cases." The amor- an, which can give rise to both a resistivity minimumtheat of phous alloys Cu-Zr (Refs. 3 and 4) and Be-Ti-Zr and a negative value of a over a wide temperatureogarithmic f (ef. 5) are examples in this group, which consists of range. However a recent calculation of this effect by
d relevant many glasses having no magnetic constituents. The Black et al..' using parameters for the tunneling

neau, J. other type of anomalous resistivity is found in amor- model deduced from ultrasonic experiments, indi-
. 280 (1977). phous alloys containing some ferromagnetic or anti- cates that this model would give a resistivity anomaly

s and Critical ferromagnetic elements, such as Fe-B, Fe-Ni-P-B, or three orders of magnitude too small to fit the data.
1971). Fe-Ni-Cr-P-B. In these, the resistivity shows a A recent work t" has resurrected the idea of a real7 Phys. Soc. minimum in the temperature range 10 to 300 K and Kondo effect in explaining the resistivity minima ob-

an approximate logarithmic increase of the resistivity served in the magnetic glasses. Instead of proposing
with decreasing temperature below the minimum.'-I a structural modification to the Kondo theory, it con-
Such resistivity behavior could have been associated siders the spin-flip scattering of electrons from mag-
with the Kondo effect normally observed in crystal- netic atoms sitting in regions of zero effective field."3
ne alloys containing small amounts of magnetic That a small fraction of the magnetic atoms may ac-
toms, except for the fact that these glasses are tually exist in such field-free regions in a concentrat-
trongly ferromagnetic. As is well known, the large ed ferromagnet such as Fe0 soB0o20 has been demon-

internal field experienced by the magnetic atoms in a strated by Grest and Nage112 on the basis of Monte
frrromagnet precludes the possibility of their giving Carlo calculations of the effective-field distribution

e to Kondo scattering of the conduction electrons. P(H) in such materials, and follows essentially from
Several theories have been proposed to explain the the large disorder inherent in the glasses. This result

Mative temperature coefficient of resistivity, therefore reconciles the coexistence of Kondo-type
am(lip) dp/dT, observed in metallic glasses. One resistivity anomaly and ferromagnetism in these
of these is the generalized Ziman theory of electronic amorphous alloys and implicitly predicts a difference
transport in liquid metals.-' It deals with the nor- in the thermoelectric power behavior between mag-
ail potential scattering contribution to the electrical netic and nonmagnetic glasses. Such a prediction
1isstivity as modified by the absence of periodic or- would not, however, follow from the tunneling-level
dir in a glass, and can lead to a positive or negative model which views both magnetic and nonmagnetic
value of a depending on the relative positions of 2kF glasses identicilly as regards the effects of structure
Oltd k,. where k, is the Fermi wave vector of the on their transport properties. Besides these three,
conduction electrons and k, denotes the position of other theories proposed to explain the negative a in-
Ihe first peak in the x-ray structure factor of the dude the Mott s-d scattering model, 4 and those
giass. An alternative theory . proposes the ex- that study the interference between phonon and im-

U 4049 01920 The American Physical Society
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purity scattering. measured the resistivities of both samples and founi directly contr.
In order to identify the scattering mechanism them to decrease monotonically with increasing tern. nMode.

which most accurately describes the transport in the perature over the entire range 10 to 580 K. For Be. The genera
glass it is necessary to study some transport property, Ti-Zr and Cu-Zr, the decrease in resistivity over thi is consistent
other than the resistivity, whose predicted behavior temperature range is about 9% and 6%, respectively. bhavior of t!

* in the various models will be substantially different. Sinhal has measured the resistivity and thermoelec. Tie negative
In a previous communication' a study of the resistivi- tric power of (NixPtg-,)qisPo zs glasses as a function a the Zimal
ty a and the thermoelectric power Q in a Be-Ti-Zr of temperature, though over much more limited k , is s.
glass over an extended range of temperature was re- ranges than is reported here. His resistivity measure. Aot ascessari
ported. It was shown there that both the negative ments showed that a was negative for the glasses ro, rference fu
temperature coefficient of resistivity and the positive which 020 C x 1 0.50. and positive for the glass wil Of the portiaI
thermoelectric power varying linearly with tempera- x -0.60. The thermoelectric power for all the sam. igo leads to
ture observed over the entire range from 10 to 600 K pies was small (varying between I and 2.5 jAV/K), ad linear in
could be explained on the basis of the extended Zi- positive and linear in T in the range 80 to 300 K. towing expre
man theory if the condition 2kF U A- was satisfied for The abovementioned results are incompatible with ained from
the alloy. However, this behavior of Q was not con- a Kondo-type theory" , 10 based on tunneling levels for
sistent with the predictions of either the tunneling- transport in these glasses. For if such tunneling lev.
level model or the s-d scattering model. In this paper els were truly an intrinsic feature of the glassy struc. Q - -- 2
we present a more extensive study of the thermoelec- ture contributing to electronic transport then the
tric power of both magnetic and nonmagnetic anomaly associated with Kondo-like behavior should where
glasses.i s  have appeared in the thermopower data. Within the

The samples were in the form of ribbons of width detecting capacity of our experiment (0.1 uV/K in a . wS(2k,)i
1-2 mm and thickness 30-60 gm. The thermoelec- total of 4.5 MV/K) no such structure has been ob.
tric power of each sample was measured relative to served. This is consistent with the work of Black S(k) denote
that of a 99.999+% pure lead wire using the integral et l.i who predict that the tunneling-level anoma. Son constL
method.5 The absolute thermopowers were calculat- lies. if present, will be too small to be detected in an &nce of the
ed using the new standard scale for lead obtained by experiment of such a degree of sensitivity. The ther. sudges we f
Roberts" for temperatures up to 350 K. At higher mopower results are also incompatible with the pre. *nd 2.73 A
temperatures the standard values used were those of dictions of the s-d scattering model.4 -1 According to emphasize t
Cook, Laubitz, and Van der Meer,17 which were ad- the Mott formula Q a [8 In p(E)/8E1F. ,F. the ther. dviations a
justed to join smoothly with the scale of Roberts. mopower or elements with less than half-filled d 04 7.1 eV,
The uncertainty in the data was estimated to be bands should be opposite in sign to the thermopowe, vS Tcur%
0.1 MV/K. of elements having more than half-filled d bands. A so 7 X IO-

Figure I shows the data for amorphous Cu0 oZr0.5o recent photoemission experiment" on Cu-Zr glasse trn r in E(
* together with that reported previously3 on the metal- concludes that the electronic structure of Cu-Zr in ad 2.5 for

lic glass Beo4oTio.0 Zro10 (Metglas 2204; Metglas is a the vicinity of the Fermi level is mainly determined asble nui
registered trademark of Allied Chemical Corp.). The by the Zr d band, which is less than half-filled. The atimate of
thermopower of Cu-Zr is positive and linear in T over electronic structure of the Be-Ti-Zr glass can also be asin 2kr tV

the entire temperature range 10 to 580 K. as it is for expected to be similar to that of the Ti or Zr dband, Figures
the Be-Ti-Zr glass. The magnitude of Q is small in whereas that for Ni-Pt-P should be close to the near
both these samples and is more similar to that of a full d band structure of Ni and Pt. The positive ther.
noble metal than of a transition metal. We have also moelectric power observed in all three glasses then

SI I I,~~ ~ 5_ - u --- 7'
CUOMT-

4-

0 100 200 300 400 500 600

T( K)
1 16. 1 Thermoelectric power of the nonmalnetic amorphous alloys Be0 40T io.SoZ ro 10 (Ref. 5) and Cu0 SoZro.,0. " FIG
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and found directly contradicts the prediction of the s.d scattering five ferromagnetic Metglas alloys as a function of
,.;easing tern- model. temperature between 15 and 580 K. In the low-
K. For Be- The generalized Ziman theory, on the other hand, temperature range up to 300 K our thermopower
ty over this is consistent with the temperature-dependent results for the Meiglas alloys 2826, 2826A, and
espectively. behavior of the transport coefficients reported above. 2605A agree very well with those of Baibich et al. 0

thermoelec- The negative a of these glasses can be explained us- who have recently published data up to 300 K from
a function ing the Ziman theory by assuming that the criterion measurements carried out independently in three dif-
limited 2k, 8 k, is satisfied for each alloy. 2" '- (Here k, is ferent laboratories on three separately obtained
ity measure- not necessarily the first maximum of the total in- batches of Metglas alloys. For the Metglas 2605 alloy
le glasses for terference function but may be the maximum of one our data agree well with that of Elzinga and
',e glass with of the partial structure factors.) The same criterion Schroeder in that work," but differs from the data of
It the sam- also leads to a thermopower which is small, positive the other two measurements by almost I MV/k at 300
.5 IV/K ), and linear in T. as was pointed out before.' The fol- K. Between 300 and 580 K our results for the same
o 300 K. lowing expression for the thermoelectric power is ob- alloy differ by the same amount from that of Teoh

atible with tained from the Ziman theory": er aL. 21 whose high-temperature data on Metglas
ig levels for 2605 alloy join smoothly with the low-temperature

alassy struc- ir- k -T is at once seen that the behavior of Q for these sam-

ten the pies is qualitani'ell different from that for the nonmag-
i .ior should where netic glasses shown in Fig. 1. For all magnetic sam-
Within the k), pies the thermopower is negative, and has a negative

- V/K in a qS(2kF)t(2k,) /fo  tk)l S(k)4(2k,)-k4dk • slope at low temperatures, i.e., below 100 K. Most
been ob- importantly, Q is not linear in T over any large range
of Black S(k) denotes the structure factor, ka is the Boltz- of temperature and shows structure similar to that
el anoma- mann constant, and r depends on the energy depen- observed in crystalline Kondo systems, i.e., nonmag-
ected in an dence of the r matrix, t(k). From x-ray diffraction netic hosts containing dilute amounts of magnetic im-

The ther- studies we find k, - 2.75 ,-1 for Be-Ti-Zr (Ref. 5) purities. The resistivities of all these alloys also show
th the pre- and 2.73 X- for Cu-Zr which, if k, z 2k (where we minima similar to that observed in crystalline Kondo
kording to emphasize that a strict equality is not necessary and systems. Ilowever, the glasses all contain large con-

, the ther- deviations of ± 15% can be tolerated), give E --7.2 centrations of magnetic elements and it is not im-
filcd d and 7.1 eV, respectively. The measured slopes of the mediately clear why they should exhibit a Kondo-like
iermopower Q.vs Tcurves for Be-Ti-Zr and Cu-Zr are 5.7 x IO-  behavior. Table I shows the compositions and some
i h.inds. A and 7 x 10- ' jV K - 1, respectively. Neglecting the characteristics of the transport properties of the sam-
-Zr glasses term ' in Eq. (1) above, these results imply q -2.3 pies studied here.
Cu-Zr in and 2.5 for the two glasses. These seem to be rea- The transport behavior of the magnetic samples
e iclrmined sonable numbers if they are compared with a crude cannot obviously be explained by the use of the Zi-
iled. The estimate of q from the definition in Eq. (I) with man theory. The tunneling-level model may lead to

:an also be again 2kF taken to be close to k, Kondo-like anomalies in the transport properties of
Zr d band, Figures 2 and 3 show the absolute thermopower of the magnetic glasses, but it fails to explain why simi-
) the nearly
,-itmve ther- j
ises then F

0 FeO.32i 0.36 r0 .14 P0.12B0.06

a6 a a~ Fe 0.40  Nio4 PO." B0.06

0 100 200 300 400 500 600

ee

U 50 FIG. 2. Thermoetectric power of thg amorphoui nanccaltoyi FcoioNol~oiomJlooj and Feo,,Nio, 6CtUm4PA128ooa
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FIG. 3. Thermoelectric rawer of the amorphous magnetic alloys Feo j0Bo 20, Feo 7gMo0 (12B0 20- and Fe0 g2Sio o 0 12.

tar anomalies are not observed in the thermopower of tat resistivity. pr. For the magnetic glasses Baibich
the nonmagnetic glasses as well. However, the work et al. 20 have estimated this ratio to be - 0-3 from
of Grest and Nagel leads naturally to such anomalous the depth of the low-temperature minima observed
transport behavior in magnetic glasses only and no( their p vs Tcurves. This means that even the
in the nonmagnetic ones, whose positive and linear unusually large Kondo contribution Of 100 MV/K will
thermopower result therefore does not conflict with produce a structure in the thermopower only on theIthe central idea of this model, order of 0.1 MLV/K. Since this is below the detecting

In crystalline allays the Kondo effect gives rise to capacity of the present experiments. they conclude
anomalously large structures in the Q vs Tcurves. that the thermopower data do not exhibit any effect
the magnitude of which can be ten times as much as of the Korido scattering, However, for reasons
that observed in the present case. It is argued in the presented below, we believe that the above estimate
following that this relative lack of structure in the of the size Of PK/PT is incorrect since PA: is much
thermopower does not rule out the possibility of a larger than that suggested by the apparent tow-tKondo effect in the glass.s. One reason for this is to temperature anomaly in the resistivity of these alloys.
be found in the Nordheim-Gorter rule,"1 according to This can be understood in the tight of the work of'
which the thermopower contribution from a given Grest and Nagel,"2 whose calculations yield an
electron scattering mechanism will be weighted by the effective-field distribution P( H) in such glasses that
relative contribution to the resistivity arising from has a long tail extending through zero field to nega.
that process. This relative contribution is given by tive values of H. The Kondo contribution to a trans.
PA/Pr. where PK is the Kondo contribution to the to- port coefficient J(J p or Q) arising from this distri.

TABLE 1. Transport data fo? amorphous alloys.

Niciglas P300 KP.2K mn Q300 K Ferromanelic
alloy Composition (lUcm) P300OK WK MAV/K

2826 Fco.4oNio 40POisBO 06  145 t15 0.962 26 -090 537
2926A Fe032Nio 16Cr0 .14PO 20  6 155 t I5 1.020 270 +0.25 250
2605 Fe0 2080.20 130 t 15 0.960 14 -3.00 647
2605A Pe0 78MOO02B.0  ~ 120115I 0.992 7 d 80 -1.60 595
2605S Fe0 g2S i.00,B 12 140 t IS 0.966 16 -460
2204 Be0 4oTio 5oZro to 300 ± 30 1.060 None +LI .5 Nonmagnetic

Cuo suZro 50 210 ± 20 1.043 None + 2.45 NonmagnellK

'The entries in the columns Pe) 2 /p3oo K. rm. and T. are from Ref. 7 except for Fe-Si-B ind Cu-Zr. for which the d.,ta re

from the, present work. The data for 2204 are from Ref. S.
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bution should approximately be of the form the Kondo anomalies separately produced by the
magnetic species in these samples. Similarly the ad-

J( T) - ,J( T.H)P(H) dH (2) dition of Mo, which has a d-band structure resem-
bling that of Cr, is seen to reduce the structure in Q

where J( T.H) is the transport contribution due to of the Fe-B glass, as shown in Fig. 3. By contrast,
Kondo scattering from a single spin in field H. The the addition of Si is seen to further depress the ther-
cutoff, .1. in this integral is not known, but should mopower curves for Fe-B and Fe-Ni-P-B,20 although
not extend to such high fields that the concept of such behavior is not readily explained by the position
Kondo scattering from independent spins breaks of Si in the Periodic Table. However, since the pres-
down. The temperature dependence of the resistivity encc of even minute amounts of magnetic impurities
due to Kondo scattering from spins in low fields may may produce substantial effects on the thermopower
be approximated by the Hamann formula' with rre- in crystalline materials, there remains a fair degree of
placed by ( T1 + H)"'t . Thus the divergent term In T uncertainty in the predictions of thermopower
in the resistivity is replaced by In ( T2 + Wf). In con- behavior based only on the nominal compositions of
voluting over Pt H) in Eq. (2) this H-dependent term these glasses. For example, an analysis of the Met.
smears out the low- Tdivergence, which might be the glas alloys 2005 and 2605S showed that the former
reason why the observed anomaly in the resistivity of contained - 150 ppm Cr and - 1000 ppm Mn, while
the magnetic glasses is small compared to that in the latter had - 750 ppm Cr and - 200 ppm Mn in
crystalline alloys. However the behavior of the ther- it. Such magnetic impurities might have made signi-
moelectric power does not change drastically due to a ficant contributions io the thermopower data.
small applied magnetic field.2" Therefore, unlike in In conclusion, our experiments appear to point out
the resistivity, the convolution over P(H) does not a qualitative difference in the transport behaviors of
smear out the structure in the thermoelectric power. magnetic and nonmagnetic glasses. In the former the
What may happen, in large applied fields, is that the resistivity shows a minimum and the thermopower a
peak in QtT) will shift to higher temperatures.2  Kondo-like structure, both of which are expected
This would account for why the peaks we observe in results from the work of Grest and Nagel. In the
Q( T) seem to be at somewhat higher temperatures nonmagnetic glasses, the resistivity decreases with in-

.. than is usually observed in crystalline materials, creasing !emperature and the thermoelectric power is
Although it is still important to use the Nordheim- positive and linear in T over the entire temperature
Gorter rule, it is dilficult to estimate the size of range studied. Both these observations can be ex-
PA/PT since pk may be much larger than simply the plained by the extended Ziman theory with suitable
apparent divergence seen in the low-temperature assumptions about the relationship between the Fer-
resistivity of these alloys. mi wave vector and the partial structure factors.

It is possible to make sonic qualitative remarks These assumptions are also consistent with a model -4

about the effects of Cr and Mo on the thermopower for the stability of these glasses. The tunneling-level
anomalies observed. It is known that in crystalline model and the s-d scattering model appear to be in-
Kondo systems Cr produces a very small anomaly in compatible with these two groups of thermopower
Q, unlike the large negative anomalies produced by data.
Fe, Co. etc. It appears from the data of Fig. 2 that S.R.N. acknowledges support from an Alfred P.
even the small structure in Q observed in the Fe-Ni- Sloan Foundation Fellowship. This work was sup-
P-B glass is substantially washed out by the addition ported in part by NSF DMR77-09931 at the Universi-
of Cr. as is observed for the Fe-Ni-Cr-P-B glass. ty of Chicago and by the Office of Naval Research at
This could be the result of an algebraic addition of Northeastern University.
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PREPARATION 4F MV'ETALLIC CLASS tx THIICK RiKflNs
BY A MULTI-LAYER MELT~ SPINNING PROCESS

B. C.Cesn .HvsadS "ai
Materials Scivnue Division

Institue of Chemical AnalvasI.
Northeastern University

Boston, MA7
and

A. HI. Cear
United Technologies Research Center

East Hartford. C

ABSTRACT

It is an inherent feature of rapidly solidified alloys that they have at least
one thin dimension In the as-quenched state; subsecuont consolidation is t0here-
fore required to produce a dense. solid body. As a first step towards circumven-
tion of this limitation, thick ribbons of a metallic glass have been prepared by
a multi-layer self -substrate quenching techniq-.-.

Thick ribbons (75-ll'.un) of Cu60Zr1,0 metallic glass were prepared by the super-
position of thin quenched layers On the Inside of the rotating drum of a vacuum
melt spitning unit. The multi-layer ribbons were ductile. strong, did not de-
laminate upon bending and showed no, or only narrow, zones of crystallization

* at the layer interfaces.

Possible further developments based on this technique are discussed.
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Iet rnd,. t io€n

hue tn Its relative -Ipliciry, chesapne%. and efficiency. compared to other

rapid solidification prevre%.ing methods. met spinning or variations of this pro-
rem., a1p4r," to be r.-ferred or the preparation of metallic gIlasses in indus-
bS.n"trial quantt 2'-aThe parameters gave.rnin the melt spinning process have

• ~ben reviewed".

* 3 One of the drawbacks of the technique is its apparent limitation to thin rib-
bons or sheets with a thickness ,f -50,m . due to the necessity of maintaining
at .aqt one small dimension for rapid heat removal. Consequently, it has not
yet been possible ro prepare conventional metallic glasses directly from the
melt In the form of bar stock or as thick sheer, although more recently, the

IN rvo-srtp preparation of glassy metals an solid bodied from powders or thin sheet
material by direct cold condsalldation has been reported

Development of a method for the direct preparation of thick sheet material
S((.i-lmm thick) was therefore desirable. The building up of successive thin

layers Into a thick sheet appeared to be an attractive possibility and was there-
fore attempted.

Experimental

Melt Spinning: An "inside-of-drum" melt spinning unit, enclosed in a
60 vacuum chamber, was used. FIR. 1. In normal operation of this unit. a small

1 . quantitv of the alloy is induction melted in the crucible and is then ejected
an a thin alloy jet against the inside of the rotating drum,.l-erc it is quenched

"8 and slildified as a narrow rihhon. Successive layers are prevented from over-

.s lapping hy a ,neu-saticallY driven, axial movement of the crucible; spiral-shaped
ribbons of 30 im thickness. 1-2 mm width and 3 m length are normally obtained.

*I For the present work the operation was modified such that after melt spinning

* had been initiated and the let had Prahilized. translation of the crucible was
halted to permit buildinjg up of multiple layers.

Choice of Alloy: The Cu60 .r4D alloy was selected for the present, preliminary
experiments. This alloy readily forms a glass at critical cooling rates
I,' 141iK/sec (using the relationship between Rc and Tr 0 given In reference (7))
due to its high reduced glass transition temperature 

Trg -0.63 9 rirther, this

gtlass does not (or only slightly) embrittle upon heating. The suitability
of Cu6oZr4o for self-substrare quenching as a glass had been established experi-
mentally earlier by the demonstration that amorphous Cu60 Zr4 O sheets of 0.75 m

thickness can he produced by plasma spraying in inert gas against a rotating
cooled disk (9 )  z

tsamination: The multiple-laver ribbons produced were studied by X-ray dif-
fraction (XMDloptical aetallngraphy and SElM. Ribbons were also examined for
poesble delamination in both bend and tensile tests. 2:.

Results

Ribbons of 75-125 Us thickness consisting of 3-5 layers, respectively, were .;
produced reproducibly In several runs. The multiple ribbons were fully ductile

and did not delaminate in bend or tensile tests, Fig 2. XiD examination showed
*1 "both the ribbon top and bottom surface to be amiorphous. Cross-sectional optical

vAcrographs are shown in Fig. 1. In Fil. 3(a), three liyers of -2Sum thickness

i " 81
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0 FOR4 SINGLE LAYER SPINNING
CRUCIBLE IS TRANSLATED CONdTIIUCUbty.

RESULI ING IN SPIML RIBBON

ellow Pneuaticoo

Mel" Heating cails cylinder

Vacuum
* FOR IAULTIPL.E LAYER SPINNING.

CRUCIBLE IS RETRACTED TO FIXED POSITION.
RESUJLTING IN SUPERPOSITION OF DEPOSI

Fig. 1I Schematic of Inside-of-drum melt spinning apparatus 4
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each can be retog~niz. d iinted hv turn Inr,.rfate.. v,l.-h p..%%tblv 1% &n
Indication o'f ae miu, amount of rrvtalinliv lttsntvl,,rAl hv I!Rf). in the
cruws-sectiosen sho'wn in Filt. 3(h). Dourr fag... rtiuld not Le,,- lecrted even after
heavy echingt. 1,.nxttl test% nhco.,d a ru:.t,,re s4treneth '0J.0410l psi. Hard-
m oes values~ range'd from %F11%.- f50..7is, kglrm 2 . indicatinx Chat t'.e feall strenpth
of the ribbon had past been achieved !,v the, tenallc teat-. .1,... to ft#,.

presence of surface Imperferu Sons.

From these resetits It is concluded that intvvral e'as rIlhdM.n' of Inter-
medijutv thickness can be obtsard by' thae prvsent revtfsod, at lcaSt for the alloy
composit Iun MIeh,5td.

Conclusion

The present, Preliminary results nu-ltest that m'ultiple laver m~elt spinninit
may be a practical method for mokin' thick ribbons of metallic glasses and other
alloys requiring rapid solidification processing fo- their preparation.

Additional experiments are in progress to Improve the multiple laver deposi-
tion process. to apply It to wider ribbons and to other glass forming alloys,
especially those prone to esibrittlement upon being reheated. Applicat ion to
other types of processable alloys, e.*., those forming exteneed solid solutions,
microcrystalline structures and metastable crystalline phases. are being
studied, as weil as modifications of tho process to produce novel shares.
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Introduction

Metallic glasses are generally formed by procedures involving either liq-
uid quenching or atomic deposition. However, it is also known that neutron ir-
radiation of certain crystalline alloys will result in a transformation to the
amorphous state. The first such report by Bloch was based on the intermetallic
compound U6 Fe which became amorphous after an integrated exposure of 2.3 x 1017
fissions/cm 3 (1). In a separate study, Elliott and Giessen have shown that
U-Fe alloys can also be melt quenched to form glasses (2). To our knowledge,
there have been only two other observations of the formation of amorphous
metals by neutron irradiation techniques (3,4), and there is no study which re-
lates an amorphous metal produced by irradiation to that formed by liquid
quenching The purpose of this communication is to report differences in struc-
tural and thermal characteristics of amorphous metals based on U6 Fe but which
are produced by either irradiation or liquid quenching techniques. For rea-
sons discussed below, only liquid-quenched amcrphous metals are referred to as
glasses in the following.

Experimental

The U-14.3 at.% Fe master alloy was prepared by arc-melting components
99.9% pure. The uranium used in this study was 93% enriched U2 L. The liz-
uid quench technique Involves a hammer-and-anvil, arc-furnace quenching un~t
(5) which is capable of quenching rates in the vicinity of 10' - 10' K/sec.
Irradiation was performed in the thermal column at the Omega West Reactor in
Los Alamos at flux rates of 3.7 and 1.0 x 1011 n/cm 2 /sec to an integrated dose
of 4.4 x 1011 fissions/cm 3 . In all cases, the specimens consisted of foils

.03 mm thick x 3 mm diameter with 2-4 foils being tested at one time. Thefoils were examined by x-ray diffraction (XRD) with Cu Ka radiation and by dif-
ferential scanning calorimetry (DSC) in a Perkin-Elmer DSC-2 calorimeter.

*Work performed under auspices of the U. S. Department of Energy

*On sabbatical leave from ichigan Technological University; present address
is: Dept. of Metallurgical Engineerlni, -!!-hgan Technological University,
Houghton, MI 49931

***Research supported by the :fffice of Naval Research and the Army Research
Office
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Results

Typical XRD patterns for amorphous U-Fe alloys in terms of interference
functions 1(K) [K - 4w sinS/A] are shown In Fig. 1. All of the samples ex-
hibit three rather broad, asymmetric peaks in the range of K values investi-
gated, and all of the samples exhibited peaks at roughly the same value of K,
as shown in Table I. However, there are significant differences in the de-
tailed nature of these peaks. The liquid quenched glass consistently exhibits
a much more intense first peak which has a significantly smaller half-width
than that of the amorphous alloy produced by irradiation (see Table I). A
quenched-and-irradiated glass was also investigated; it yields diffraction pat-
terns with peaks of intensity and width which are intermediate between those
of the liquid quenched glass and the irradiated amorphous alloys. The Irra-
diated amorphous alloys show more diffracted intensity between the first and
second peaks as well as between the second and third peaks than does the liquid
quenched glass as can be seen by careful examination of Fig. 1. Thus the inter-
ference functions in Fig. I Indicate that while there is a great deal of simi-
larity in the structure of these amorphous alloys, there are also significant
differences in certain aspects of the structure of the U-Fe glass formed by
liquid quenching when compared to an amorphous alloy formed by irradiation.

That a difference in structure between irradiated and liquid quenched
amorphous metals exists is substantiated by the differential scanning calor-
imetry (DSC) data ob:ained uport heating the glasses. Such data is shown in
Fig. 2 and indicates several features. Crystallization of the liquid quenched
U-Fe glass involved two exothermic effects and thus occurs over a range of tem-
peratures. In contrast, the crystallization process of the irradiated and the
quenched/irradiated amorphous glasses is characterized by a single, sharp exo-
therm occurring az a temperature about 15K higher than the first exotherm of
the non-irradlated glasses. The other distinct difference among the glasses
involves the total heat of crystallization. For most glasses, this is about
40% of the heat of fusion of the alloy, which would correspond to - 1B.8 J/gm
for the conpound U6Fe.* This value is comparable to 19.7 J/gm observed for the
liquid quenched glass in Fig. 2 but is distinctly lower than the 31.8 J/gm
observed for the amorphous alloy formed by irradiation. Many tests have repro-
duced the enhancement of the heat of crystallization of Ir-adiated U-14.3 at.%
Ye amorphous alloys. Typically the heat released is in the range of 31.8 to
32.6 J/gm compared to 17.6 to 20.5 J/gm for that of the liquid quenched glass
of the same alloys. In all cases the crystallization process resulted in the
same XRD patterns which are characteristic of the U6 Fe compound.

Discussion

A detailed accounting of the structural differences resulting in the
behavior in Figs. 1 and 2 is beyond the scope of the information presently
available. However, certain inferences can be made. In the absence of a study
of the radial distribution function of these amorphous metals, the interference
functions in Fig. 1 may be used to give an indication of their structural char-
acteristics. Using the position of the first peak K1 , the approximate mean
interatomic distan:es of the first nearest neighbor shell of atoms di can be
obtained by use of the Ehrenfest formula (9,10): dl x K1 - K, where K - 7.90
± 0.10 (10). The values of dl for the different glasses are listed in Table I
along with the atcmic diameter of uranium corrected for a coordination number
of twelve (11).

Table I shows that the values of d do not differ greatly among the amor-
phous alloys and, within the uncertainti of the value of K, dl agrees well with
the U - U distances based on the Goldschmidt diameter. The relative positions

*The estimated heat of fusion of the compound U6Fe (46.9 J/gm) is based on a
weighted average of the heats of fusion of pure U (6) and Fe (7) and the
entropy of mixing due to the formation of the compound (8).
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of the first and second maxima (K- and K2 ) of the interference function are
similar to numbers for amorphous Illoys prepared by several different tech-
niques; K2/Kl z 1.68 in this study vs. (K2 /K )AV. - 1.75 for ten different
amorphous alloys (see Table 1 of Ref. 11). These calculations confirm the con-
clusion based qualitatively on Fig. 1 that there is much similarity in the
structure of these amorphous alloys as well as others based on significantly
different alloys and preparation techniques.

The differences in the amorphous metal structure brought about by fission
fragment bombardment are strongly reflected in the resulting loss of intensity
and broadening In the first XRD peak in Fig. 1 (see Table 1). Such behavior
indicates an increase in structural disorder in the irradiated alloys, which is
consistent with the increased energy released on crystallization of the irra-
diated alloys (Fig. 2). Previous studies have suggested that many amorphous
alloys may have very similar structures regardless of preparation (10,12-
14). In the present study, the very large differences between the amorphisa-
tion processes of liquid quenching versus irradiation results in less short
range order in the irradiation-produced glasses.

Irradiation can cause amorphisation of an alloy by the rapid cooling of
the thermal spike induced by atomic collisions with fission fragments and the
resulting displacement cascades (4,15). We, therefore, conclude that such a
combined thermal/atomic displacement process results in an amorphous solid with
a structure characterized by a reduced degree of short range order In the ir-
radiation produced amorphous alloy. The resulting "loss of local structure"
would account for the decrease in intensity and broadening of the diffraction
peaks. It would also be consistent with the increased and well-deflned exo-
thermic peak in the DSC data if, as appears quite possible, the resulting struc-
ture of the irradiated amorphous alloy requires a greater amount of atomic re-
arrangement upon crystallization to U6Fe, where this rearrangement proceeds
only at a higher temperature than in the irradiated glass, but in a one-step,
coordinated manner. It should be noted that this does not imply that the ir-
radiated amorphous alloy is more like a liquid than the-lquid-quenched glass.
On the contrary, the irradiated amorphous alloy is quite probably not a glass
in the sense of the definition that the internal structure of a glass is close-
ly related to that of a corresponding supercooled liquid which precedes it in
Its formation; instead, it is a different amorphous solid requiring further
structural aharacterization for a description.

Modeling the atom'i disnlacement ctE:ade cfu3ed by the neutrin L'radia-
tion as a thermal spike, Kramer, Johnson, and Clime calculate the "effective
quench rate" of the cascade region in a metallic glass irradiated by fast
neutrons to be * 1011 - 10" s K/sec (15). Although the present experimental
conditions differ somewhat, It is certain that the "effective quench rate" In-
duced by neutron irradiation was much greater than 10 s - 10 6 K/sec which was
used to produce the liquid quenched glass. The differences in short range
order which are observed between the irradiated amorphous solid and the liq-
uid quenched glass thus are not surprising; the "structural relaxation" or
"atomic regrouping" which takes place in liquid quenched metallic glasses upon
aging short times at temperatures somewhat lower than the crystallization or
glass transition temperature (16,17) could not occur at the rapid quench rates.

The work by Bloch (1), Bethune (3), Lesuer (4) and this study raise the
question as to which particular crystalline alloys, especially Intermetallics,
are susceptible to amorphisation by fission fragment irradiation. At this time
the evidence is insufficient to classify the intermetallics accordingly; how-
ever, it is likely that the intermetallics which form glasses readily by liq-
uid quenzhing (13) are also prone to forming amorphous solids by fission frag-
ment bombardment. The present compound U6 Fe belongs to a group of actinide
phases which readily form glasses upon liquid quenching (18); f-electron bond-
ing may be responsible for its ready amorphisation (19).

This study also raises the question of irradiation "damage" to a glassy
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.alloy. There is some evidence to suggest that structured changes of amorphous
alloys can occur upon irradiation (15,20-22) although the opposite conclusion
has also been drawn (4). The results on the U-Fe alloys show that if a fis-
sionable glassy alloy is exposed to irradiation, then there will be identi-
fiable changes in the resulting atomic structures and thermal properties.
Whether such structural differences result in significant changes of other
properties remains to be demonstrated.

Surmary

Amorphous alloys based on a U-14.3 at.% Fe alloy have been prepared by a
liquid quenching and/or irradiation technique. The resulting amorphous alloys,
as characterized by x-ray diffraction and differential scanning calorimetry
data, are similar but not identical. When compared to the liquid-quenched
glass, the irradiated material shows a less intense, broader first peak in the
interference function data and a larger, narrower exothermic peak upon crystal-
lization. We conclude that the much higher "effective quench rates" inherent
in fission fragment bombardment can produce an amorphous metal with a struc-
ture characterized by a reduced degree of short range order when compared to a
liquid-quenched glass. The irradiated amorphous alloy is probably not a glass
in the sense that the structure of a glass is closely related to that of the
supercooled liquid which preceded it in its formation; it is more like a dif-
ferent amorphous solid requiring further structural characterization for a
description. These results also indicate that the structure of liquid quenched
glasses will be affected by subsequent fission fragment irradiation.
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Fig. 1. Diffraczion patterns Cin Fig. 2. Rate of energy release as a
terms of interference functions I function of temperature for U-14.3 at.%
(K)) of an amorphous U-14.3 at.% Fe metallic glasses formed by liquid
as formed by liquid quench and/or quench and/or irradiation techniques.
irradii'on techniques. H ozlnF rate is 80 K/nin.

TABLE I

Data on Peak Position of I(K) and Interatomic
Distance on the U-14.3 Fe-Amorphous Alloy

Condition Peak heightt Positions of K, in rn-I Nearest neighbor Goldschmidt
of peak maxima of I(K) distance* d, in m

-1 Diameter nm
Width (nm) K1  K2  K2/-% for U

Liquid
Quenched 48/1.0 25.1 42.5 i.6 0-315 0.310

Irradiated 26/2.5 25.4 42.7 i.E3 0.311 0.310

..Peak height is relative unites as measured frcm I(K) - 0 in Fig. 1; pesk :dth Is
at half height.

*Calculated using the Ehrenfest formula; see text.
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ABSTRACT

This review deals with the definition of amorphous and glassy metals; the principal methods for their
preparation by atom-by-atom deposition, rapid liquid quenching and particle bombardment; criteria for
their formation, especially ready glass formation (RGF) and its alloy chemical foundations; and their
classification. This is followed by a discussion of their elastic and plastic properties (Young's
modulus and microhardness) and thermal stability (glass transition and crystallization temperatures),
with emphasis on the correlation and composition dependence of these properties and without special
reference to technically Important glassy alloys.

INTRODUCTION In addition, relaxation processes generally occur

Glassy metals
1 are presently the subject of before T9 which alter the glass and lower its

intense fundamental and applied studies. The glass transition temperature; T is thus a

former now cover virtually all physical phenomena function of the quenching and heating history of

displayed by crystalline solids, including their the glass.

structure, electronic properties, strength, etc.,

as well as properties specific to the glassy state,

such as glass formation, glass-liquid transition,

structure modelling, and thermal stability.

Application-oriented work has been stimulated

priR.mrily h technicaiy interesting properties

such as their magnetic softness combined with high

permeability, their outstanding corrosion resis-

tance properties and their high specific mechanical

strength.
TIEM9I lAT UflE

DEFINITION OF AMORPHOUS AND GLASSY METALS Figure 1

To define the glassy state, we turn.to Fig. 1 Metallc glasses are amorphous solids;2 '3

(after Ref. 2) which shows the change of a property however, the latter term has wider meaning and

such as the volume or heat content with temper- includes also noncrystalline materials whose

ature. WJhen a liquid is supercooled (In con- internal configurations do not correspond to
stried Wheuilir di b peoed quilibrithose of any supercooled liquid. As an examples t r a i n e d e q u i l i b ri u m ) b e l o w t h e e q u i l i b r i u mw e m n i n a o p u s l o y p r d c d b r -
melting point Tn, the viscosity n and with it the we mention amorphous alloys produced by irra-

relaxation tire v Increases until at a certain diatlon methods
4 (either from the crystalline

temperature, designated the (fictive) glass tran- state or a liquid quenched glass); they lack the
sition temperature T , the time available at high degree of short-range order typically present

- temperature Tg becomes smaller than the relaxation in liquid quenched glassy metals. Such amorphous
time ra (T ) and the alloy leaves tnternal equl- solids should not be designated as glassy

ibrium, changing at this temperature from a auper- according to th present usage of this tm. It

oooZ&a Ziqu-d to a gams. Upon subsequent should be apparent from the above discussion that

i reheating of the glass beyond T the regime of the formation of an amorphous material requires either
supercooled liquid state is entered again, (unless bypassing of the crystallization process (e.g. by

crystallization Intervenes before Tg Is reached). atomic deposition or rapid liquid quenching) or,
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alternately, destruction of the crystallinity of large amounts; with the product having the thin

a solid (by methods such as particle bombardment). sheet shape desirable for some applications such

Experimental approaches designed to accomplish as magnetic sheets for use in transformers9 or as
this are reviewed in the next section. brazing foils.

5

I PREPARATION METHODS Other liquid quenching methods such as those
based on surface heating (glazing) and ion bombard-

, morphous metals can be prepared by a variety nment or implantation offer promise for the pro-

Sof methods 5' 6 which can be divided into three nain duction of glassy metal surfaces showing desirable
categories according to their main principle: corrosion or wear resistance; ion implantation10

atom-by-atom deposition; rapid liquid quenching; is presently much studied as a means of producing
particle bombardment methods. (Probably some of surface property improvements and it was found
the techniques based on the third principle recently that the alloys formed from a base
actually also involve rapid liquid quenching as material by this technique become amorphous when

the active mechanism.) Operationally, the pre- certain critical alloying compositions are reached.

paration methods based on these principles can

* be classified further as shown in Table 1. Due GLASS FORMATION

to space limitations, these methods cannot be The following discussion is directed primarily

oescribed here in detail; instead, some salient at glass formation from a liquid.
aspects of their operation are reviewed briefly. Fundamental Parameters Determining Ready

Glass Formation (RGF): Upon supercooling a

liquid below its liquidus temperature T., a glassI. - - ' -'Z Z will form at the glass transition tmperature T

- . . if crystallization of the melt into one or more

crystalline phases is avoided in the interval from
Tm to T 3.11 Operationally, the important para-

g
, ., ,w-... meter is thus (T. - T )/T , i.e. the temperature
... interval T - T, normalized by the melting

-t.. peratare i This parameter is a function of

- . 'the reduced glass temperature Tgr T/Tm which
,. ... m.. , , ... thus plays a fundamental role in characterizing

the glass forming ability of an alloy which
scales with T

I bw--- a- f-,,--., Assuming that homogeneous nucleation is the
mode of crystallization of the liquid and using

Arch-by-atrm methods are probably the most pertinent expressions for the rates of nucleation

powerful ones for producing amorphous metals. By and growth as functions of supercooling, the

techniques such as vapor deposition or sputtering, critical cooling rate leading to crystallization

alloys with which do not form glasses by any other of, e.g., <5% of the liquid can be calculated
method have boon obtained in the amorphous state, and T-T-T curves such as those shown e.g. in

Ssuch as alloys wth compositions corresponding to Fig. 2 of Ref. 2 can be obtained, with Tgr as the

high mlting intermetallic phases. Further, sole parameter. To retain a glass, the cooling

thick samples usable for bulk processes can be process must be conducted such that the "nose" of

obtained, e.g., by sputtering. On the other hand, the pertinent T-T-T curve is avoided. Cklcula-

the process Is expensive and alloys produced by tions1 2 using such diagrams show that the

it are generally not ductile. Some liquid quench- critical cooling rate Rc Increases with decreasing

Ing methods, especially continuous melt flow Tgr, as shown in Fig. 3 of Ref. 13. One often
methods such as melt spinning, haye been defines as "readily glass forming" such alloys

engineered to Industrial maturity ind are-capable for which Rc <.10s K/sec corresponding to Tgr

of producing technologically important alloys as >,W.60. In binary alloys, T varies momtonically
9

rapidly quenched glasses relatively cheaply and in and slowly with composition x over wide ranges of
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X; In its variation with X, T therefore depends (such as the melting point-and the type of inter-
gr

more strongly on T (which shows much larger metallics present) are phase diagram features

changes with composition) than on T ; the RGF requiring knowledge of the -phase diagram or its

composition ranges are therefore prmarily defined ab initio calculation by a hypothetical, system-

by Tm. Zr-Cu is shown in Fig. 2 as a typical atic program involving the calculation and
binary system with a wide RGF composition range. comparison of the structural energies of all

possible intermetallic phases for all compositions.

' " lI..U~l

I, .LIt \ - -1

Z. " 1 -'3-Ur _ -r,,,.- ,

Figure 2 "  .

Ab Initlo Calculations of Glass Forming _-- ____-_______

Ability: Knowledge of the liquidus lines (i.e. "

features of the equilibrium phase diagram) and ,Ca. ..-. .... ,. a -,..n .. .

the glass transition temperatures thus suffice

to deteiinire the RSF propertie:. of an alloy;

generally these quantities must be obtained Pertinent characteristics nct requiring know-

experimentally and are not easy to predict. How- ledge or claculation of the phase diagram include

ever, recently csnsiderable progress has been (a) the size ratio r/R of the components, which

made16 in obtaining the energetics of liquid is <0.85 for most RGF alloys and (b) the heat of

alloys of simple metals from first principles; in formation AHM of the liquids, which is <'-10 Xcal/

connection with calculations of the energies of mole for most RGF alloys and can be obtained

the crystalline phases involved, this allows experimentally or theoretically by semiemplrical

construction of the nhase diagram, and hence approachr. such as *hat of Mie~ema who utilizes

derivation of Tm, the principal quantity control- the electronegativities and electron concentrations

ling the variation of Tgr with X. Theoretical of the constituent elements to obtain AHM.

calculations of Tg do not yet exist; however, T RGF Maps: Used singly, neither r/R nor AIHM
could be derived e.g. from claculations of the suffices to predict RGF ability. Together, how-

viscosity n as a function of temperature 17 (using ever, they have been found to provide a useful

the fact that T can be defined at the temperature criterium. Ready-glass-formation plots (RGF maps)

at which zj %, 10"P), yielding Tgr and hence R . can be constructed1 8 which show that binary

It is therefore likely that in the near future elemental combinations with size ratios rR <0.85

theoretical ab Initlo calculations of Rc for and AHM<_-lOKcal/mole generally possess RGF

binary alloys will be made and that the degree ability. As an example, a partial RGF map for Ni

of glass forming ability of known glass forming is given in Fig. 3; it shows good division between

alloys can then be confirmed and subsequently elements readily forming glasses with Ni and

predicted for other, new compositions, those that do not. It should be noted that these

Operational Parameters Relating RGF Ability: maps do not indicate the position and extent of

As such calculations are not yet available, a the RGF composition range which is determined by

number of operational parameters or alloy the phase diagram features such as low liquidus

properties have been used for the prediction of temperatures and competing stable Intermetallic

RGF ability.3 The more important known para- phases.

meters determining RGF ability are listed in

Table 2 of Ref. 3. Some of these characteristics

I
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where the glass forms upon cooling at a temp-

erature above Tm and where the glass transition

thus is an equilibriin reaction rather than a

0 oconstrained equilibrium reaction.)20 It is
SV .. not known whether this glass can also be

. "prepared from the terminal crystalline phases

'S sas the product of a solid-state reaction between

them.

.6 " , . ,I CLASSIFICATION

Glassy metals can be classified on the

basis of their constituents. In the light
Figure 3 of the preceding discussion of formation,

Structural Alloy Chemcial Approach: A especially the RGF maps, it is clear that

different, alloy chemical approach to the pre- ready glass formation is not possible if the

diction of RGF for binary alloys is based on the constituent elements are alloy chemically too

type of intermetallics occurring in the systejI' 16  similar; for RGF to occur they must differ in

In this approach the glass is considered somewhat size by >%15% combined with a negative heat

like a (noncrystalline) alloy phase; in the same| of mixing of >--1 Kcal/mle (due to electron

way in which the equilibrium alloy phase in homo- concentration and electrnegativity difference). 21

logous systems are often identical or structurally On the other hand, there are probably also upper

, related Hume-Rothery phases, Laves phases,t- limits to the size difference and negative

related tetrahedrally-close-packed phases, inter- heat of mixing which are consonant with RGF;

stitial phases, etc. the glass may be correlated this point has not yet been established.

with crystalline alloy phases by structure (based A brief listing of major and minor families

e.g. on similar short-range order or coordination of readily glass forming alloy combinations

number) or electronic considerations. Table 2 is given in Table 3 (after Ref. 3).
gives a listing of alloy phases that have been

14
found to be connected with RGF in binary systems.

Generally these phases have compositions lying in

or near the RGF composition range; however, if
T.6I. fit. Nasally lass F* Alloy Systs ones so

Laves-Friauf phases of composition AB2 or related ,,,. l,,, l icai of *,,t zoa,

phases exist in an RGF system the glass tends to

occur in the "opposite" region of the diagram ,,,-.

where the larger element A is the majority compo- IJu S,,"

14,16,9ta
t. Presnece of both an RGF glass and A.,toldI C'............ P.. C.. M.. ,,JJ

T' motal - V teat to C.) ... ZC.. T11. -

a Laves phase in the same system is so frequent Aea, . ItI .............. Ca-At. 0-.
I"% d T.. I met. .... La-I. C.A

that one migh designate these glasses in view A.lot V at,, ,....... ... , ..
of their composition as "anti" -Laves phases.1 et. A e .. ....

In the context of considering the glass as t-"..*I ......... ... UC,
co ce t 1 A ,,.,l • '-, ,. .......... c,.-I,, CA-Fd

an alloy phase, Turnbull's concept is of A MW LI. I g @W,; , . l, • ,rlltti
interest according to w hich there may be a C. I" ,r -ps h I t .. Z .. ," .. .. , l. .

number of alloy compositions for which the st. G. P

glass (formed by infinitely slow cooling) is

the single phase with the lowest free energy

compared to all possible isostoichiometric

crystalline single phases; it is thus the

single phase ground state for this composition.

(Ao ng organic glasses, there is at least one

documented instance for which T > Tm, i.e.,
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MECHANICAL PROPERTIES roughly follow those for the corresponding

In this survey, we have space only to discuss glasses.

I two sets of properties: elasticity, represented Plasticity: Due to the absence of work hard-

by the Young's modulus E. and plasticity, enng In glassy metals, they fail shortly after

represented by the Vicker's microhardness H.. the onset of plastic deformation in tension;

We survey the correlation of these properties accordingly, tension stress-strain measurements
with each other and their variation with compo- cannot be used as an indicator of plastic strength.

sition for some representative glassy alloy In compression, however, high strength values as

system. measured, e.g., by the Vicker's microhardness Hv
can be realized; this strength measure is there-Elasticity: The Young's moduli E of many fore widely used. Hv has been shown to have a

metallic glasses have been accurately determined remarkably consistent correlation with the

using dynamic methods such as the pulse echo elasticity as measured by the Young's modulus E.
technique which is suitable for melt-spun ribbons For many metalloid-free metal-metal glasses
of >10 cm length or the impulse-induced varying over a wide range of strength values

resonance technique appropriate for short from soft glasses such as Ca-Zn27 to high

samples of -% cm length such as those strength glasses such as Ta-!r 22 there is a

typically obtained by arc-furnace hammer-and- liner correlation between H and E. 28 implying
that for all of these glasses, regardless of

fEacros metal-meal and metal- tne nature of their interatomic Inceractions,
metalloid binaries A-B show approximately linear size ratio, etc., the yield strain i is
increases of E with increasing alloying element approximately constant, according to the

content X9 over a broad range of XB. As an relation

example E for Zr-Cu glasses is shown schematically

In Fig. 2.15 In metal-metal glass systems with a T e y d /E c av/E.
sufficiently broad glassy composition range, a

maximum of E is often found, 23 uation for crystalline alloys, for which the

composition rich in the smaller component B, as theoretical yield strain is rarely reached due

seen also in the plot of Zr-Cu. The occurrence to Jislocation i.ovements; It implies that

of a sharp maximum of E and its near-lfnear metallic glasses, due to the apparent absence

change with composition over a wide range of of analogous defects promoting plastic deformation,

X. are features rot expected from simple 'live up to" their full elastic strength

quasichemical theories of elastic property potential more than crystalline materials.

variation. Correlations of the position of It my be noted that for metalloid containing

Ex with alloy chemical features of' the equi.1- glassy metals a somewhat different Hv vs. E

,fbrium phase digram have been noted. 23  curve exists, with a narrow band of values

The Young's roduli of elemental metallic corresponding to somewhat differing Cy values;

glasses have been predicted to be 20-30% lower Chen29 3 has suggested that ydepends on the
* than the values of the corresponding crystalline differing Poisson ratios v of these glasses.elements by calculations of the corresponding Thermal Stability: Thermal effects of interest

: febye frequenc',es; 24,25 however, at present few include, with increasing temperature, relaxation

experimental data are available for comparisons processes, the glass transition temperature

fa le(where observable), the crystallization tmp-Sof glasses and crystals. For elements the

*crystalline" E values are known but erature(s) and further transformation tempera-

i! elemental glasses are hard to prepare and ture(s). We do not address the relaxation effects
measure; for alloys where E has been measured here.

for the glasses, the values for the corresponding Glass Transition Temperature Tg: Tg is

crystalline phases are not yet known. Prelim- generally regarded as the most fundamental measure

inary data26 show that the changes of E for the of thermal glass stability since the two struc-

crystalline phases across the Zr-Cu diagram tural entities involved In the glass transition,
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I.e., the glass and the super-cooled liquid, are range, with the relationship
very similar in their atomic arrangements and Tg - a.E b
many electronic properties (unlike the phases over the linear range of values.15  while a

involved in a glass - crystal transition), formula of this type can be understood readily

differing drastically in viscosity, specific In terms of the viscosity at T and Its tempera-
heat, and associated properties. A model for ture dependence, 33 this expression obviously

the glass transition can be given in terms of cannot hold for small values of Eg.

the free volume theory in which the glass tran- Crystallization Temperatures: The exothermic

sftion involves a cooperative rearrangeability processes associated with equilibration my

of the free volume Vf., 1  involve phase separation of a glass Into two
For an elemental glass of atomic mass N Is glasses, phase separation into a glass and a

is therefore reasonable to model the glass transi- crystalline phase or crystallization into one
tion process in analogy to the model for the or more phases; ordering reactions and recrystall-
melting process used in the derivation of the ization also occur. These complicated processes

Lindemann expression 31 for the mlting point Tm involving nucleation, growth and other phenomena

kT MVZ/3e  
2 ,QW2 / 3E cannot be readily and solely associated with the

a Dcr cr elastic properties of the glassy alloys and any
where OD,cr Is the Debye temperature of the observed empirical correlations of the crystal-

crystal and Ecr isits Young's modulus and lization temperature with Eg, etc. could there-

fore be considered as coincidental; nonetheless,

kTGNV2/I !,CV 2/3E correlations involving Tc are frequently
• gin the absence of observable glass transitions.

--One expects that this relationship between Tg Probably the most Important precaution necessary

and E should be followed even more closely than in evaluating Tc as a measure of thermal stability

the corresponding Lindemann relation for the Is to exclude "easy" crystallization processes

melting point because of the much closer similarity from consideration such as those frequently

between glass and liquid than between liquid taking place at the end of the glass forming

and crystal. 32 Assuming the Lindemann -1ation range at low alloying element contents. An

to be vlid. one would expect examle of this situation 1% slowi In Fig. 4

T Tm for the Ca-Al system,19 where elemental Ca

cr crystallizes *easily" at low Al contents of

Unfortunately, these relationships for T cannot 15-20 at.pct. Al. while above %30 at.pct. Al
be tested directly because elemental glasses always the "intrinsic" stability of the glass with

crystallize far below their glass transition. respect to crystallization dominates the process.

Measured Tg values for glassy metal all refer to In comparing glass stability as measured by Tc
alloys rather than elements; unfortunately, as for different systems, only glasses with high

discussed above, for these compositions the alloying content should therefore be considered

relevant property values of the crystalline and, secondly, only similar compositions can be

phases such as Ecr or OD, cr are not yet avail- compared meaningfully. If such precautions are

able. In any case the Lindemann formula cannot taken, and identical, high-alloy-composition

be expected to hold for ordered Intermetallics glasses are compared for chemically related

because the implified model for melting assumed systems, remarkably consistent correlations

for it may not agree with the melting mechanism between Tc and E, as well as between T€ and the

for an ordered phase. Rather than attempting to equilibrium melting points Tm of the crystalline

- make comparisons of the thermal properties of phases are sometimes observed, as demonstrated
glasses with those of the crystalline phases at for a series of T5-T9 glasses 34 (TS - Nb, Ta,

this time, we examine the relation between the T9 a Rh, r) as shown in Fig. S. Wang 36 has
thermal and elastic properties for glassy alloys, attempted to correlate glass stability with the

For the Zr-Cu system,1S e.g., T9 and E are structural complexity of the corresponding

proportional to composition over a wide composition
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THlE THERMOELECTRIC POWER OF THE METALLIC GLASS Ca. A10 2 1I-
J.P. CARINI, Soumen DASAK and S.R. NAGEL
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Joacefre 14 November 1930 -

We repert the First meassament of the themoelectric power a. of a metallic glasa that contains only normal metals. The3
thelmoelectic power of arnorpousCa 8Al92 has been measured as a function of temperature from 10 K to 420 K. Ituis
found that Q is positive, varies linearly with temnpeat uye and has a small slope. This is similar to the thermoete~tric power

i

found lot Other metallicShInes e.tilag kige concent11smaio nsofrait ion metal atomrs. t41

i Irder to u:defstnd the unuIual electronic trans. tential and
bebavi-ir that appears in awtallic Slasses. aiim- ~ .S(2kV)lVC F)1 2 . -

if investigators have focused their attention on Pm -_____________

hetmotlectri power, Q, inthesematenias [1-81. '*F S(k)fr-fk)j 2 4(2kF)- 4 k3 dk*
thermoelectric Power in Metals is Very sensitive to
'-chanisr for the scattering of conduction elec- Here S(k) is the structure factor and u(k) is the pseudo-

so that 2 knowledge of this quantity can help potential. if 2kF ties near kp (which is, the position of
.e whic~h scattering processes are relevant in the the first large peAk in the structure factor) then P can
,:s. In the nonmagnetic metallic glasses the measut- become much larger than I and Q can change sign and
ts ofQ have shown vry simple behavior: over a become positive. The condition that 2 ky C is 3!so
range of temperature (up to the crystallization the criterion in the Ziznan *heory for a negative -value

':rature) Q varies approximately linearly with tern- of a. If 2kF is far from kthen Q should be negativef
;re. There also seems to be a correlation in these asis expected for a normnl metal. In a binary alloy

?ignetic allo)s indicating that when the tempera- these expressions become more complicated and one
'etfficiens of lesistivity.a a ( lp) ap 8.T (where must rewrite them in terms of the partial structure fie-
!!e resistivity). Is negative the thermoelectric tots. : n this case one would expect to rind a positive

tends to be positive. This behavior can be ex- Q and negative a when 2kF lies near the peak of any
d mst simply in terms of the extended Ziman one of the ptlal structure factors.
v (9) for the resistivity of amorphous metals. ic One problem with the measurements that have been

shofn 41 that for the Ziman theory the her- performed until now is that the gsses studied all cort-
.odtrac power is tun a high concentration of transition metal elements.

The pseudopotential that appears in eq.(2) must be
replaced [101 by the appropriate o-matrix since one is 

3 rk 13T - P 1,! definitely in the strong scattering regime. In this case
thr ssonmc question wvhether the Ziman theory

EF pi the Fermi energy, e is the charge of the ihud tl be applicable (Il11.
on, fcontains the energy dependence of the pa. In this paper we report the first measurement of

Ii S
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HARDNESS vs. YOUNG'S MODULUS OF METALLIC GLASSES

j .H. Whang, D.E. Polk* and B.C. Giessen

Materials Science Division, Institute of Chemical Analysis, Northeastern University,

Boston, MA 0211

INTRODUCTION EAPERINENTAL METHODS

It had previously been demonstrated that there E data were calculated from the relation
is an approximate correlation between the Young's E - pVE2; here VE is the velocity of an extensional
modulus E and the Vickers microhardness H of wave. Where well-spun ribbons could be obtained,
metallic glasses (1). Further, it was noted (1) VE was measured by the ultrasonic pulse-echo tech-
that in a plot of 1i vs. E, the metal-metal (H-N) nique (5) on such ribbons; alternatively, the
glasses of intermediate hardness appeared to fall impulse Induce resonance technique (6) was used on
onto a curve distinct from that defined by the samples cut from foils which had been prepared by
metal-metalloid (M-X) glasses; for a given hardness the arc-melting piston and anvil technique. For
the N-N glass had a lower E. The yield stress Oy magnetic materials, the pulse-echo measurements
of metallic glasses (and, since they are essenti- were made on samples which were magnetically satur-
ally elastic-plastic, the tensile strength) has ated by the application of a magnetic field suffic-

been found to scale with the hardness, i.e. lent to eliminate magnetostriction effects. The
ay H/3.1 (2), so that the maximum tensile elastic den.sity . was either measured directly by an imier-

strain is given by ey=H/3.1 E. Because the curve sion technique or, in some cases, assumed to be lZ
velating H to E for the M-X glasses in Ref. I is less than that of the corresponding crystalline
not a straight line passing through the origin, ry alloy. H values were measured using a Shimadzu
for these glasses varies from 1.50 to 2.20%, while microhardness tester with loads ranging from 25 to

t-y for the four M.M glasses studied in Ref. 1 was 100 g; in each case indentation depths were chosen
found to be about 2.10%. to be less than 1/6 of the thickness of the sample.

Subsequently, a direct proportionality was We estimate that E is accurate to + 1.5% and H is

demonstrated between H Pnd the shear modulus G for accurate (other than for a possible calibration
the limited number of P-X glasses where this quan- error which would be present in all samples) to
tity was measured (3). Ini tension, non-brittle + 3% (nmx1-,n estimated errors).
metallic glasses fail on a localized shear band

(4); the observed correlation of H and G indicates RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

that the N-X glasses which were studied (3) fail at
a constant shear strain, within experimental Our results from measurements of H and E on
uncertainty. glasses of the indicated compositions are given in

The data reported below were gathered in order Table 1 and are plotted in Figure 1.
to further explore the relationship between the
strength and the elastic behavior of N-N glasses Metal-Metal Glasses: Fig. I shows that for
over a wide range of H and E and to compare this the wide range of M-A glasses studied (for which
behavior to that of the M-X glasses. the E and H values cover almost an order of

magnitude) H is directly proportional to E.

*CURRENT ADDRESS: Office of Naval Research, 800 North Quincy Street, Arlington, VA 22217
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TABLE 1. Vickers Microhardness H and Young's Modulus E of Glassy Alloys

Alloy H (109N/M2J E (10°10 / 2) Reference

1. Ta ssIr .445 11.23 16.91 (6)

2. Nb. 5 5 r.45  10.02 15.06 (7)

3. TaS S Rh.45  9.022 14.85 this study

4. Nb 4 oN. 6 0  8.99 13.61 (8)

5. Ta4 0Nt. 6 0  9.36 15.05 (8)

b. Fe 75 8 2 5  10.94 18.62 this study

I. Fe.80 .20  10.00 16.66

8. Fe.85 B.15  8.58 15.07

9. Fe 78 St 10B 12  9.28 15.67 (9)

10. Fe. 848.08 Zr.08 8.85 15.03 this study

11. N. 7 8Si 1 0 B 12  8.00 13.65 (9)

12. CO.78 .108.12 8.62 14.89 (9)
13. N. 36 Fe.32Cr.14P.1 28.0 6  8.07 14.05 this study

14. Ti 50 Ni 40 Si1l 8.33 12.30 (10)

15. T. 6 5 N. 2 5 S1 1 0  6.52 9.59 (10)

16. T. 60 N. 4 0  6.71 9.58 (10)

17. Zr 35 Cu 6 5  6.32 9.34 (11)

18. Zr. 70 Cu. 30  4.08 6.52 (11)

19. Zr.75Cu.25  3.76 6.27 (11)

ZO. (ZrsCu 5 ) 9 0 8 1 0  6.30 9.31 this study
Zl. Pt.4 8 N .36 P.16  5.38 9.76

22. Pd 7 7 5 CU0oSf 1 6 5  4.99 8.77

23. Pd 4 Ni 4 0 P. 1 5 8 0  5.40 9.66

Z4. Ca 6 5 A1.35  2.61 3.96 (12)

25. Ca 65 Cu 35  1.77 Z.89 (12)

26. Ca 6 5 Zn 3 5  1.51 2.49 (12)

27. Ca. 65Ag.35  1.28 2.68 this study

28. Ca. 65 (Al. 5Pd. 5).35  2.07 3.20 I

Where deviations from this relation occur, they does not pass through the orgin; the same is true

are small (1 51); even for the Ta-Rh glass which for some other alloy series not represented here

deviated from the straight line for M-M glasses by (8).

the greatest amount, the deviation is only approx- The "master curve" for M-M glasses is character-

imately twice the experminental uncertainty given tzed by a constant yield strain t uH/3.1-EuO.022;
y

above, this yield strain appears to be almost independent

The near-universality of this linear relation- of the composition and properties of the glasses

. ship for F-M glasses is remarkable and Is in strik- such as their cohesive energy or the atomic size
ing contrast to the behavior of E vs. H for ratio of constituents. Indeed, the constant value

U crystalline metals and alloys. However, it should of cy for the M-M glasses suggests that these

be pointed out that for some binary alloy glass glasses possess inherently similar structures,
system for which study of E and H was possible atomic bonding character and, in particular,

over a wide composition range, subtle deviations plastic flow mechanisms.

from the "mster curve" occur; e.g., the values for As mentioned, the observed universal linear

Zr-Cu glasses, indicated by a dashed line In Fig. relationship of H and E is in especially mrked

1, lie on a somewhat different straight line which contrast to the behavior of crystalline alloys;
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since the hardness of crystalline metals depends all of the data on one H vs. G master curve. For

strongly on the microstructure and degree of crys- example, the Pd-Cu-SI 4ata point in Fig. 1 has the

tal perfection. i.e. dislocation content, the H/E lowest H/E value of the M-X glasses; this glass also

value of any given crystalline alloy is not even has a rather high v of -0.40 (15). For a (hypothet-

uniquely determined. Also. H/E values for crystal- ical) H-N glass of equal hardness as Pd-Cu-Si lying

line metals can be much lower, e.g. *0.003 for pure on the dashed N-N line to have the G value required

fcc Rh (13) (covalently bonded materials can have to coincide with the H vs. G point of Pd-Cu-Si, v

much higher H/E values, e.g. H/E =0.24 for diamond). for this N-N glass (and for all other N-N glasses

The fact that shear must be present in plastic if the H-N glasses were to have a direct H vs. G

flow and the observations noted in Ref. 3 suggest proportionality) would need to be 60.16, which would

that a correlation between H and G may be even be an unusually low value (14). It is thus likely

stronger than the observed one between H and E. If that for H vs. G as well as H vs. E there would not
be a conmmon master curve for N-N and M-X glasses.

future observations of G indeed demonstrate a

constant shear yield strain, the observed constant While it is likely that the bonding character

tensile yield strain would imply a constant of the glasses is responsible for the differences

Poisson's ratio Eu - I for all N-N glasses between N-N and M-X glasses, we feel that at this
stud)sd here; it my be noted that v is &lso nearly time there are not enough data (especially H-G data)

constant for crystalline metals (14). available for a detailed discussion of potentially

metal-Metalloid Glasses: As suggested in contributing factors such as directionality of M-X

Ref. 1, the data for selected metal-metalloid (j4-X) bonds, degree of d-bonding, etc.

glasses shown in Fig. 1 exhibit lower * values for ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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ABSTRACT

The six T5 -T10 metal alloy phase diagrams containing Pd
or Pt have now all been established. The alloy phases
occurring in these systems are tabulated and reviewed here
with respect to their structures.

An extensive study of the T-x phase diagrams of the binary alloy systems
composed of combinations of the refractory T5 metals, V, Nb, Ta, on the one
side and the noble TIO metals, Pd and Pt, on the other side has recently
been concluded [1-5] by completion of work on the system Nb-Pt; this was
the last remaining, undetermined phase diagram of this group. (The system
V-Pd had been previously studied [6].) These studies were undertaken to
establish definitively the presence or absence of certain alloy phases in

these systems and to determine alloy constitution as a function of temperature
and concentration; in the process of this work, alloy chemical information
on structures, lattice parameters, etc., has also been gathered. A com-
parative compilation of the salient alloy chemical features of these systems

is therefore possible and is given in the following.
The alloy phase data are arranged into an overview, Table I (which contains

data for the alloy chemically related T5 -Ni systems) and four individual

Tables II-V, according to phase type and stoichiometry [1-10]. While
most of the alloy chemical features are obvious from these Tables, we point
out some details in the following.

The tetrahedrally close packed (TCP) phases (also known as Frank-Kasper
phases) include Cr30 (A 15) type, a type, and u type phases. Of these,
Cr 3o and a are T5 -rich; u phases occur only in Ni systems and have AB
stoichiometry. Cr 3O and a-type phases occur together only in two systems,
in six systems only one of these types is found, and one system (Nb-Pd) has
no TCP phase.

At or near AB, there are high temperature phases in all systems of Nb and
Ta with Pd and Pt; while structures have been determined after quenching only
in two of them (Nb-Pd and Ta-Pd), all of these phases are assumed to have
disordered Cu type structures which are derived from the terminal Pd or Pt

solid solutions. Where ordered AB structures exist, they are distorted
phases based on the hcp Hg type structure (VPt and NbPt) or the bec W type

structure (TaPd).

*Communication No. 164 of the Institute of Chemical Analysis at Northeastern
University, Boston, Massachusetts 02115, USA.
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Table 1: Intermetallic Phases in T _T~ Systems (including MI)

(Structure lype in Parenthesis)
T Rich AB AB, AB

System T6 Phases Ref.
- a a HT L T LT HT LT

V-Ni v Ni C %i S.s. Ni s.s. VNi, Mi S.s. VNi ]

43 3 7

(Cr3O) (a)(ia 2 3)

* V-Pt v3 Pt - Pt. S.a. VPt Pt $.a. vpt 2  Pt 8.3. VPt 3  13

(Cr3O0) 1(AuCd) (Hlope2) (TiAl3 )

b-i - - 4bNi (a) - NbNi (71

( phase) (TiCu3

Nb-P - Pd s.s. - bPd Pd s.s. 6-NbPd
-d2 3 [1)

(Hope 2 ) (8-1;bPd 3

a-Nb Pd 3

Nb-Pt N4b 3Pt a Pt 5 ~(b) Nb~ NbPt 2  6-1bPt 3  [41
33

ct-NbPt 
3

(TiCu 3)

Ta-Ni~c TaNi (a) Ta~i 2  TaNi 3(d) 7

(u phase) (MoSI 2  (S-TaPt 3

Ta-Pd c Pd s.s. TaPd TaPd 2  TaPd 3 (2

(y-TiCu) (NoPt 2  (TiAI 3)

* a-Pt - a Pt e.s. - Ta~t 2B-Ta~t [ 5]

(TaPt 2  ($-NbPt 3
a-Ta~t 

3

* - - __________ (TI~ 3

-(a);iA phase Is TCP(Frank-Xasper) phase" (b) Off-stoichiometric

(c) Ta-Ni also forms Ta 2 i (Al 2 CU) Md T&NI (TICu ) has also been
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.ab1e Il: TCP (Frank-Kasper) Phases i.; - 'U Systems

Pd Pt

!iT:Single phase V s.s. V 3Pt:Tm. - I8W*C

lnt.T: 2 phase V s.s. + ?d s.s. Cr 3-AI5 type

V Lt :V3 Pd:T = 840 C a 4.817 . (at '5 at.pcz. Pt)3 perxtecto'id

Cr 30Q-A5 type (cubic)
a - .4.815

1. Nb3 Pt (19-28 aL.pct. Pt):

T
m.pericectIc - 2040"

Cr 3O-AI5 type

a - 5.239 A (26 at.pct. Pt):
%1 NONE 2. ":Nb2Pt" (31-3b at.pct. Pt)

T
mperitectic 130

q - S-U type (tetrajonal)

a = 9.940 A (at 32 at.pct. Pt)

c - 5.145 A (at 32 at.pct. Pt)

C:Tperitectic 2550*C j:Tperitectic 221C

o type L type

Ta a = 9.978 A a - 9.95

c = 5.208 A c - 5.16

The structures of the eight AB2 phases were comprehensively reviewed earlier

[9]. (Nb-Ni does not form an AB 2 phase.) Seven of these eight phases are

isostructural (MoPt2 type) and are based on the Cu type structure of the Ni,

Pd, or Pt solid solutions.
All AB3 phases are based on the same ordered, rectangular AB3 mesh [8,10],

but with different stacking sequences, ranging in length from 2 layers (hcp-

like) and 3 layers (Cu type-like) to 6 and 12 layers. Of special interest is

the conversion of some stacking sequences into the 3 layer type by cold work

and the sensitivity of the stacking sequence to impurity content (8).

The quantitative interpretation of the structural transitions between
related phases must await future theoretical developments. In terms of the

ordering temperatures relative to the melting temperatures, the stability of

the ordered T 10 -rich phases increases on going from V to Ta and from Ni to Pt.
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Table III: AB Phases in Ts-T~o Systems

Pd Pt
V Pd s.s. (all T's) HT: Pt a.s.:T m % 1770'C;

LT: VPt :T orde r  1500*C
AuCd - B19 type

a - 2.707

b - .747

c - 4.413

HT:a'-Pt: Ta~periectic = 1780"C

HT: Pd s.s. (at 57 at.pct. Pt)

Tm, peritectic 1565*C Teutectold " 1670"C

(at 60 at.pct. Pd) (Structure unknown, prob.
Pt a.s.);Teutecoid - 1225*C; H1/LT: ,bxPb

Nb Tetcti -x l+x
a 4.020 mperitectc " 1750C

LT: ( 1255*C) AuCd - B19 type (at 50 at.pct. Pt)

Two phase Nb s.s. NbPt 2  a - 2.780

b - 4.983

c - 4.611

HT: Pd s.s.
IT ' 170"C, T 1550"C HT: TaPt(HT) T., 1795C

m eutectoid aperitectic
a - 4.006 ;*

Ta Int.T: Two phase (a + TaPd) T utecto d ' 16350C

LT: TaPd:Tperitectoid - 1410C (Structure unknown, prob.
Pt s.s.)

yTiCu - B1I type LT Two phase (c 4 TaPt,)

S a- 3.279A

* c - 6.036

*measured on rapidly quenched alloys
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Table IV: AB2 Phases in T -T Systems

Pd Pt

!iT:Pd s.s.:T, - 1360*C; HT:Pt s.s.:T - 1805*C,

a % 3.868 1;
V LT"VPd :Torder 905*C LT:VPt 2Torder '11001C

MoPt, type (orthorhombic) MoPt, type

a - 2.750 a - 2.730

b - 8.250 A b - 8.323

c - 3.751 A c - 3.800

.b~d,:r itIo~C NbPb T. - 901Cd , perirecci 2:, peritectic

MoPt 2 type MoPt 2 type

NbI a - 2.839 A a - 2.801 A
b - 8.376 A b - .459A

c , 3.886, c 3.951

TaPd :7 180 aT T 2245*C2' M, congruent 218001C aPt:Tm, congruent

MoPt type TaPt type (orthorhombic)
2 . 2

Ta a - 2.896 A a -8.403 A

b - 8.397 A b - 4.785

c - 3.790 c - 4.744A
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Table V: AB Phases in T -T Systems

3 5 10

Pd Pt

HT: Pd s.s.:T m . 1375"C; HT:Pt s.s.:T- 1800"C

a . 3.879

v LT: VPd3: e 815C, LT:VPt T 1 15*C
r~order '3: order

TiAI3 type (30 (tecragonal) TiAI 3 type (3)

a - 3.847 A a - 3.861

c - 7.751 A. c - 7.824 A.

HT:4-Pd s.s.:T, % 1625*C; ,4bPt3:Tm,congruent - 2040*C

LT: (, 1600C) B-NbPt 3:8-NbPt 3 type (12)

8- 'bPd 3:-NbPd 3 type (61) (monaclinic)

(orthorhombic) a - 5.537 X a - 90"32*

a - 5.486 A b - 4.870

Nb b - 4.845 A c - 27.33 A.
c -13.602 A;

a-tbPd 3:TIAl 3 type (31) a-NbPt 3:TICu 3-DOa type (20

(orthorhombic)

a - 3.895 A a " 5.534

c - 7.913 A. b - 4.873

c - 4.564 A.

TaPd 3:T mongruent  1770*C TaPt3:To'congruent  2065*C

TiAl 3 type (30 8-TaPt 3 :8-NbPt 3 type (12L)

.a a - 3.880 A a - 5.537 A a = 9032.4'

c 7.978 A. b - 4.869

c -27.33 A;

2-TaPt 3:TICu3 type (29)

a - 5.538 X

b - 4.874

c - 4.560 A.
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CRYSTAL CHEMISTRY OF METASTABLE ALLOY PHASES*

B. C. Giessen
Materials Science Division, Institute of Chemical Analysis and Depar:ment of
Chemistry. Northeastern University, Boston, Massachusetts 02115 USA

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Knowledge of the metastable crystalline alloy phases that can be prepared
from the liquid or vapor by non-equilibrium methods is useful because the
descriptive crystal chemistry of an alloy system should include metastable
phases stable with respect to the components but unstable respective to other
intermediate phases 11]. Alloy phases within a certain range of positive free
energy of formation are also of interest, especially for systems without
equilibrium phases. Accordingly, there have been some systematic "hunts" for
metastable alloy phases (HAP's) that can be prepared by rapid liquid quenching,
reviewed in Refs. 2-7. The principal results of these studies on disordered
(element-like) and ordered MAP's and some additional data are presented here.

Phase Disarms: The phase diagram representation of MAP's is discussed in
Ref. 4; typically. MAP's are presented in: a "quenched phase plot" showing the
composition ranges of MAP's prepared by quenching; an augmented T-x phase dia-
gram modified by incorporating metastable phases; an augmented free energy
diagram; and an operational plot shoving those phases retained by quenching
to a specific supercooling temperature LTs or by quenching at a given cooling
rate.

Disordered MAPS: Many B-metal phases of this type containing elements o
the Cu. Zn, Al. Si and As (BI to B5) groups have been prepared by quenching

to -1960C [2,5,8,9,10]. Some of the findings were:
Metastable Hume-Rothery XHR) phases (VEC controlled) based on Ag and Au can

be prepared in systems in which the characteristic sequence a, 8 (or t), y is
incomplete, such that a metastable HR phase is retained with the structure and
VEC of the first "missing" HR phase 110).

Many alloys of Zn, Cd, Ga, Sn, Pb, Bi and other low melting normal B-metals
form MAP's with the Cu type (fcc), In type (tetragonal, c/a '1). w (HgSn 6-lO)
type (simple hexagonal), 8-Sn type (tetragonal) and r(a-Po) type (simple
cubic). These alloy phases lie in phase fields (characterized qualitatively by
ranges of the average VEC and average potential) containing many stable and
metastable alloys with different combinations of components and identical
crystal structures. Many of these structures have gradual or discontinuous
transitions to other stable or metastable phases or connect isolated, isostruc-
tural regions, e.g., in the Cd-In system (8]. The occurrence of these phases
can be understood in terms of pseudopotential theory [2].

In B-metals, some HAP's are structurally related to high pressure (HP)
phases. Thus, in the (simple eutectic) Al-Ga system, a MAP with the In type

is isostructural with a HP phase of Ga; conversely, the MAP may have the

(hypothetical) equilibrium structure of hydrostatically "expanded" Al [11].
Some recent results are: A (Ga-Zn) MAP [12] is related to another HP form

of Ga. An unexpected, elemental crystal structure was found in the Hg-In
system, where a MAP with the actinide structure of B-U was formed (91. An w
type phase is formed by partial equilibration of a Zr-rich Zr-Cu !lass [131.

*Communication # 165 of the Institute of Chemical Analysis at Northeastern
University, Boston, Massachusetts 02115, USA.

*at. be. sec. 3"P. fPtc. Val. 19 (1983) QlSeVier Science hblishinq Co.. Inc.
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Ordered MAP's: Ordered AP's were comprehensively reviewed in 1976 171;
since then, many additional ordered MAP's were reported. Classification of
ordered MAP's 171 is based on their crystal chemical relationships to stable
phases or other metastable phases in the same system or in chemically related
ones.

Some ordered MAP's have very complex crystal structures: thus, metastabl.,

Au4Si has 8 tetragonal subcell with 10 atoms/cell and a supercell where at
least one cell edge is 3 times that of the subcell (14]. Ordered MAP's are
often formed as transition phases during equilibration of metallic glasses;
a recent example is m-DeTi [151.

Ordered MAP's appear somewhat unpredictably in rapidly quenched alloys.
especially T metal alloys. Since as yet there is no generally recognized
theory for the correlation and structural prediction of ordered alloy phases.
an understanding of the numerous ordered MAP's interspersed between equilib-
rium phases must also await the development of such a theoretical framework.
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